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An inexpensive 
Sehottky 

diode ring quad. 
Only $2.75 in lOK quantities. In stock. From Hewlett-Packard, 

the 5082-2830. For your money you get: Wideband operation 
to 2 GHz. Monolithic construction that provides extremely 

tight diode match and superior temperature tracking characteristics. 
Low conversion loss. Very low distortion. The proof is in your 

breadboard - and your pocketbook. For more information 
contact your nearby HP sales office. 0 1317 

Domestic USA price only. 
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How to S<i!!_~eze 60 dB of swept frequency response 
from 10 mW of RF drive. 
It's simple. Just use the new HP 8755 
Frequency Response Test Set. Its 
extremely high sensitivity (-50 dBm) 
delivers a full 60 dB dynamic measure
ment range from 100 MHz to 18 GHz 
using modern solid-state sweepers 
like the HP 8620. 

But that's just the beginning. Its flat 
( ± 0.5 dB) response means that you can 
make accurate swept measurements of 
insertion loss/ gain and return loss , even 
on frequency translation devices like 
mixers . And it doesn't drift with time 
and temperature because it's a modulated 
system. This high stability means 

minimal recalibration. Isn't that what 
you need for production testing? 

Yet with all of its sophistication, the 
system is really easy to use. It's direct 
reading and fully calibrated with push
button selection of operating functions . 
You can simultaneously display forward 
and return loss either as a ratio or an 
absolute response. Everything is designed 
for time-saving, error-free measurement. 

You can take this lightweight, all 
solid-state and rugged system out into the 
field to test cable runs, antennas and 
the like. Another important and practical 
advantage for field use: you can operate 

the detectors up to 200 feet away from 
the display! 

There's economy too: a complete 
8755 system with analyzer in an H P 182A 
large screen scope display, modulation 
unit and three detectors costs just $3200. 

Ask your HP field engineer for the 
new brochure on the 8755L. It'll give 
you the complete story on why it's so 
much system for so little money. 

HEWLETT"' PACKA~~ 

HP sales, service and support in 172 cities in 65 countries. For mo re information write: H ewlett·Packard , 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304 ; Europe: 
P.O. Box 85, CH·l2 l 7 Meyri n 2, Geneva, Switzerland; Japan : YHP, l-59-1, Yoyogi, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, 15 l. 
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Highlights 

The cover: Discrete semiconductors flourish, 85 
New markets among automobile and TV 
manufacturers plus a reputation for reliabil
ity are helping discrete devices to achieve 
prosperity. Field-effect transistors and 
power devices are especially strong . Cover 
photo by Associate Art Director Charles 
Ciatto says it fittingly with flowers. 

A house In space, 67 
For four weeks in May and June, three as
tronauts will make their home in Skylab, an 
earth-orbiting laboratory in which they'l l 
carry out experiments in astronomy , earth 
observation , and biology. 

Better driver circuitry for displays, 95 
Besides making tradeoffs between the dif
ferent types of multid igit display, it's a good 
idea to optimize the circuitry that drives the 
output elements. 

The MOS memory that scored over cores, 108 
The inside story of the Intel 1103-the first 
dynamic MOS random-access memory to 
break into the computer mainframe market 
in a big way-is the second of Electronics' 
profiles of unusually successful products . 

And In the next issue . . . 
Special report: is electronics making it in the 
home? . . 25 years after: a retrospective 
on information theory . . simulating sonar 
displays with minicomputers. 
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Discrete semiconductors, as you 
can see by our cover, a re bl oom

ing. Actually , says Larry Altman, 
our Solid State Editor, who wrote 
the I 0-page special report that starts 
on page 85 , the strong growth in dis
cretes is a bit of a surprise, consid
ering the attention grabbed by the 
more glamorous a reas of integrated
circuit technology. 

" When we started ," says Altman, 
" we planned something along the 
I in es of a state-of-the-market piece. 
That's because during resea rch for 
our annual market survey, pub
lished in the first issue in January, 
we were impressed by the great 
market boost shown by discretes. 

"Once we go t behind the num
bers, however, we saw all the great 
technological innovations that have 
helped discretes. Of course , these in
novations are not being applied 

iacross the board . Manufacturers are 
'applying them in growth areas
such as power devices, field-effect 
transistors, and radio-frequency and 
microwave devices ." 

And , speaking of rf and micro
wave, we had to leave those areas 
out of the report because of space 

Publisher's letter 
limitations. But you can expect a 
second installment, covering those 
devices, in an upcoming issue. 

The cover, which carries through 
the " blossoming" theme, is the 

handiwork of Charles Ciatto, our 
Associate Art Director. While his 
photographic work has appeared in 
Electronics before, this marks his 
first photo cover. He is also, as he 
says, "a bug on plants." So the com
bination of horticulture and photo
graphy was a na tural. 

After touring the flower district 
for the right blossoms, he brought 
them home and sweated under pho
toflood lights for hours. To keep the 
plants from wilting, too, he sprayed 
them occasiona ll y with water. And , 
se rendipitou sly, wh en the slides 
came back, the ones with the water 
droplets were far and away more 
striking. He notes tha t he used a Ni
kormat, close-up lenses, and high
speed Type B Ektachrome. 

We're looking for an editor 

An exciting career opportunity has just opened on the New York editorial 
staff of ELECTRONICS. Our editors travel extensively , write and edit techni
cal articles, and cover stimulating new deve lopments in electronic tech
nology. 

Specifically , the ideal candidate wi ll have an engineering degree and ex
tensive experience in the application of a wide range of components, both 
active and passive, to the design of electronic equipment. Writing abi lity is 
an obvious requirement. 

The salary is as good as or better than industry rates for engineers. We ' re 
part of McGraw-Hi ll , one of the world 's best-known publishing companies, 
and we offer excellent working conditions and fringe benefits . 

If you qualify, send your resume with salary requirements to : The Execu
tive Editor, ELECTRONICS Magazine , 122 1 Avenue of the Americas, New 
York , N Y 10020. 
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lntronics 
multiplies 
your design 
flexibility 
with low-cost high accuracy 
M530 IC multiplier/dividers 
lntronics IC multiplier/ 
dividers provide the ~ 
packaging flexibility ~" ,/ ""'.".:< ..,..,'-_' 

you need when ~- /~ 
space is at a ·· _, 
premuim. These ~ 
low-cost, fully self
contained, four-quadrant monolithic 
devices are capable of 

multiplication ~~, 
division 1oz 

Y' 
. x2 squarmg

10
, 

and square 
rooting v'10Z, 

and feature high accuracy to 
0.5% with excellent 
stability and a wide 
bandwidth of one 
megahertz. Prices 
start as low as $20. -+-~.Jl-11\i;:;> 
Applications include: 
modulation and demodulation, phase 
detection and measurement, ratio 
measurement, power measurement, 

function generation 
and frequency 
discrimination. 

, fl>1- Write for com-

ij . plete applications 
information in our 

#'designer's guide, 
~ "Optimizing Analog 

Multiplier Performance." 

When you 're in a tight spot specify 
lntronics M530 ICmultiplier/dividers. 

@ 
inttohles 

57 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts 02158 U.S.A. 
617-332-7350, TWX 710-335-6835 

Overseas, call . 
Belgium 35-97-91 
Finland 11 -123 
France 270-2255 
Germany 524181 

Israel 53459 
Italy 719-518 
Japan 279-0771 
Netherland s 678380 
United Kingdom Maidstone 54224 
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Readers comment 

Calculator puzzles 

To the Editor: The pocket ca lculator 
sho rt cuts in th e E nginee ring N ote
book secti on of the magazine are ex
cellent, a nd I certainly enj oy read
ing the m. I would like to suggest 
tha t you include some things on the 
lighter side th a t can be done with a 
pocket calcula tor. 

H ere is a ma thematical weirdo 
you may find amusing: T ake 15 873 
times a ny number one th rough nine, 
multiply the result by seven, your 
a nswer is the same as your multi
plie r. Fo r example, if you use the 
multiplie r fi ve, the answer would be 
555555 . 

The re must be many mathem ati
cal puzzles tha t can be worked o ut 
o n the pocket ca lcula tor, a nd I a m 
sure your readers would apprecia te 
knowing w hat they are. 

Philip H . Alspach 
Lafaye tte Hill , P a. 

Active filter correction 

To the Editor: Vitto rio Pomo of Oli
vetti Labs, Ivrea, Ita ly, brought to 
my a ttention an error which a p
pea red in my article in the Octo ber 
23, 1972, Electronics. H ere is a list
ing of the correct capacitors values 
fo r section 1 o f the odd-order filt ers 
in T a ble 8. 

M =0.2 
Order C(1) C(2) C(3) 
3 2.47691 2.33579 0.345685 
5 3.22787 1.49698 0.427236 
7 3.5182 1.35747 0.437102 
9 3.70761 1.30237 0.434685 

M = 0.4 
Order C(1) C(2) C(3) 
3 2.58726 2.13013 0 362895 
5 3.32331 1 .48091 0.432982 
7 3.62987 1.36148 0.440894 
9 3.77101 1.31802 0.443208 

M=0.6 
Order C(1) C(2) C(3) 
3 2.70422 1.96242 0.376872 
5 3.4203 1.46691 0.438404 
7 3.71401 1.36895 0.447313 
9 3.85115 1 33283 0.450391 

M=0.8 
Order C(1) C(2) C(3) 
3 2.82576 1.82427 0.387978 
5 3.51655 1.45504 0.44373 
7 3.7984 1.37715 0.453805 
9 3.93223 1.34813 0.457678 

F arouk Al-Nasser 
Ho neywell Tes t Instrument Div. 

D enver, Colo. 

The Elegant 
Capacitors 

For elegant applications. Zero tempera
ture coefficient ± 1 O ppm / C ( - 55 C to 
+ 85 C) with .01 % accuracy - now 25% 
smaller in size. 

Precise specs from precise crafts
manship. That's what you ' ll find in all 
capacitors by EAi. Polystyrene. " Mylar." 
Polycarbonate. Polysulfone. Polypropy

lene . Plain and metal
lized films. Hermetically 
sealed . RC networks , 
also. Matching tolerances 
from 5% to 0.005% . 

Plus a growing list of other elegantly 
crafted etceteras-and fast, fast delivery. 

till 
Electronic Associates, Inc. 

185 Monmouth Parkway 
West Long Branch , New Jersey 07764 

Tel. (201) 229-1100 
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ae, de, volt~ amps, ohms 
25 ranges 
$595 eomplete 
5-daY- delivery 

INTRODUCING Systron-Donner's all-function 
7004A Digital Multimeter D Measures de and ac voltage, 
de and ac current and resistance D New improved 
circuitry expands AC response to 100 KHz D New color
coded pushbuttons help distinguish functions D New 
carry case option D New simplified calibration D Optional 
battery pack with recharger ($95) mounts internally D 
1,000 megohm input impedance on 3 lowest ranges 
D 0.01 % de accuracy. For lab, field or systems use (with 
DTL/TTL compatible BCD outputs, $45 additional). 
Contact your local Scientific Devices office for more 7004A 
details or: Concord Instruments Division, 10 Systron 
Drive, Concord , CA 94518. In Europe: Systron-Donner 
GmbH Munich W. Germany; Systron-Donner Ltd ., Leam
ington Spa, U.K.; Systron-Donner S.A. Paris (Port Marly) 
France. In Australia : Systron-Donner Pty. Ltd. Melbourne. 

SVSTRON 
The Systron-Donner Instruments Group: 

CONNER 

Concord Instruments D Computer Systems D Datapulse D Kruse Electron ics D Microwave D Trygon Electronics 
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Cut package count ••• Simplify board layout ••• 

Reduce equipment s ize ••• with 

MULTI-COMP® 
RESISTOR-CAPACITOR 
NETWORKS 

(Meta net® Film Resistors, Monolythic® Cerami~ Capacitors) 

STANDARDIZED DESIGNS* FOR 
BETTER AVAILABILITY, BETTER PRICES 

R IOI C1 

100 470 2000 lOOpF 
150 500 2200 330pF 
200 680 3300 O.OlµF 
220 1000 4700 C2 
330 1500 6800 0.05µF 

BYPASSED PULL-UP AND R-C COUPLING NETWORKS 

R IOI c 
100 470 2000 
150 500 2200 lOOOpF 
200 680 3300 3300pF 
220 1000 4700 O.OlµF 
330 1500 6800 

SPEED-UP NETWORKS 

R IOI c (pf) 

100 470 2000 
150 500 2200 

100 
200 680 3300 

330 
220 1000 4700 
330 1500 6800 

ACTIVE TERMINATOR NETWORKS 

*OTHER PACKAGES, CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS, AND RATINGS AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL ORDER 

Sprague puts more passive component families into 
dual in-line packages than any other manufacturer: 

e TANTALUM CAPACITORS 
e CERAMIC CAPACITORS 
e TANTALUM-CERAMIC NETWORKS 
e RESISTOR-CAPACITOR NETWORKS 
e PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
e TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 

For more information on Sprague DIP components, 
write or ca// Ed Geiss/er, Manager, 
Specialty Components Marketing, 
Sprague Electric Co., 35 Marshall St., 
North Adams, Mass. 01247. Tel. 413/664-4411. 

THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 
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e HYBRID CIRCUITS 
e TAPP ED DELAY LINES 
e SPECIAL COMPONENT COMBlNATIONS 
e THICK-FILM RESISTOR NETWORKS 
e THIN-FILM RESISTOR NETWO RKS 
e ION-IMPLANTED RESISTOR NETWO RKS 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF REl/ABIUTY 

40 years ago 
From the pages of Electronics, Aprll 1933 

President Roosevelt, in the midst of 
the banking emergency, changes the 
whole public psychology by a 13-
minute talk over the nationwide ra
dio networks. 

A great Atlantic liner talks with a 
ship below the horizon, by means of 
a modulated light-beam playing on 
a distant cloud-bank. 

New realism in sound reproduc
tion-three-dimensional "talkies" or 
telephony-is made possible by a 
binaural or stereoscopic pickup. 

An infrared "fog-eye" locates hot 
ships' funnels through a naval 
smokescreen- in preparation for ice
berg detection through fog later this 
Spring. 

To eliminate troublesome fading, 
KDKA engineers obtain baby blimp 
to hold antenna aloft to a vertical 
height of 1500 ft. 

Professor Theremin, musical-in
strument inventor, now applies 
"space control" principle to indus
trial uses, machinery operation, po
lice alarms. 

Sodium-vapor lamp installations, 
with luminous efficiency sixfold that 
of tungsten, are put in operation in 
England, Holland, Belgium, and 
Denmark. 

Engineers experiment with 8- and 
9-prong tubes ; on combined detec
tor-output tubes ; on two-tube super
heterodynes. 

A plane takes off in fog in Wash
ington, never sees ground until it is 
guided back to earth by short-wave 
landing beam installed at Newark 
Airport. 

Bergen County Police, Hacken
sack, N.J ., install police radio system 
on 2480 kc., get reports on reception 
from all over the state and New 
York. 

Leading radio manufacturer pro
duces a four-tube radio receiver, to 
retail complete with tubes and dy
namic speaker, at $12.95. Factory 
price, $6.40. 

We pick the above at random 
from the crowded record of elec
tronic happenings in a span of thirty 
days. These examples show how 
varied, how potent, and how far
reaching are the changes which the 
electronic tube is injecting into the 
world around us. 
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Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086/lWX 910-339-9280/TLX 346306. 
For product or sales information, call the AMO sales representative nearest you. In Sunnyvale, Shel Schumaker at (800) 538-7904 

(toll free from outside California) or (408) 732-2400; in the eastern United States, Steve Marks or Bill Seifert at 
(516) 676-4500; in Washington/ Baltimore, Ken Smyth at (301 ) 744-8233; in Mid-America, Chuck Keough at (312) 297-4115; 

in the Los Angeles area, Steve Zelencik or Russ Almand at (213) 360-2102 or Larry Strong at (213) 870-9191 ; 
in the United Kingdom, Des Candy at Herne Bay (Kent) 61611 ; and in Germany, Hermann Lichotka at (0811 ) 594-680. 

Advanced Micro Devices is distributed nationally by Cramer and Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics. 
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Am26S12 Ouad 
Bus Transceiver. Designed using Schottky clamped 
transistors, the Am26S12 has a bus driver current sink capability of 100mA 
at 0.8V (maximum) which enables it to drive as many as 200 devices. 
Receiver hysteresis provides high noise immunity with noise marg ins of 
greater than 1.0V. The unique terminating scheme of the Am26S12 allows 
each end of the bus to be terminated with a resistor as low as 100 ohms. 
Threshhold limits are 1.4 to 2.0V ± 0.2V. Also available: The Am26S12A. 
Pin-compatible with DM8838. Threshhold limits, 1.2 to 2.25V ± 0.2V. 

~UIJ 
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It's a bus driver with the world's highest drive capability 
and a bus receiver with unbelievably high noise immunity 
together in a single package. 

It's the speedy new Am26S12 Quad Bus Transceiver. 
Yet another step forward in our relentless effort to become 
the sixth largest maker of integrated circuits in the 
country by 1975. 

~ 
Advanced Micro Devices Inc. 

(We're going to be #6.) 



THE INCREDIBLY FAST 5900+. 100 READINGS PER SECOND IN THE 4'h DIGIT MODE. 

You can either make it better. 
Or you can make it cheaper. 

Now, do both. 



The challenge i"nfuriates an engi"neer. Excellence 
cannot tradi"tfonally be compromi"sed by 
economfrs. But i"f you can't afford i"t, you won't 
buy i"t. So someti"mes we have to do both. 

Above you see one of the "plus" machi"nes 
from Dana. "Plus" because i"t i"s truly a better 
machi"ne. And "plus" because i"t i"s priced to gi"ve 
you a new level of qual£ty for the money. 

The 5900+. A new standard. 
This new unit may well be the world's most 
accurate and stable 5-digit multimeter. 

It delivers 0.001 % total accuracy. 
It has 350 volts RMS protection on all ohms 

measurements. 
It provides true systems capability. It has 5 

DC ranges, 60% overrange, and full ratio 
capability. Its basic price is $1795. Nothing at 
that price is comparable in accuracy and quality. 

The 5000+ DVM. The price is lower. 
The standards aren't. 

This new DVM is the lowest priced 5-digit 
multimeter we've ever produced. Yet because it 
was engineered and built by men who have been 
dealing with units costing ten times as much, the 
5000+ reflects their standards. 

It is absolutely reliable. (Silicon solid state 
circuitry plus LED display.) 

It has 5 DC ranges capable of measuring 
from 1 µV through lOOOV. 

It offers autoranging in all functions and 
100% overranging on all ranges. 

It's available as a complete multimeter. Its 
basic price is $995. Nothing with its features and 
its quality is available for the price. 

Examine these products and study their 
incredible performance/price. Contact Cliff 
Hamilton at Dana Laboratories, Inc., 2401 
Campus Drive, Irvine, California 92664. Or call 
collect at (714) 833-1234. Ask him about these 
plus machines. 

IDIRlnlRI® 
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Tubes? 
Forget them. 

HERE'S 100 
WATTS OF 
SOLID-STATE 
Rf POWER! 

A state-of-the-art amplifier. 
EN l's new Model 3100L a/1-solid
state power amplifier provides 
more than 100 watts of linear 
power and up to 180 watts of 
pu lse power from 250 kHz to 
105 MHz. This state-of-the-art 
class A unit supplies over 50 watts 
at frequencies up to 120 MHz and 
down to 120 kHz. All this capa
bility is packaged in a case as 
small as an oscilloscope, and it's 
just as portable. 

Extraordinary performance. 
Featuring a flat 50 dB gain, the 
Model 3100L is driven to full 
power by any signal generator, 
synthesizer or sweeper. AM, 
FM , SSB, TV and pulse modulations 
are faithfully reproduced by the 
highly linear output circuitry. 
Immune to damage due to load 
mismatch or overdrive, the 
3100L delivers constant forward 
power to loads ranging from an 
open to a short circuit. 

Solid-state reliability is here. 

The price? $5,690. 

Write for complete information: ENI , 3000 
Winton Road South, Rochester, N. Y. 14623 
Call (716)-473-6900 or TELEX 97-8283 
Dept. 426 

ELECTRONIC 
NAVIGATION 
INDUSTRIES 

ENI .. . The world 's leader 
in solid-state power amplifiers. 
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Ken Dixon's winning mix: 

electronics and horses 

If your dream is to start your own 
company, sell out handsomely in a 
few years, then retire to a gentle
man's life in the country and raise 
champion horses, you should talk to 
Ken Dixon. He did just that, but 
then discovered his interest in robot 
production equipment was so strong 
that he founded another company, 
Dixon Automation, to pursue this 
business. 

Dixon, who was with Hewlett
Packard's Mosely division and with 
rocket maker United Technology, 
formed the K Dixon Company in 
1968. There he developed and mar
keted a silvering machine for chip 
capacitors and a chip sorter. Two 
years ago, he sold the business to 
Deval Corp. The machine is still in 
production and widely used. 

With his responsibilities there 
ended, Dixon moved to a ranch that 
must have one of the most impres
sive views in all California, and , 
with apologies to those living else
where, that's saying something. It's 
on a top of a hill in Camarillo, 50 
miles west of Los Angeles where 
Dixon looks down through a gap in 
the coastal mountain range near 
Point Magu . From his living room, 
he can see the channel islands of 
Anacapa, Santa Cruz and Santa 
Rosa , that start 11 miles off the 
coast and extend 60 miles westward. 

In addition, Dixon raises cham
pion Morgan horses, the small but 
highly regarded breed developed in 
America and formerly used by the 
cavalry. Last year, Dixon's Morgan 
stallion won the Western regional 
grand championship. And as it 
turns out, he says, horses are a good 
business to be in. 

Maki ng it . Ken Dixon owns champion 

horses, but still designs equipment . 

But Dixon, with an EE from UCLA 
and a master's in mechanical engi
neering from Stanford, couldn't 
keep occupied with horses alone. 
Remembering his long-time interest 
in robots, he felt he could do things 
with electronics technology that no 
one else seemed to be working on. 
The result was a sophisticated robot 
chip handler [Electronics, April 12, 
p. 15] with a small but powerful 
controller that learns its job as it is 
moved through the motions. Dixon 
has found a lot of interest in the 
two-board controller, which replaces 
a full-blown minicomputer plus 
other equipment for this type of ap
plication in other automated ma
chines, and he obviously has plans 
to apply similar techniques to other 
problems. 

Ken Dixon, at 35, has made good 
use of the free time he sought and 
earned: "You can't do this in a big 
company. If you think it can be 
done, you've got to go off and do it 
yourself." 

Armstrong calls shots 

for Motorola 's color TV 

In 1950, shortly after Motorola en
tered the TV business with the first 
black-and-white set priced under 
$200, Merle Armstrong approached 

Knows how it is. Merle 
Armstrong started off 
on Motorola 's assembly 
line . Now . 23 years 
later. he 's in charge of 
all the Consumer Prod
ucts division 's television 
receivers and stereo 
and four-channel com
ponents . 
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Large-system users could benefit from needs of the market ; and . t, 
th is MOSTEK innovation , but small - ion-implantation has just begun to 
system users could benefit even more. yield its potential. At this moment, we 
These users , like the manufacturers are at work on some MOS devices 
of display terminal or data terminals , that we feel will prove to be just as 
found the MK 4006 and MK 4008 the exciting as our MK 4006 RAM family . 
only 1 K RAMs economically suitable At MOSTEK, we try to recognize the 
for their systems because of reduced needs of an expanding technology and 
interface costs. develop meaningful contributions. 
Again , our ion-implantation technique As a result , Great Moments in MOS 
demonstrated its ab ility to meet the JUSt seem to follow. 

MOSTEK Corporation 
1215 West Crosby Road 
Carrollton , Texas 75006 
(214) 242-0444 
TWX 910-860-5975 
TELEX 73-0423 

c Copyright 1973 by 
M OSTEK Corporation 

® 
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our low-cost, small-sized 
video l / D convener that delivers 

stabilitv and maintainabilitv. 
Stability, accuracy (± 0.2), and maintainability are just one side of the modu· 
lar VADC analog-to-digital converter coin. The other is that this performance· 
proven device is the smallest 6 to 9-bit video converter available. Just 3.0 x 
4.5 x 6.8. Speed and resolution vary from 9 bits @ 6 MHz to 6 bits @ 7.3 MHz 
(or for 8 bits @ 13 MHz, there's the TVADC). Other features include internal 
sample-and-holds with less than 100 pS aperture time, and a wide (5V) dy· 
namic range. 

The VADC models have proven themselves in such applications as moving 
target indicators, shipboard radar digitizing, auto correlation, color TV digitizing, 
and others requiring pulse analysis or data logging. 

And it is certainly one more reason why DOC is established as the leader in 
high speed, sophisticated data conversion equipment. 

For product or technical applications information, write or call Jim Sheahan 
or Hans Schloss. They're engineers, so they talk your language. 

ILC DATA DeVICE CORPORATION 
100 TEC STREET, HICKSVILLE, N. Y. 11801 • PHONE: (516) 433-5330 

APPLICATION CENTERS 

Long Beach, Calif. I Waahlngton, P. c. I Bruxelles, Belgium 
(213) 59Nl744 (703) 525-4825 (Tel.) 62.01.59 
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the firm with newly-won BSEE in 
hand. After lining up at the person
nel entrance of the plant, he landed 
a job on the production line-adjust
ing coils. Still, Chicago looked bet
ter than his hometown in Nebraska, 
and he figured the surplus of engi
neers was bound to dry up. 

Now, 23 years later, Armstrong is 
the newly appointed manager of 
product development engineering, 
with responsibility for all the Con
sumer Products division's output, 
including color and black-and-white 
portable and console TVs, and stereo 
and four-channel components. To
day, color TV provides the bulk of 
the division's sales. And as the for
mer manager of color-receiver de
sign engineering, Armstrong knows 
that his group's charter requires 
substantial innovative inputs-such 
as Motorola 's high-frequency
switching type of low-voltage power 
supply, and its circuitry for stabiliz
ing color saturation in the com
pany's "instamatic" one-button tun
ing feature. 

" Integrated circuits can do almost 
anything you want them to," says 
Armstrong, but the competitiveness 
of the TV industry forces him back 
down to earth. "When we put an IC 
in, it must be equal to or less than 
its discrete equivalent in cost." Also 
dictating Motorola's reluctance to 
leap blindly into the widespread use 
of ICS in TV products is the firm's 
emphasis on modular construction 
an d servic ing , Armstrong ex
plains. 

"But for future chassis, we're de
signing them in at break-even cost." 
Top-of-the-line receivers now use 
JCS for the audio i-f, color processor, 
and demodulator-ICs largely con
ceived and designed by the con
sumer Products division. "Phoenix 
(the Semiconductor Products divi
sion] has a first and second video i-f 
IC," he adds, "but we're not moving 
that way today because there's not 
enough cost reason to." 

The next functions to be inte
grated most likely will be part of the 
video i-f, automatic gain control, 
video detector, and automatic fre
quency control, and Armstrong ex
pects that those can be done on two 
chips. 
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8KMOSROMs: 
Delivered in four weeks flat! 

(Just like every other device in Signetics MOS ROM line.) 
No ifs, no buts. No gimmicks. Only Signetics 

guarantees 8K static MOS ROMs- masked, tested , 
shipped- in less than 30 days time. A fantastic 3-to-1 
improvement over any other supplier in the field . 
Now extended to include the high-speed, high-density 
capability you need so frequently today: an 8,192-bit 
static ROM, the new Signetics 2580. 

No shot in the dark: Signetics has already 
proven this incredible four-week turnaround on all our 
MOS ROMs-1 K, 2K, 4K, and now 8K. 

8K of memory in 
2048x4 organization. Fully 
optimized to give you the 
whole shooting match in 
design simplication and 
speed. Power supplies +5V 
and -12V; 700 ns access time. 
All 2580 inputs/outputs are totally TTL compatible. 
With a single TTL level clock. Fully operational to your 
specs within four weeks, at only 0.2¢ a bit, in 100-999 
quantities-no premium for our exclusive fast del ivery. 

And how in the heck do we do it? We verify 
your coding format from cards and send confirming 
print-out to you in 24 hours. Masks and test 
programs are computer-generated. Wafers are pulled 
from inventory: processed, packaged, tested and 
shipped. You get the works-on line, on time. In just 
four weeks. Just the way you wanted them. 

2,048x4 
8'x9x9 

4,096 ll12x8 
3072 84x5x7 
2,560 84x7x5 +5, - 5, - 12V 

2,048 +5, - 1av 

2.048 +12, - 12V 

1,024 +5, - 12V 

1,024 +12, -12V 

1,024 
1 + 

Signetics Corporation 
811 E. Arques Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 

700 

50 
50 

800 
800 

950 

750 

950 

750 

MOS ROMs in only 4 weeks? Prove it to me. 
Please send : 
D delivery quotes on parts circled above. 

o. 

0.47• 

o.47• 

0.9" 

0.94f 

D specs and data on your new 8K ROM , the 2580, plus your 
ROM select ion guide and cross-reference chart. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

2461Y 

ll'430V 

2451Y 

2420V 

And what you want, Signetics makes sure you 
get. Right down the entire MOS ROM line. Maximized 
user-oriented circuits, in minimized user-oriented 
time. To push designs into production faster ... and 
pull systems out the door for quicker profits. 

Telephone 
Signetics Corporation - A subsidiary of Corn ing Glass Works. 

!ijgDDliC!i 
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Siemens introduces 
the lowest profile in 
PC-board EMRS. 



These new low profile relays 
with only 0.4'' height let you · 
put twice as many PC boards 
in a rack yet give you over 
twice the current rating. 

Siemens, one of the world's leading 
relay manufacturers, has come up with 
another major relay innovation. This time 
it's a complete family of general-purpose 
Electro-Mechanical Relays with a lower 
profile combined with higher current 
rating than has been possible with any 
available design. 

The new Siemens family consists of 
DPDT, 4PDT, and 6PDT models which 
have uniformly the same 0.4 inch height 
above the PC-board face and have contact 
ratings of 1Aat24VDC (0.3Aat115 VAC). 

No longer need the relay be a limiting 
design factor. You can use Siemens low 
profiles on racks with 0.5" center-to-center 
PC-board spacing instead of up to one 
inch spacing. Thus you can pack up to 
twice the circuitry in the same space. 

It also means you can design to switch 
twice the current you had been limited to 
by earlier PC-board relay types. Or if you 
don't need more current, you have a much 
higher safety margin. 

The new Siemens relays have 
bifurcated contacts for high reliability, and 
a sealed base that keeps flux or solder from 
contaminating the contacts. 

Siemens has many additional high
reliability, ge·neral-purpose relays. Write or 
call us for more information on the new 
low profile line or for relays for other 
applications. 

At left, the first complete family 
of low-profile relays. 

Common 
low 

profile. 

~.67"-.J 

r-.?o"-+j 

r-----.9s"----.J 

SIEMENS 

DPDT 

4PDT 

6PDT 

Siemens 
low 

profile. 

f+.so"+f 

r- .so"~ 

Siemens low-profile relays are easily mounted in racks 
with 0.5" center-to-center PC-board spacing. 

Siemens Corporation, Special Com
ponents Department, 186 Wood Avenue 
South, lselin, New Jersey 08830. 
(201) 494-1000. 
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DEPEND BILITY 
DOESN'T 

COST 
• 

There 's a lot more than meets 
the eye in Delevan 's lineup of 
miniature RF inductors and 

transformers . Like the 
unmatched dependability 

built into each component. 
Thanks to a lot of things that 
go on at the factory. Hard
nosed quality controls .. . 

complete material analys is 
.. . advanced in-plant 

environmental testing ... 
automated techniques for 

winding , soldering and 
molding . . . and 

conscientious people who 
take pride in true "no-fault" 
production. And of course, 

the dependable delivery and 
service you always get from 

Delevan. 

20 

Remember ... the proven 
reliability of these superior 
made-in-U.S.A. inductive 
devices means greater 
rel iabi I ity for the products and 
assemb lies made from them. 
Sure, you can save a few 
penn ies by using cheaper 
components. But this could be 
expens ive in terms of 
premature failure of the 
finished product. When your 
company's reputation is on the 
line, you can 't afford not to 
use Delevan components. 
Their premium performance 
more than justifies the ir use 
... because Delevan 
dependability pays for itself. 
Why not prove it to yourself! 

Delevan ' ~ AMERICAN • PRECISION 
Dlvlalon INDUSTRIES I NC. 

270 QUA K ER RD . / EAST AURORA , N . Y. 140 52 
TELEPH ONE 7,8/852·3600 TELEX 091·293 

OTHER DIVISI ONS OF AME RICA N PRE CISION INDUSTRIE S INC .: 

BASC O• OU STEX • MOELL ER INSTRUMEN T CO . • OXFO RD CORP 

Meetings 

Electronic Components Conference: 
IEEE EIA Statler-Hilton, Washing
ton, D.c.: May 14-16. 

Naecon: IEEE, Sheraton, Dayton, 
Ohio, May 14-16. 

International Symposium: SID, Stat
ler-Hilton, New York, May 15-17. 

Electron, Ion, and Laser Beam 
Technology: MIT and IEEE, MIT, 
Cambridge, Mass., May 21 - 23. 

Aerospace Instrumentation Sym
posium: ISA, Frontier, Las Vegas, 
Nev. , May 21 -23 . 

National Aviation System Planning 
Review Conference: FAA, Washing
ton Hilton, Washington, D.C., May 
21 - 23. 

Electronic Component Show: 
RECMA, Olympia, London, England, 
May 22-25. 

Conference on Laser Engineering 
and Applications: IEEE, OSA, Hilton, 
Washington, D.C., May 30- June 1. 

International Microwave Sym
posium: IEEE, U. of Colorado, Boul
der, June 4- 6. 

National Computer Conference and 
Exposition: AFIPS, New York Coli
seum, June 4- 8. 

Frequency Control Symposium: 
ECOM, Howard Johnson's Motor 
Lodge, Atlantic City, N.J., June 
12- 14. 

International Symposium on 
Electromagnetic Compatibility: 
IEEE, New York Hilton, June 20- 22. 

International Symposium on Fault
Tolerant Computing: IEEE, Palo 
Alto, Calif., June 20- 22. 

Design Automation Workshop: 
ACM, IEEE, Sheraton, Portland, Ore., 
June 25 - 27. 

International IEEE GI AP Symposium 
and USNC/URSI Meeting: IEEE, U. of 
Colorado, Boulder, Aug. 21 - 24. 
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How Would You 
Like To Get 
Answers 
Like These 
In Seconds? 

It took only 27 seconds for HP's 3042A 
Automated Network Analyzer System 
to perform this complete low-pass ellip
tic filter analysis. Note the detailed 
plot of amplitude response as well as 
the tabulated printout of all the im
portant filter characteristics. HP's 50 
Hz to 13 MHz network analyzer sys
tems are truly state-of-the-art. They can 
free you from countless hours of point
by-point measuring and plotting-and 
they're equally valuable on the produc
tion line and in the lab . 

The Most-Powerful 3042A System 
not only can perform your entire testing 
process, but it lets you make measure
ments that you never could do before. 
It's a fully-automatic two-channel 
analyzer that will completely character
ize any two-port linear device. Because 
it ' s automated, you get outstanding 



data repeatability along with the dra
matic speedup in testing rate. Use it to 
fully test such time-takers as active fil
ters, crystals or op amps. You can do 
them in seconds or minutes instead of 
the usual hours or days. 

The system is comprised of three stand
ard HP products-a synthesizer source, 
a tracking detector, and a calculator. 
This powerful combination applies 
equally to one-of-a-kind lab tests, or to 
repetitive production line testing. And, 
in addition to being able to make such 
tests as group delay, limit testing and 
offset measurements automatically, 
you also gain the capabilities of data 
reduction and decision making. You 
can have this fast, capable 3042A Sys
tem for $22,300-ready to operate. 

Semi-Automatic 3041A System 
brings you the advantages of partial 
automation for significantly less money 
than full automation would cost. It in
corporates the same synthesizer source 
and tracking detector used in the fully
automated system, but is controlled by 
a more economical marked card pro
grammer (instead of the calculator). 
You can even make group delay, limit 
test and offset measurements with the 
3041A. At $14,000, it's modestly 
priced but does the work of systems 
costing much more. 

Basic 3040A System teams the track
ing detector with one of four automatic 
synthesizer sources. It's a budget
priced combination that provides you 
with many of the capabilities of a dedi
cated automated system, but at much 
lower cost. When you select the top-of
the-line automatic synthesizer you get 
a lab-in-a-box with a "brain." It com
bines the performance of a synthesizer, 
a sweeper, a marker generator, a 
counter, a programmable attenuator, a 
precision level generator, and a con
troller in one instrument. Depending on 

the synthesizer you choose, these high
capability systems cost from $6,900 to 
$11,000 . 

All three of the Network Analyzer 
systems help you do more work in less 
time and with less labor. With them you 
can telescope what formerly took 
hours, or even days, into only minutes 
or seconds. Optional accessories let 
you select and pay for only the exact 
capability you need. For full details on 
these network analyzer systems call 
your local HP field engineer. Or, write 
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Cali
fornia 94304. In Europe: HPSA, P.O. 
Box 85, CH-1217 Meyrin 2, Geneva, 
Switzerland. In Japan: Yokogawa
Hewlett-Packard, 1-59-1, Yoyogi, 
Shibuya-Ku , Tokyo, 151. 

093/40 

HEWLETT"' PACKARD 

NETWORK ANALYZERS 
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Allen-Bradley Type CJ . That 's 
right, 5 watts at 70°C. Now you 
can have the stepless control of 
cermet w ithout sacr if ic ing 
power-handling capabili ty. Re
place wirewounds with perform
ance that's hard to match . Low 
noise . No inductance. Smooth 
mechanical operation . Operat
ing temperature range - 65°C 
to +150° C. Less than 10% re-

sistance change over 50,000 cy
cle rotational life. Resistances 
from 100 ohms to 5 megs. Single, 
dual or triple section units with 
pla in or locking bushings. Dust
tight and "splash-proof' Large 
var iety of shaft and bushing op
t ions ava ilable . Allen-Bradley 
CJ brings new power handling 
capab ility to cermet variable re
sistors. Request our Publication 

5215. Available through you r 
appointed Allen-Bradley Elec
tronic Distributor, or write Allen
B rad ley Electron ics Division , 
1201 South Second Street, Mil
waukee, Wis . 53204 . Export: 
Bloomfield , N. J . 07003. Can
ada: Allen-Bradley Canada 
Limited , Cambridge , Ontario . 
United Kingdom : Jarrow, Coun
ty Durham NE32 3EN . 

Q:) ~~a~~~~~~~~~.ey 
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Magnetic-bubble 

memory takes 

megabit shape 

Japan space 

agency to buy 

U.S. system 

National builds 

monolithic pentode 

replacement 

Tests show epoxy 

IC packages have 

reliability edge 

Wafer shortage 

sends U.S. firm 

to Japan for chips 
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Electronics newsletter ___ _ 

Using the "highest-density shift-register chip ever built" in any tech
nology, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J., is putting together a 1.1-
megabit bubble memory that "could do all the functions of a fixed
head disk memory," declares J.E. Geusic, magnetics department head. 
Made of epitaxial garnet film with a permalloy overlay for propagation 
and conductors for control , the chip is only 200 mils square yet con
tains 20,000 bits. And only two photo-lithographic steps, versus as 
many as eight for semiconductor memories, are needed in its fabrica
tion, Geusic points out. A complete memory, which comes with 56 chips 
as well as a magnet and rotating field coils, would occupy 1.3 by 314 by Y2 
inches. 

In one of the largest electronic programs let to a foreign country, and 
the first ever directly to a foreign company, Japan's National Aeronau
tic and Space Development Agency is buying over $3 million in com
munications equipment for its N-launch vehicle program from Moto
rola's Government Equipment division. The equipment will be 
delivered starting late this year for a late 1975 launch. The N launch ve
hicle will use C-band radar-tracking transponders for command data in
stead of depending on the usual separate S-band command system. 

A monolithic replacement for vacuum tubes is being made in pro
totype quantities by National Semiconductor Corp. of Santa Clara, 
Calif. Teledyne Semiconductor, Mountain View, Calif., which initially 
developed hybrid ICs (Fetrons) built around high-voltage junction 
field-effect transistors (Electronics, April 10, 1972, p . 85) , has estimated 
the potential market as $500 million a year. 

The prototype circuits meet the performance specifications for 6AK5 
vacuum tubes, but chip yields are still too low for mass production, 
says Paul Pagnini, product manager at National. He doesn't expect the 
devices to go into commercial production until late this year. 

Epoxy-packaged res are bettering their phenolic and silicone brethren 
by more than one order of magnitude . That's the news from the si te in 
Panama where the U.S. Army Electronics Command, which is head
quartered at Fort Monmouth, N.J., has been conducting environmen
tal tests. The epoxy-A packages are exhibiting a failure rate of 0.14% per 
1,000 hours compared with 5.5% for phenolic and 13.5% for silicone. 
The 80 epoxy packages had accumulated 1.4 million hours at the time 
of the test report, and there had been one fai lure . Temperatures at the 
Panama test site range from 80° to 90° F at relative humidities from 
85% to 95%. 

While many of the MOS calculator chip sets made in the U.S. are as
sembled by Japanese firms, Electronic Arrays Inc., may go all the way 
and have the chips made in Japan, too . Earl Gregory, EA vice presi
dent, says the company is considering a production arrangement with 
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Fast fax systems 

show their stuff 

Victor Comptometer 

enters programable 

calculator business 

Addenda 

Electronics newsletter 
~~~~~~~~-

M itsubishi Electric Corp. whereby the J apanese firm would process 
p-channel chips with masks supplied by Electronic Arrays. Mitsubishi 
Electric, according to reports , has a lready made sample quantities of 
wafers for evaluation. 

The move was prompted, says Gregory, by the shortage of wafer-fabri
cation capacity in the U.S. If the deal goes through, it would affect only 
p-channel MOS chips. 

Fast facsimile transmission schemes are bidding to take their place in 
communications of the fu ture. The latest comes from Comfax Commu
nications Industries Inc. , a small New York-based development house. 
Comfax has a prototype Comfax-15 that transmits at 9,600 bits per sec
ond- that is, it can send an 8Y2- by- l l-inch, double-spaced, typewritten 
page in something over 15 seconds. It can operate over leased lines, 
but- for lack of a suitab le modem- not over the dial-up telephone net
work. Essentially, the company has multiplied by four the data trans
mission rate of its Comfax-60 one-minute machine first shown as a pro
totype a year ago. 

Electronics Associates Inc., West Long Branch, N .J. , will manufac
ture , market and service the units. Production of the Comfax 15 is 
slated for year's end ; Comfax-60 for June . Also showing a system to 
prospective users is Dacom Inc. , Sunnyvale, Calif. Marketed by Savin 
Business Machines Corp. , Valhalla, N .Y. ; it transmits a page in some
thing over 35 seconds. 

Taking advantage of its penetration of the business and commercial 
calculator markets, Victor Comptometer Corp. will enter the program
able electron ic calculator business later this year with a series of four 
low-cost machines. The Chicago-based firm is aiming at the dead cen
ter of the "virtually untouc hed" business and commercial segments, 
says J . E . Smi th , president of Victor's Business Products group, and he 
hints the company will tackle H-P and Wang in the more specialized en
gineering and scientific market segments later on. The series will start 
at about $ 1,800 and will offer up to 102 registers and 1,000 steps, pro
gramable with a magnetic program card . 

The Federal Aviation Administration will conduct tests this fa ll to see 
how much better for domestic naviga tion differential Omega is than 
Omega alone. Bendix Corp.'s Navigation & Control division , Teter
boro, N . J ., wi ll supp ly the equipment. . .. At Texas Instruments' an
nua l meeting in Dallas, Mark Shepherd , president , announced first 
quarter income of $ 18.9 million as 75% better than last year's record 
first quarter. . .. The requirement for automatic fine tuning on uhf de
tent tuners in black-and-white TV se ts will become optional by 1975 un
der rule changes proposed by the F ederal Communications Commis
sion .. .. The Federal Highway Safety Administration has turned 
down Detroit's request for extending the deadline on seat-belt inter
locks. This equipment, which prevents a car from starting if the belts 
aren' t fastened , must be present in 1974 models. 
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RUGGED,HEAMETICALLYSEALEDANDIODESALSOPRO~DE 
CONTINUOUS RELIEF FROM MICROWAVE CHIP PROBLEMS. 
They're immune to ahock, dirt. moisture, scratches 

and other handling hazards, beau• they're voidless, 
melallurglcally bonded and flad-in-glasa for 

optimum reliability. Though small enough to use like 
ordinary chips, Unltrode "Micro Piiis" can dissipate 
15 watts of...,. power and eo kilowatts of peak 

power. Md hly Clll'I withstand thennal cycling from 
-195"C to +300"C without permanent degradation. 

carrter lil8llmes exceeding 2.5 µ sec assul9S low 
dlatortion performance. Thay'na ldaal for slrlpline 

and micro8lrtp applications. Ueed as 8Wltches, 
duplexers, phaae lhitl8ls, attswators. amplitude 
modulatcn. or l9CINel' pro18Ctors, l18Y operate 

as a variable rasistance controlled bV a aelf generated 
or externally applied bias circuit The unique con
struction alkM8 remarkable aseembly flexibility, 
withstanding temperatul9S up to~ when solder
ing or brazing "Micro Pill" PIN diodes to various 
circuit media. They're as low as $4.00 each in 10K 
quantities. Switch to UM7900 aeries "Micro Pills" 
and feel better all day long. 
For free samples, call or write Howard Kaeppleln 
at (617) 926-0404 collect, Unitrode Corporation, 
Dept. 4 y I 580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. al17l. 
For the name of your local Unitrode dfetrlbutor or 
repreeentatlve, dial (800) 846-9200 toll free, or in 
New York Sta1e (518) 294-0990 collect 

UNITRODE CORPORATION 

.... 
••• -..,... 
tlll1llll 
UM711• 

Dept 4 Y, 580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. 

O Please send technical data on the following PIN diode' 
" Micro Pills" 

= ...... Tllll .......... Clpcll11c1 ..... ....., .., ..,, 
NAME: _______ TITLE: __ 

CO.: ___________ _ 

1• • ADDRESS:------------1.11111 UMAX CITY: _____ .STATE: ____ .IP·~ -1• 

See EEM Section 4800 And EBG Semiconducto<s Section for more complete product llSltng 
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FOR BmER VOLTAGE TRANSIENT PROTECTION 
IN A POWER PACKAGE 

General Electric POWER-MOY™ varistors are the new
est addition to our growing line of superior metal 
oxide suppressors which provide better breadth 
of protection than selenium, silicon carbide, 
zeners, spark gap, or other older technol
ogies. This new chassis-mount package is 
ideal for applications requiring high power 
dissipation and added ruggedness. 

Forty-six models are being offered initially 
including the following: 

AVG. 
PWR. SUGGESTED RESALE PRICE 

DISSIP. MAX. VOLTAGE 1000· 
MODEL (WATTS) AC DC 1·99 100·999 9999 

V130PA20A 15 130 170 4.90 3.31 2.94 
V250PA40A 13 250 330 7.36 4.97 4.42 
V480PA80A 10 480 625 12.10 8.17 7.26 
V510PA80A 10 510 655 12.60 8.51 7.56 
~550PA80A 9 550 755 13.16 8.88 7.90 

Other voltages available from 130V to 570V Rms, 170V to 780V DC 

TM 

Actual Size 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
• Inverters • Electric Vehicles 
• Welding Equipment • Motor Controls 
• Reprographic Machines • Arc Suppression 

FEATURES 
• 15 WATTS DISSIPATION@ 70° C 

Tab Temp. 
• 2,000 Amps Peak Current 
• Low Clamping Ratio (1.7-1. 9@ 10.0A) 
• Meets NEMA strike and creep distance 

• Quick disconnect termination 
For your POWER-MOY™ varistor DESIGN 

KIT, call your local authorized GE semi-
conductor distributor . . . or write to General 
Electric Company, Semiconductor Products 
Department, Building 7, Mail Drop #49, 
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201, U.S.A. 

VARISTORS ASSURE YOUR EQUIPMENT WILL ENDURE 

GEN ERAL. ELECTRIC 
28 Circle 28 on reader service card Electronics/ April 26 , 1973 



Significant developments 1n technology and business 

Electronic industries 
worry over the cost of 
Nixon's trade bill 
Offshore manufacturers 

could pay much higher 

tariffs and taxes if the 

Trade Reform bill passes 

How much will it cost? That is the 
gut question being asked on all sides 
about President Nixon's sweeping 
Trade Reform Act of 1973, and the 
initial assemblers of semiconductors 
and consumer products in particular 
are saying that the price of what 
they are being asked to give up in 
tariff and tax advantages may turn 
out to be more than they will get in 
return. 

Tradeoffs. "There are always 
tradeoffs in any situation," observes 
one Washington counsellor to Elec
tronic Industries Association com
panies, " but the puzzling thing
maybe clever is better-about this 
bill is that manufacturers can figure 
what they are being asked to pay 
with no substantive guarantees 
about what they will get." The in
dustry is being asked to surrender 
the advantages of Items 806.30 and 
807 of the U.S. Tariff Schedules, un
der which unfinished parts exported 
for fore ign assembly may be reim
ported in a finished product
whether it is an integrated circuit or 
TV receiver- with tariffs paid only 
on the value added, usually labor. 

Less obvious, but perhaps more 
threatening to electronics manufac
turers in terms of lost revenues, are 
the prospects for higher taxes con
tained in the Administration's trade 
bill. Of particular concern is the 
request that revenues of what Nixon 
called " the classic runaway" plant
that ships more than 25% of its out-
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put- be taxed in the year they are 
earned, rather than in the year when 
the corporation decides to repatriate 
those earnings. 

Among semiconductor makers, 
however, the threat of repeal of 
Items 806.30 and 807 attracted the 
greatest initial attention, although 
that prospect has been anticipated 
in Washington for some months 
[Electronics, March 1, p. 25]. Earlier 
this year, the EIA wrote urging their 

Tough trader. The President's bill seeks 
broad powers to control tariffs and taxes . 

retention, noting that the tariff sav
ings represent "approximately half 
of the profit margin" of many of the 
products covered. At Signetics 
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., marketing 
vice president Jack Halter concurs 
with the EIA view and contends that 
because of the lower tariff on value 
added only, sem iconductor makers 
with offshore operations have been 
able to sell at high volume overseas 
and thus sell at lower prices domes
t.ically to minicomputer makers. 

. Halter also points out that, if a 
tax is placed on the shipment of ma
terials overseas, many U.S. com
panies who support the semicon
ductor manufacturers could also be 
hurt. 

On the issue of higher taxes for 
offshore operations, John Cobb, vice 
president and controller at Intel 
Corp. , Santa Clara, Calif., believes 
the trade bill is " misdirected" since 
it would "obviously make offshore 
assembly more expensive" and thus 
inhibit the price advantage that has 
helped keep U.S. semiconductor 
makers dominant in world produc
tion of complex devices. Cobb sees 
the Nixon bill as overreacting to the 
concerns of U.S. organized labor 
and wants the electronics industries 
to "mount a strong lobby against 
it." 

Opposition. Assessments of the 
Nixon bill and early drives to de
velop a position for the electronics 
industries have been much on the 
mind of EIA and the California
based manufacturers group, WEMA, 

since the package was sent to the 
Congress in mid-April. EIA was 
ready early, setting up industry 
meetings in California and Wash
ington within a week. Although 
there was some feeling among man
ufacturers against moving too 
quickly before settling on a firm po
sition, industry organization offi
cials noted they had to have an out
line of their position ready April 27 , 
along with their requests to testify at 
the first round of hearings set to be
gin May 7 before the House Ways 
and Means Committee headed by 
Rep. Wilbur Mills (D., Ark.) . 

The Nixon package stands a good 
chance of passing with only limited 
changes in many of the President's 
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requests for new and unprecedented 
authority. The Congress may give 
the President the power to wheel 
and deal in international trade ne
gotiations while restricting imports 
of specific items at home to protect 
domestic jobs and industry. With 
the initial reaction of the powerful 
Chairman Mills recorded as "I think 
it will go," the Congress appeared 
overwhelmed by the White House. 
To most Washington observers, 
however, that reaction was simply a 
reflection of how well the Executive 
branch had done its homework in 
consulting with key congressional 
leaders on the content of the bill. 

Nevertheless, the puzzling parts 
of the bill remain to be spelled out 
in the months of debate to come. 
The Congress is expected to tighten 
somewhat the virtually complete 
freedom the President has requested 
for negotiating "free bu t fairer 
trade" and expanding trade with 
Communist and less-developed na
tions on a bilateral basis. There is 
also much to be determined as to 
how and when and under what cir
cumstances Nixon would impose 
quotas and tariff surcharges on 
heavy imports from countries like 

Solid state 

Japan in order to lever them into a 
more equitable trade balance. 

Presidential power. But the Presi
dent wants the power to raise, re
duce, or remove tariffs " in the con
text of negotiated agreement," and 
he wants them for five years. He 
also says he is anxious to negotiate 
removal of the less visible and 
stickier nontariff trade barriers like 
those EIA sees rising in the Euro
pean Economic Community on im
ports of U.S. components. But he is 
asking Congress and U.S. industries 
not only to take his administration 
of these new powers on trust but to 
surrender certain concrete advan
tages they already have. 

In the case of Congress, it is the 
surrender of more of its powers; for 
industries like electronics it is Items 
806.30 and 807, and tax advantages. 
While neither group is willing to 
surrender these benefits readily, 
they see the threat of the protection
ist Burke-Hartke bill as a greater 
evil. And that is exactly the kind of 
leverage the White House appears 
to believe will help it acquire its new 
powers for the President without 
having to spell out precisely how 
they will be used. D 

Microwave bipolar devices combine 

ion implantation with lsoplanar 

The race is one between microwave 
field-effect transistors and bipolar 
devices . Last month, microwave 
FETS were gaining, particularly in 
the 6 gigahertz range [Electronics, 
March 1, p. 41 ], but now it is the 
turn of bipolar devices. 

Fairchild has attained noise fig
ures of 2 to 4 decibels at 2 to 8 GHz 
in bipolar transistors that combine 
ion implantation with the Isoplanar 
process. 

John Archer, of Fairchild's Mi
crowave and Optoelectronics divi
sion, who developed the new tran
sistors, estimates the chips can be 
produced for a third the cost of gal
lium-arsenide FETS developed for 
low-noise small-signal microwave 
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amplifiers [Electronics, Nov. l, 1972, 
p. 90]. The company plans to pro
duce them commercially, but has 
not yet set a price. 

FETs score. Archer says Isoplanar 
transistor noise figures are as low as 
those of GaAs FETS up to about 6 
GHz, after which FETS pull ahead . 
He prefers to compare them with 
conventional bipolar microwave 
transistors, such as Fairchild' s 
FMT4000. At 4 GHz, typical noise 
figures are 3.6 dB for the FMT4000 
versus 2.3 for the new ones. The dif
ference increases rapidly with fre
quency, reaching 6 to 7 dB versus 
3.9 dB at 8 GHz. Gain of the transis
tors is about par for a small-signal 
amplifier- a maximum of 8 dB at 6 

GHz, for example. 
Ion implantation is used to over

come the high base resistance that 
usually degrades the noise perform
ance of bipolar microwave transis
tors. The Isoplanar technique pro
vides better gain at high frequencies 
through reduction of junction areas 
and parasitic capacitances. 

Processing steps. Ordinari ly, a 
bipolar transistor is made with two 
diffusions, base and emitter. Micro
wave multi-emitter types have two 
base contacts on either side of each 
emitter stripe. To get this structure 
to work at higher and higher fre
quencies, the base diffusion must be 
made shallower and shallower. 

In turn, that causes the sheet 
resistance of the inactive base re
gion surrounding the emitter to rise. 
The effect of the high resistance be
tween the base contacts can be alle
viated by narrowing the emitter 
stripe, to reduce the active base 
resistance, but the total resistance 
remains high. 

Archer avoids this problem by 
first masking the base area with sili
con nitride. Then the exposed sili
con is deeply oxidized- the Isopla
nar step-leaving the transistor area 
walled in by thick oxide. Next, the 
inactive-base area is exposed and 
deeply diffused with boron. Then, 
I-micrometer-wide emitter stripes 
are etched in a silicon nitride film, 
and arsenic is diffused . Finally, a 
shallow layer of boron ions is driven 
through the emitter to form the 
base, and the wafer is annealed . 

The oxide wall eliminates the col
lector-base sidewall junction capaci
tance found in conventional transis
tors, Archer says, and allows lead 
bonds to be made over very thick 
oxide, reducing pad capacitance. 
Thus, the Isoplanar method cuts the 
collector-base feedback capacitance, 
giving the transistor high gain at 
high frequency. Besides cutting 
inactive-base resistance, the heavy 
diffusion of boron spreads under the 
nitride, masking the emitter and re
ducing the effective emitter width to 
0.5 micrometer. 

Archer is now working on a new 
version of the transistor. He thinks 
the performance will be further im
proved if he substitutes additional 
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implantations for the diffusions. If 
the technique works, he will update 
the paper he is to present at the 
Semicon Conference . O 

Avionics 

Mini rate sensor 
works on gas 

Prototypes of a radically different 
kind of angular rate sensor-one 
with no rotating or sliding parts-are 

being shipped by Hamilton 
Standard, a division of United Air
craft Corp. What's more, the divi
sion thinks it can turn the new sen
sor into a production unit featuring 
"virtually unlimited" life and ca
pable of withstanding several thou
sand g of shock and vibration. 

The device is already being eval
uated for two military systems, says 
Eric J. Herzlich, sales manager of 
Hamilton Standard's operation in 
Trumbull, Conn. One system is in 
an advanced version of the Redeye 
missile, and the other involves a 
cannon-launched guided missile. 

Component sales boom in Europe 
,and delivery times stretch out 

" We ' re booked solid ." This situ
ation report from Guy Derome, man
ager of the passive components di
vision of Thomson-CSF, is being 
heard more and more in Europe 
these days as the semiconductor 
business surges. 

When asked , "if I ordered today, 
when could you deliver 200,000 
TTL gates?" Jean-Jacques Teillet of 
La Rad iotec h n iq u e-Co m pelec 
(RTC) replied , " since you'd be a 
new customer , at least six months." 

This is the rule , not the exception, 
as European companies face one of 
the tightest semiconductor supply 
situations ever. It affects most coun
tries and both active and passive 
components . Business is so good 
that vendors have pushed the nag
ging worry of double ordering to the 
back of their minds , although mar
keting experts such as ITI Europe 's 
John Posthuma van der Helm be
lieve that there is some double or
dering going on as companies seek 
to insure sources of supply . 

Both Derome and Teillet, who 
heads the semiconductor and 
microelectronic division of RTC, 
point out that their companies are 
keeping largely on schedule with 
programed deliveries . However , 
even to take care of long-term cus
tomers , suppliers are juggling 
schedules, stretching out large or
ders, and adding production shifts. 

Why the boom? Fueling the 
boom is the color-television market 
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which is expected to hit 5.7 million 
sets in Western Europe this year, up 
from 1972 sales of 4.3 million. And 
according to recent market fore
casts made by Philips Gloeilam
penfabrieken, business will continue 
strong through 1975. Philips fore
casters predict sales of 7.2 million 
units in 1975, up 28% from this 
year's forecast. 

Other factors include an increase 
in demand from the professional
commercial sector of the electron
ics industries . Orders from this sec
tor have risen sharply since the be
ginning of this year, says Erich 
Gelder, marketing manager for inte
grated circuits at Siemens AG . 

The shortage in the U.S. [Elec
tronics , Apri l 12 , p. 79] also has its 
impact. Particularly, importer-dis
tributors note a squeeze. Their sup
pliers in the U.S. and Japan have 
trouble keeping up with domestic 
customers' needs and tend to put 
export business second. Mean
while, the European customers are 
clamoring for components. 
" There 's a tremendous shortage of 
resistors and capacitors, " says 
Francois Le Cain of Tranchant 
Electronique 's import div ision. 
" We 're selling high-price film resist
ors to some set makers who can't 
get enough consumer-grade ones." 

Delivery times are six months for 
tantalum capacitors , and on some 
types Plessey Co. Ltd. is quoting 
1 0- to 12-month delivery. Film and 

Called the Superjet, the sensor 
relies on a continuously circulating 
flow of helium gas that impinges on 
two hot-wire tungsten resistors, in
stead of the high-speed rotating 
wheel of conventional electrome
chanical gyros. The wires are con
nected into a resistance bridge. 

Any angular rate impressed on 
the unit causes the helium jet pass
ing over the wires to deflect laterally 
so that the wires are cooled at differ
ent rates. The equations governing 
this deflection are similar to the 
well-known Coriolis equations. 

Because one wire is cooled more 

electrolytic capacitors may take six 
months . At Stettner and Co., Emil 
Fries , manager of technical sales, is 
quoting delivery times ranging from 
three to seven months on some 
types of capaci tors . 

Price hikes. Prices are creeping 
up. Vendors point out that prices 
were depressed as the industry 
came out of the recent recession . 
And , furthermore , labor and mate
rial costs are going up. 

Shortages are also hampering ef
forts to increase production. Roy 
McLauchlan , general sales man
ager of AEI Semiconductors Ltd ., 
says the silicon shortage has hit 
planned production increases in 
thyristors , 90% of which formerly 
would be delivered from stock but 
which now require an average four 
to six weeks for delivery. At Plessey, 
John Hayden, commercial manager 
of the company's integrated-circuit 
facility , is ordering silicon wafers 12 
months ahead, and ceramic pack
ages 16 weeks ahead . 

Overall, companies remain reluc
tant to build additional capacity. The 
most popular moves are to add 
shifts , and then add product ion lines 
in existing space. Explains Gelder of 
Siemens , " we 're not investing as 
much as our customers think we 
ought to invest. We don 't want to 
face the same situation we did dur
ing the last semiconductor slump 
when we found ourselves with too 
much capaci ty. " 
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than the other, their resistances 
vary, unbalancing the bridge and 
producing a signal proportional to 
the rate input. The result is an ex
tremely rugged rate sensor, about 
the same size as the conventional 
$200 Supergyro unit already in pro
duction at Trumbull. It has a full
scale rate range of up to 2,000° per 
second, a threshold and resolution 
of 0.05% full scale, and, because no 

It's a gas. Three-ounce rate sensor mea

sures to 2,000° / s, withstands 1 ,000 g. 

wheel has to be brought up to rotat
ing speed, almost instantaneous 
startup time, according to Herzlich. 

In addition, the absence of me
chanical parts such as a rotating 
motor, tight tolerances, pickoffs, 
bearings, or small gaps between 
moving elements, means the unit is 
exceptionally rugged. " It's like a 
block of metal for all practical pur
poses," Herzlich asserts. He says the 
new sensor has already withstood 
shocks of over 1,000 g, versus 50 or 
60 g for the $200 unit. "We expect 
that 10,000 g is well within the Su
pergyro's capabilities," he contin
ues. And with nothing to break or 
wear out, life could be extremely 
long- over 10,000 hours is a "con
servative" figure . 

Weight: 3 ounces. As now de
signed, the Superjet is in a 1-inch
diameter aluminum cylinder that 
could be anywhere from 2 to 3.28 
inches long, depending on its rate 
range. Its only moving part is a 
piezoelectric diaphragm electrically 
vibrated, much like the diaphragm 
in an ultrasonic cleaner, to keep the 
helium gas circulating. Approxi
mately 2.8 watts of power for the di-
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aphragm and hot wires are supplied 
from a + 28-volt de source. And the 
unit weighs about three ounces, with 
the bridge and current-sensing elec
tronics producing an output signal 
of up to ±5 v de. 

Hamilton Standard obtained the 
rights to the fl.uidic sensor last fall , 
when it acquired VI Products, a 
manufacturer of low-cost rate gyros 
and inertial platforms. Shortly be
fore , VI had acquired a license for 
the Superjet from Hercules Inc. , the 
chemical company, whose Allegany 
Ballistics Laboratory, had been de
veloping it for several years. 
Humphrey Inc. , another small gyro 
manufacturer in San Diego, is also 
licensed by Hercules. 

The acquisition was made to help 
Hamilton Standard diversify out of 
its sophisticated space-oriented 
hardware, and into the low-cost 
inertial field . 

Hamilton Standard is developing 
the sensor with two basic appli
cation areas in mind, according to 
Herzlich. Its extreme ruggedness 
and a possible $50 price would 
make it quite useful in missiles and 
projectiles, he points out. The other 
application would be in aircraft. 
Here a more accurate sensor would 
be required- the conventional Su
pergyro unit has a resolution, for ex
ample, of 0.002% of full scale- but 
the target cost of $100 would be 
twice as expensive. O 

Processing 

Protons are key to 

IR detector arrays 

Proton bombardment may become 
just as va lu able in process ing opto
electronic dev ices as th e more fa mil
iar ion implanta tion is fo r process
ing semiconductor devices. 

At the Massachuse tts Institute of 
Technology's Lincoln Laboratory, 
Lexington, Mass., proton bomb
ardment is being used to produce 
20-element arrays of infrared pho
todetector diodes with what la bora
tory spokes men ca ll good qu antum 
effi ciencies and " unusua lly hi gh" 

yields. The arrays, which are being 
supplied in limited quantities by the 
laboratory's Solid State Division to 
the U.S. Army Night Vision Labo
ratory , Fort Belvoir, Va., range in 
quantum efficiency from "abnor
mally low fi gures" of 17% to 20% to 
a more typical 30% to 35%. The rea
sons for this spread are not fully un
derstood, but the techn.ique of pro
ton bombardment is being studied , 
and the answer may very well lie 
there. 

As fo r yield , 50 arrays of 20 
di odes each are laid down on in

dium antimonide wafers. Generally, 
ha lf of these arrays are usuable : 18 
have d efec ts du e to photo litho
graphic errors or dirt, which Lincoln 
says greater care would prevent, and 
only seven have electrica lly bad 
diodes, indicating that the process, 
once it is refined, may produce high 
yields . 

The la boratory's appli ed physics 
group plans to take advantage of 
proton bombardment's yi eld poten
tial in a program to develop much 
larger arrays in an expansion of an 
indium-antimonide-array vidicon 
program . 

How to make them. The diodes 
are np junction devices. The base 
material is p-type indium antimo
nide. A 1,000-angstrom-thick layer 
of silicon oxynitrid e is first depos
ited, fo llowed by a 1,500-a ngstrom 
laye r of silicon di oxide, 300 ang
stroms of chromium, 800 angs troms 
of gold , and 250 angstroms of tita
nium. Th e gold doubles as bomb
a rdment mask and , la ter, as the de
tector's fi e ld plate. 

This metallic sa ndwich is etched 
down to th e base to produce win
dows above those areas that will be
come diodes ; the windows are 4.75 
by 2.75 mils and are spaced about 5 
micrometers apart. A stream of 100-
kiloelectronvolt pro tons then bomb
a rds the wafer so as to conve rt the 
ex posed areas of indium antimonide 
to n-type materi al. The titanium 
and gold layers are removed where 
electrical contacts must cross over 
th e active diode area, and the wafer 
is coated aga in with silicon dioxid e. 
Afterward , I-mil-square holes are 
etched down to the gold , and cross
over contacts are la id down to pro-
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measurements on the move ... 
With TEKTRONIX you make your 
measurements quicker and with 
greater accuracy. The light-weight 
465 and 475 portables combine 
ease-of-operation with laboratory 
precision to reduce your repair 
time at your customer's location. 

Some of the functions that make 
the 465 and 475 value leaders 
are: push-button trigger view, 
ground reference button at probe 
tips, delayed and mixed sweep, 
CRT positioned between the ver
tical and horizontal controls, easy 
to interpret push-button mode se
lection, and more. 

With 200 MHz at 2 mV/div, the 475 
offers lasting measurement capa
bility. A linear 8 x 10-cm display 
and one nanosecond sweep speed 

illustrate the ability to make com
plex, precise time measurements. 

The 465 with a bandwidth of 100 
MHz at 5 mV/div and 5 ns/div 
qualify it for most of today's mea
surement needs. 

A different approach to battery 
operation. A 12 and 24 voe op
tion combined with a detachable 
battery pack provide continuous 
operation under a variety of situ
ations. Measurements can be 
made when power availability is 
restricted to 12 and 24 voe, or 
when commercial power is limited, 
or when isolation from line or 
ground is desired. With the de
tachable battery pack you carry 
the weight of the batteries only 
when needed. 

Also available are rackmount ver
sions of both the 465 and 475. 

465 Oscilloscope .. . ..... . . $1725 
(Includes delayed sweep and probes) 

475 Oscilloscope . . . . . . . . . . $2500 
(Includes delayed sweep and probes) 

DC Operation (Option 7) . Add $75 

1106 Battery Pack .. ... .... $250 

Rackmount . . . . . . . . . . . . . Add $75 

Let us help you make your mea
surements. To see one of these 
scopes, call your local Tektronix 
field engineer, he'll be glad to 
demo one for you. If you prefer, 
for additional information write 
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Bea
verton, Oregon 97005. In Europe, 
write Tektronix Ltd., P.O. Box 36, 
St. Peter Port, Guernsey, C.I., U.K. 

TEKTRONIX@ 
committed to 

technical exceflence 

"the value leaders'' 
U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 

For a demonstration circle 182 on reader service card 

Circle 33 on reader service card 
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vide electrical connection with stan
dard-size bonding pads. 

Finally, the wafer is scribed and 
separated, with arrays bonded to a 
sapphire header either in groups or 
individually. The pinout is via stan
dard gold wire, and operation is in a 
liquid nitrogen-filled dewar flask . O 

Commercial electronics 

Computer verifies 
ID from photos 

A new Swedish identification system 
may augur the era of "big brother." 
The system, invented by Eric Roth
fjell, the head of Europe's largest 
identification-card company. makes 
it possible for computers to identify 
photographs on iden tification cards. 
Until now, attempts at computer
recognition of faces and voices have 
either required tremendous memory 
capacity or were not accurate. 

Rothfjell's system involves draw
ing lines on the back of a photo
graph of the face to outline the main 
facial characteristics- the curve of 
the nose, a prominent cheek-bone, 
cleft chin, deep wrinkle, eye-socket 

curve, or the shape of the forehead. 
The individual is photographed in 
three positions- full-face, profile, 
and at a 45 ° angle. So far, all lines 
have been drawn by hand on test 
cards, but Rothfjell says this process 
could be automated. 

To verify a person's identity, the 
facial curves on a passport or ID 

card are scanned by an optical scan
ner and fed in to a computer 
memory, along with other data
such as name, address, and account 
number. The system needs only 
about 200 to 250 bits of information 
to ensure positive identification. 
Rothfjell says that no two faces are 
alike and that curves drawn for one 
person will definitely not match 
those of another person, except for 
identical twins. 

These curved lines drawn on the 
reverse of the identification card are 
not visible on the front. To use a 
credit card. a shop clerk inserts the 
card into a special viewer, and the 
card is lit from behind. The clerk 
checks to see if the lines on the back 
of the card match the face on the 
front. The card is then placed into a 
scanning instrument, which scans 
the curves and transmits the infor
mation to a computer for confirma
tion of the customer's credit. Roth-

Computer knows best. The main facial characteristics, shown in color, are scanned and fed 

into a computer along with personal data to confirm a person 's identity. 
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fjell will not give details of the 
scanning instruments, but he says 
that prototypes are being tested by 
manufacturers. 

"Big brother?" Why does one 
need lines or curves for scanning 
when the middleman- the clerk or 
teller- is still needed to recognize 
the bearer of the card from the 
photo? Rothfjell says: "The time 
when you can have direct computer
recognition of an individual-by fa
cial recognition or voice-print-is a 
long way off. My system can be put 
into use right now. The difference 
between my system and direct read
ing of cards by use of magnetic 
strips or other devices is that here 
you have a combination foolproof 
identification card that can also 
serve as a credit card or in a pass
port. When you take the big next 
step, into direct personal recognition 
by computers, then you are facing 
' big brother.' " 

The personal-identification-card 
market-although downstream in 
many countries-arrived in Sweden 
several years ago, and today it is a 
part of life. 

Although the market is already 
here, Rothfjell realized that the sys
tem will need worldwide marketing. 
He says that a company to market 
the system is being organized in the 
U .S. A Swedish subsidiary will 
handle Scandinavia. O 

Navigation 

Omega / inertial mix 
improves nav system 

Most ships and aircraft, particularly 
military ones, have numerous navi
gation systems for different condi
tions and for backup. One of the 
most expensive is inertial guidance, 
and one of the newest is Omega; of
ficials at Northrop Electronics are 
betting that a combination of the 
two may be most popular for mili
tary uses, since it would offer sig
nificantly lower costs than full iner
tial, plus better performance than 
either. 

J. Stuart Parsons, director of busi-
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ness develop ment a t the Hawthorne, 
Calif., division, es timates that a hy
brid system , in which altitude and 
heading reference in erti al platform 
would be combined wi th Omega 
updat ing, could reduce costs over 
present full inerti al systems fro m 
$ 100,000 to $50,000. Such a hybrid 
system is being installed on a U.S. 
Air Force WC- l 30B by prime sys
tems contractor K am an Aerospace 
Corp. for the a irborne weather re
connaissance system (A WRS) . The 
division also has contracts for the 
a irborne warning and control sys
tem (Awacs), and the P-3. 

The performance advan tages of 
the Omega/inertial combina tion ac
cording to Parsons include: 
• A bounded error with accuracies 
of I to 2 miles. 
• Low ma intenance and high relia
bility. 
• R educed reaction time for rese t
ting- from 18 to 25 minutes on the 
ground to 5 to 8 minutes. 

Th e AW RS sys tem includ es a 
fl oa ting-ba ll platform from the 
C-5A, a Northrop AN / A R -99 
Omega receiver, plus a n IBM 4 PI 
computer. It is designed for a l.2-
na utica l-mil e circular error proba
bility in 15 hours fli ght. The Awacs 
system will be more complex, using 
two Delco pla tfor ms plus a Ryan 
doppler radar. D 

Medical electronics 

Russians use laser 
to treat glaucoma 

Soviet doctors have developed a 
n o n sur g ic a l method us ing Q
switched lasers to trea t glaucoma, 
the second leading ca use of blind
ness. Call ed laser gon iopuncture, 
the method must be repea ted peri
od ica ll y but is quick and pai nl ess. lt 
a lso saves patients from the bad side 
effects of surge ry, such as scarring of 
eye ti ssue or a second opera ti on for 
resulting ca taracts, or from both
ering with drug treatment. 

Glaucoma may sta rt with the 
blockage of very small passages 
through which intraocula r fluid pas-
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ANTER IOR·CHAMBER ANGLE 

ANTERIOR CHAMBER CONTAINING 
INTRAOCULAR FLUID 

Q·SWITCHED RUBY LASER 

Painless. The use of multiple bursts of laser light has been found to be a quick and painless 
treatment for glaucoma , the second leading cause of blindness. 

ses to lubricate the eye. When these 
passages close up, the bui ldu p of 
pressure permanen tly damages the 
optic nerve. Surgical methods of 
treatment involve cutting new pas
sages. The Russian method, how
ever , u ses the lase r to punch 
through the blockage. This happens 
so quickly, says its inventor, Dr. Mi
chael M. Krasnov, that the eye 
nerves cannot detect any pain . 
Krasnov, who is on the staff of the 
Second Medical Institute and a 
member of the Soviet Academy of 
Medicine, explained the technique 
at a press conference held in Wash
ington, D.C., this month by Patent 
Management Inc. Patent M a nage
ment is making the techniqu e avai l
ab le for license in the U.S. on behalf 
of the Soviet Union. 

Aiming the light. Since in most 
glaucoma a microscopic filtering 
" mesh " in the anterior-cha mber 
a ngle of the eye is affected, Krasnov 
uses an angle lens , or goni olens, a 
conventional slit lamp, and a second 
low-power neon-helium laser to aim 
the ruby Q-switched laser precisely. 
The laser bea m strikes the eye a t an 
a ngle to prevent dam age to the 
cornea, he says. The eye lens is 
t ransparent so it transmits the laser 
beam directly where aimed, he 
adds. 

While for some time U.S. doctors 
have used the precisely focused heat 
of a laser beam to "spot-weld" de
tached retinas to the back of the eye, 
Soviet sc ie nti s ts turn ed t o Q-

. . 
swi tched lasers to treat glauco ma so 
that sensitive tissues wou ld not be 
damaged by heat buildup. "The 
starting point was to find a laser 
which wi ll not cause scar tissue to 
form," the noted ophthalmologist 
says in expla ining why a Q-switched 
laser was selected , bu t "such a laser 
had never been tried on the eye be
fore." Here he had advice from 
A.M . Prochorov, who sha red a No
bel Prize wi th Charles Townes fo r 
co-inventing the laser. Chosen was a 
6,943-angs trom lase r fi ring 0.2 
joules, or "severa l megawa tts per 
burst" in 20-nanosecond pulses. 

Of the 94 adults trea ted so fa r, 
on ly a few have failed to respond to 
th e treatment , Kr as n ov says. 
Pa tients mus t return at two- to 
e ight-m onth intervals for repea t 
treatment as the glaucoma reblocks 
the passages. This takes less than I 0 
minutes for the IO to 15 firings. O 

Packaging 

Electrolysis used to 
predict failure 

Basing their analysis on a common 
electrochemical mechanism-elec
trolysis-Bell Laboratories research
ers say they can predict the failure 
caused by humidity on plastic-pack
aged ICs over 30 to 40 years. 

Stewart Peck and Connie Zierdt, 
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3 interchangeable 
CPUs. 

odularify. 

SUE's basic CPU gives you a minicomputer 
that's high in flexibility yet low in cost. A second 
CPU provides decimal arithmetic functions. And the 
third meets the requirements of scientific or industrial 
applications that call for improved math capability. 

These all slide easily in and out of the chassis. 
Without any wiring. In fact, you can change CPUs at 
your plant (or even in the field if need be) in about 
60 seconds. So a SUE system can change and grow as 
fast as your customer's needs change and grow. 

The component computer. And you 're not 
limited to one CPU at a time. SUE's multiprocessor 
capability lets you hook up as many as four on a 
single lnfibus . Just choose the combination of 
processors that suits the system best. 

That's because 
SUE (the System 
User Engineered 
minicomputer) is 
the first of its kind: -a component computer for systems. Its modular 
processors, memories and controllers all plug 
together in almost any combination to solve your 
application problems. 

That includes 1/0 contro ll ers, but you' ll never 
need more than two basic types with SUE: one b it 
serial, one word para l lel. These wi ll adapt to any 
1/ 0 device. 

Wider choice of 
peripherals. We offer a 
full line of periphera ls 
to go w ith SUE: IBM 
compatible 5440 disk 
drives, CRT/ keyboards, 
printers from 100 cps 
to 600 lpm , magnetic tapes, 
cassettes, punched card devices and paper tapes . 
Anything your system needs. 

Complete software tools. To make your 
programming burden lighter, we offer a ful l set of 
software too ls: sort/ merge, DOS, assem b lers, utilities 
and RPG/ SUE. That last item is 98% compatib le 
with RPG II, by the way. 

And we' re the only company we know of t hat 
unconditionally warrants al l o ur software for a 
full year. 

Built for systems builders.SUE's bui lt-i n 
flexibility makes it f it your systems now, makes it 
easily changeable later on. 

You can be sure we'll be here later on , too. 
Which is one more advantage of dea l ing with an 
established, reputab le company like Lockheed 
Electronics . 

Let's talk . Call (213) 722-6810, co l lect, or write 
___.,.,, ~us at 6201 E. 

- I -
j ~ • ~· -

- - I ·~ -- .. I 
Rando lph St., 
Los Ange les, 
Ca lifornia 
90040. 

Lockheed Electronics 
Data Products Division 

See SUE systems on th e Computer Ca rava n . Circle 37 on reader service card 
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Segment of Industry Feb. '73 Jan . '73 ''' -Consumer electronics 124.8 124.2 105.4 - Defense elect ronics 113.6 114.5 104.7 - Industrial -commercial electronics 138.3 136.7 119.4 

c:::::::J Total industry 122.8 122.8 109.3 

The Index was unchanged at 122.8 in February, 12.4% ahead of last 
year 's level. Industrial-commercial-electronics gained 1.2% . This is 
15.8% above February 1972's level. Consumer electronics rose 0.5%, 
18.4% higher than last year. There was a 0 .8% decline in defense elec
tronics in February , leaving this sector 8.5% above 1972's level. 

Indexes chart pace of prod uction volume for total industry and each segment. The base period, 
equal to 100, is the average of 1965 monthly output for each of the three parts of the industry. 
Index numbers are expressed as a percentage of the base period . Data is seasonally ad justed. 
• Revised . 

from Bell Laboratories in Allen
town, Pa., say their technique is 
based on establishing fai lure rates a t 
severe temperature-humidity envi
ronments over the short term (tens 
of hours) and then determining how 
these conditions accelerate failure . 
Peck told the Reliability Physics 
Symposium in Las Vegas in early 
April that " this predictive technique 
based on an acceleration rate has 
not been established before." 

For example, if a package might 
exhibit 0.1 % failures at 85°C and 
85% relative humidity after 10 
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hours, its failure acceleration rela
tiv.e to 30°C and 15% humidity 
might be 20,000. Then one can pre
dict that the device will exhibit a 
0 .1 % failure rate after 10X20,000, 
hours- more than 20 years. 

Electrolysis occurs when two met
als are separated by insulation and 
biased by an electric potential, caus
ing ions to migrate from one metal 
to the other. What happens is that 
raising the humidity decreases the 
surface resistance of the insulator. 
Therefore, the leakage curren t 
across the surface increases, and the 

plating rate increases, hastening the 
destruction of the device. Raising 
the temperature has the same accel
erating effect. 

The evidence supporting this 
theory is by no means complete. For 
although the correlation of theory 
with experimental data on epoxy, 
silicone and phenolic packages is 
good, a limited number of devices 
were involved in the tests, and more 
test data will be needed to substan
tiate the technique. 

Humidity is but one cause of fai l
ures in plastic packages. Another 
one in the news is wire-bond fa ilure 
due to temperature cycling. D 

Communications 

Cw diode laser 

emits in visible red 

For the first tim e a sem iconductor 
lase r has been made to operate con
tinuously in th e visible spec trum a t 
a wav el ength as sho rt a s 6.500 
a ngs t ro ms. Thi s is the s hortest 
wavelength obtain ed for conti nuous 
operation of a di ode laser. 

Surrounded by liquid nitrogen, 
the alum inum-gallium-a rsenid e in
jecti on laser has an outpu t of 50 mil
liwa tt s. Th e work is being done a t 
RCA La boratories, Prince ton, N.J., 
under parti al sponsorship of NASA. 

Henry Kresse!, who hea ds th e re
sea rch tea m a t RCA , says that " these 
compact, efficient, and eas ily modu
la ted vi sible lase r d iodes are of spe
ci a l interest as a repl acement fo r the 
bu lky and power-consum ing gas la
sers that are now be ing used in 
high-speed film-encoding of data." 
Kresse! says that previous laser 
diodes were not suitab le for film 
recordin g because they cou ld only 
operate continuously in the infrared 
wh ere the spectra 1 response of th e 
film is poor. 

Uses heterojunction. The first cw 
infrared lasers operating at room 
temperature were annou nced in 
1971, by Bell La boratori es and RCA 

Labora tories [Electronics , Aug. 3 1, 
1970, p. 3 7] . These devices con
tain ed a d iode structure called a 
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First, choice. Choice of 3 to 4% digits; of LED, 
Sperry, or Nixie displays; of line or logic power 
input; of mounting arrangement; of range 
selection. And there are numerous OEM 
options. 

Second, reliability. The engineering inside 
these small packages is the industry's most 
advanced, with reduced component count, 
lower heat dissipation, and standard perform
ance features that are usually optional extras. 

Third, economy. Look at the prices. And 
note that for $52 we provide three full digits so 
you can measure things like 24.6 volts, 850 rpm, 
98.6 degrees - useful things. 

full price display 
scale (lOOs) 

power 
reg. 

AN2530 999 $52 
AN2535 1999 $85 
AN2532 1999 $95 
AN2534 3999 $130 
AN2544 39999 $270 

LED or Sperry 5v 
Sperry 5v 
Nixie or Sperry line 
Nixie or Sperry line 
Nixie line 

There are lots of other reasons to buy 
from the leader, too, such as technical assist
ance based on years of industrial design expe
rience. Get acquainted by asking for our com
plete catalog- we'll include our handy A-DID-A 
Design Reference Guide. Analogic Corporation, 
Wakefield, Mass. 01880, (617) 246-0300. 

Northeast, 617-235-2330 203-966-2580 315-446-0220 
Mid Atlantic, 201-652-7055, 212-947-0379, 215-272-1444 
Miclwest,314-895-4100, 216-267-0445, 513-434-7500, 313-892-2500, 
312-283-0713 913-362-0919 412-892-2953 
South,]13-785-0581. 817-268-3505, 305-894-4401, 919-227-2581 , 
305-7 13-3411. 813-867-7820, 205-534-9771 
West~303-744-330 1 , 505-523-0601, 602-946-4215, 505-296-8303, 714-540-7160, 
408-.:>74-5220, 206-762-7664, 503-646-6064, 503-646-3416 
Canada, 613-836-4411. 604-688-2619, 416-444-9111, 514-861-1375 
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heterojunction, which efficiently 
concentrates t he lase r light within 
the cavity. The same heterojunction 
s tructure is used with the visib le-la
se r diode, but to make it emit at the 

s horter wavelength , it must be 
doped with aluminum alloy. And 
because of fundamental limitations 
in the AIGaAs-alloy structure, oper
a tion at this wavelength prese ntly 
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News briefs 
No boycott on supermarket electronics 
The recent development of a Universal Product Code, standardizing prod
uct identification in the grocery industry, has generated more interest in 
point-of-sale equipment than a steak sale . 

NCR, Dayton , 0., has recently entered the field with an interactive termi
nal , model 250, adaptable to reading the selected code, and will show it at 
the Super Market Institute convention next month. Each unit can be individ
ually programed to handle food stamps, checks, bottle returns , coupons, 
and merchandise returns . 

Also showing at the convention will be the Pitney Bowes-Alpex Sesame 
system , which uses a code scanner at the end of the counter tied to the 
register ; Sweda 's SupeRegister , which incorporates a nonvolatile core 
memory using an MOS LSI microprocessor; Nuclear Data 's ESIS , which is 
tied to a central disk memory, and Data Terminal Systems DaCap 44, an
other stand-alone register . 

Dumont adds support to Thomson 
The need for a U. S. source of manufacture is seen by Ernest L. Stern, pres
ident of Thomson-CSF Electron Tubes Inc ., New York, as the major reason 
why his parent company, Thomson-CSF , Paris, has acquired Fairchild 
Camera & Instruments ' Dumont Electron Tube division in New Jersey. 
Stern , who will double as chairman of the board of the Dumont facility, saw 
his subsidiary's sales increase from about $1 million in 1969 to $3 million 
last year. 

Another push for high-density tape 
Another high-density magnetic-tape system has appeared-this time from 
Telex Computer Products Inc. , Tulsa, Okla. The units store data at 6,250 
bytes per linear inch of tape and move the tape at speeds of up to 200 
inches per second , giving a data transfer rate of up to 1,250,000 bytes per 
second . The Telex units are said to be compatible with the IBM high -density 
units recent ly announced ; Telex thus joins Storage Technology Corp. in the 
high-density business [Electronics, March 29, p. 39]. 

Sprague switches to profit 
Afte r running up a loss of over $8 million in fi scal 1971 , Sprague Electric 
Co. has turned the corner and reported earnings of $215,5 16 on sa les of 
$146.65 million in fi scal 1972. These earnings exclude Sprague's equity in 
affiliated companies , chiefly Mostek Corp., in which Sprague holds 48% of 
the stock. Equity in the unaudited net earnings of affiliates should push final 
net profit figures up by $1 .2 million 

CAD program from IBM emphasizes speed 
IBM 's new circuit analysis software package makes use of the latest nu
merical analysis techniques to minimize computer time and, therefore , cost. 
Called AST AP (Advanced STatistical Analysis Program) , the package is in
tended to compete with current major programs like the powerful Sceptre 
(System for Circuit Eva luation and Prediction of Transient Radiation Effects) 
and IBM 's own ECAP (Electronic Circuit Analysis Program) . ASTAP can 
perform either time-domain , frequency domain , or statistical analysis ; it is 
said to be up to eight times faster than ECAP II for nonlinear transient analy
sis. 
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symbol it means the 
company has its catalog in 

Thomas Register 
When a manufacturer uses the THOMCAT sym
bol In his ads and literature, it means his catalog 
is in the THOMCAT volumes of Thomas Register. 
And THOM CAT contains detailed catalogs from 
hundreds of manufacturers of all types of products. 

Look for the THOMCAT symbol - it will save you countless hours in 
product searches - eliminate writing away for data and waiting weeks. 
Next time you need catalog data, let THOMCAT be your guide. 

Thomas Register 
Thomas Register Catalog File 
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461 Eighth Avenue, New York, New York 10001 
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Now get a 
firm grip on your 

lead-mounted semi's and 
heat problems, too 

IERC retainers / heat sinks 
hold lead-mounted semi ' s 
while controlling heat to im
prove reliability or IP.t you operate at 
higher power levels. Our TXB's for Mil
spec environments are excellent retainers 
on p-c boards or serve as efficient ther
mal links between case and heat sink. BeO 
washers are available for electrically-hot
case applications. Use our staggered-finger 

LP Series for power in
creases of 7 to I in still 

air and 12 to I in forced air 
no increase in junction tem-

perature. And . if your semi 's are already 
mounted . slip on a Fa n Top and get higher 
wa ttages for just pennies. Send for ca talog. 
IERC. 135 W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank . 
C alif. 91502. a subsidiary of Dynamics 
C orporation of America. 

I IERC 1~1 Heat Sinks 
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requires a refrigerated temperature 
of 77 to 100 degrees kelvin. But this 
is not considered a significant draw
back since the refrigeration ad
vances in IR systems can be readily 
adapted for this system. D 

Military electronics 

Army to pinpoint 

targets from air 

The latest move in military efforts to 
map enemy artillery emplacements 
is to go airborne. Conventional sur
veying is the technique commonly 
used , and the Army's Engineering 
Topographic Laboratory at Fort 
Belvoir, Va ., has been considering 
the position and azimuth determin
ing system, known as PADS [Elec
tronics, July 31, 1972, p. 22], which 
uses .an inertial platform mounted 
on a Jeep. 

But now Motorola's Government 
Electronics division , Scottsdale, 
Ariz., has developed a seemingly 
faster, safer, and easier technique 
using an aircraft to make ranging 
flights over a 60-by-60-kilometer 
area at altitudes of 10,000 and 
20,000 feet within a two-hour pe
riod. This position and surveying 
system (PASS) transmits and receives 
information from the ground and 
can locate artillery sites within 2 or 
3 meters in azimuth and range and 
5 to 10 meters in elevation. 

As many as 27 enemy sites can be 
pinpointed within the two-hour 
flight. The ground stations, which 
transmit data independently on 
command, weigh only 60 lb so they 
are easily transportable. The system 
operates on a single spread spec
trum frequency with antijamming 
capability. And the ground stations 
need only transmit very short bursts 
to minimize possible detection. 

In addition to the ground posi
tioning sets, PASS includes local 
ground-reference equipment weigh
ing 130 lb , an airborne reference set, 
and a computing center. Operation 
is off line, with transfer of data to 
the center and reduction taking un
der 30 minutes. O 
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Our new Quad Power Strobe selectivelY. 
activates system components to permit 
reduction in standby power requirements 
by as much as an order of magnitude. 
The HD-6600 is the industry 's first 
monolithic, dielectrically isolated 
quad power strobe. Designed 
primarily for use with ROM and 
PROM systems, the device offers 
four power outputs which can be 
activated selectively, thereby 

greatly reducing standby power 
requirements-up to as much as an 
order of magnitude. Each output 
can deliver up to 150mA simulta
neously with no more than a 
250mV drop from the power supply 
to the strobe output. Access time 

from the HD-6600 input to a 
HPROM-1024 memory output is 
typically 100ns. System access 
time as low as 50ns can be 
obtained by powering the memory 
circuit prior to the read operation. 
Other applications for the new 
device include use in telephone 
relay switching, strobing of general 
logic circuitry, and multiplexed 
LED display systems. For more 
details see your Harris distributor 
or representative. 

Features: 
High drive current 200mA 
High Speed Typically 50ns 

TIL compatible inputs 
Quad monolithic construction 
Inverting logic 
Power supply flexibility 

Low power 
Standby 30mW/Device 
Active 95mW/Device 

Supplied 14-pin ceramic DIP 

100-999 units 
HD-6600-5 
0°C to + 75°C 
HD-6600-2 
- 55°Cto + 125°C 

$5.65 

$8.50 

HARRIS 
SEMICONDUCTOR 

A DIVISION OF HARRIS - INTERTYPE CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 
(305) 727-5430 

WHERE TO BUY THEM: ARIZONA: Phoenix-Liberty, 'Mlatherford; Scottsdale- HAR (602) 946-3556 CALIFORNIA: Anahe1m- 'M!atherford; El Segundo-Liberty; Glendale-'Mlatherford; Long Beach-HAR 
(2 13) 426-7687; Mountain View- Elmar; Palo Alto-'Mlatherford. HAR (415)964-6443; Pomona - 'Mlatherford; San ~ego-'Mlatherford , Western COLORADO: Denver-Elmar, 'M!atherford WASHINGTON, D.C.: 
HAR (202) 337-3170 FLORIDA: Hollyv.ood-Schweber; Melbourne- HAR (305) 727-5430 GEORGIA: Atlanta - Schweber ILLINOIS: Ch1cago- Sem1-Specs, Schweber; Palos Heights-HAR (312) 597-75 10 
INDIANA: Indianapolis- Semi-Specs MARYLAND: Rockv1lle - Schweber MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington- R&D, W.ltham- Schweber, 'M!llesley- HAR (617) 237-5430 MICHIGAN: DetrOlt-Semi-Specs 
MINNESOTA: Minneapolis-Semi-Specs MISSOURI: Kansas Ci1y-Sem1-Specs; St Lou1s- Sem1-Specs NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque-'M!atherford NEW YORK: Melvi lle-HAR (516) 249-4500; Syracuse-HAR 
(315) 463-3373; Rochester-Schweber; 'Mlstbury-Schweber OHIO: Beachwood-Schweber; Dayton- Semi-Specs PENNSYLVANIA: Pittsburgh-Semi-Specs; W.yne-HAR (215) 687-6680 TEXAS: Dallas
'Mlatherford, Semi-Specs, HAR (214) 231-9031 WASHINGTON: Seattle-Liberty, 'Mlatherford WISCONSIN: wauwa1osa-Semi-Specs. 
LEGEND FOR HARRIS SALES OFFICES & DISTRIBUTORS: Harris Semiconduc1or (HAR): Elmar Electronics (Elmar); Harveyl R&D Elec1ronics (R&D); Liberty Electronics (Liberty); Schweber Electronics 
(Schweber), Semiconductor Specialists. Inc. (Semi-Specs); A V Weatherford Co. (\l\eatherford ): V\estern Radio (INestern). 
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Mark Ill. 
It's more sophisticated than the Monomatic/7. 
When it comes to p.c. drilling systems, 
nobody can compete with Excel/on. 

So we've decided to compete .with 
ourselves. Our Mark Ill against our 
Monomatic / 7. 

Which is best for you? Judge 
for yourself. 

The Mark Ill is the most 
advanced p.c. drilling system 
in the industry today, designed 
to give you the highest pro
duction rates possible for the 
lowest hole costs possible. 

It's directed by a General 
Automation SPC-12/ 15 Stored 
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Program Control. The SPC-12/15, with 
16K memory, handles a variety of code 
formats, and is plug compatible with 
central computers. It offers step and 
repeat, repeat pattern, stored pattern 
(16 and 14 pin dual in-line, 8 pin 
L package) , automatic table offset, 
mirror image and automatic rewind. 

fl - ----------iii 1 1 

I ·..:... -'-····'· __ ,_ .. I 
I iii iii iii iii .•. .ii ... ii I 

The General Automation S PC-12/ 15 

Table travel speed of the Mark Il l 
is 400 ipm on each axis. A computer
driven , high torque, low-inertia 
servo motor provides instant accelera
tion for unmatched production. 

The Mark Ill can produce dri ll hit 
rates of 200 per minute. And we ' re 
talking about quality holes at .25-inch 
movement and .002 chip load. 

AC, variable-frequency, air-bearing 
spindle motors reach 80,000 rpm. 
And spindle feed rates range from 
20 to 250 ipm . 

If your appl icat ion ca ll s for high 
quality, high production rates and high 
utilization, the Mark Ill is best for you. 
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Monomatic/7. 
It's more versatile than the Mark Ill. 

If your application calls for medium 
to high production , the Monomatic/7 
is best for you. 

It's designed to be economical for 
short runs and highly profitable 
for long runs . 

And it's designed to grow with your 
growing production needs. 

The NC-controlled 
Monomatic/7 ac
commodates from 
one to seven spin
dles. You can start 
out with one or two , 

usi ng the standard 
work table . Then you 

1 Spindle, 1 Stack 2ss· x 25.S" 

can add more spindles and an extension 
table that increases the work dimensions 
to 3 stacks of 12314"x251h" panels . 

Like the Mark Ill , the Monomatic/7 
can be equipped with optional 80,000 
rpm air-bearing spindle motors. 

And like the Mark Ill , it can be fitted 
with an optional Excel Ion automatic drill 

2 Spindles. 2 Slacks 12 .75" x 25.5 " J Spindles Ex tens ion Tab le, 
3Stacksl2.7S" x 255" 

• Active Spindle • Inactive or Vacant 

changer that permits you to drill up to 
12 different hole sizes with one setup. 

Of course, it 's a little less 
sophisticated than the Mark Ill. But 
then it's a little less expensive , too . 

For a competitive costs analysis of the 
Monomatic/7 and Mark Ill , and com
plete specifications, call Dick Hogan, 
Sales Manager, at (213) 325-8000. 
Or write him at the address below. 

Excellon 
EXCELLON INDUSTRIE S 
23915 GARNIER I TORRA NCE 

CALIFORNIA 90505 

'-----' Priorie 1213) 325 -8000 
Tele • 674 ~62 Caole EXCEL LO N Tona.ice 

Eicellon Sales and Service 1n ENGLAN D • FRANCE 
SCAN DINAVIA • W GE RMANY • SPA IN • HOLLAN D 
ITALY • ARGENTI NA• IS RAEL• AUSTRALIA• HON G 
KON G • TAIWAN• JAPAN 
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SUPERDIGIT'" LED+ new decoder/driver: 
brightest, simplest, most cost-effective display 
subsystem to be seen anywhere.1\vo packages. 
No external components required. 

Made for each other: Our new 9368 
Decoder / Driver and our FND-70 SUPERDIGIT 
W' LED Display. Just hook them together to make 
a simple, economical supersubsystem. Super 
because of the way it looks - great from any point 
of view. Super because of the way it's priced. 
And super because two packages include all 
necessary gating, storage, decoding, driving and 
display in a system that's compatible with standard 
5V supplies. No external components. Reduced 
circuitry, installation, size, complexity, wiring. 
SUPERDIGIT is the sharpest thing in LED dis
plays. Bright, bold numbers that look crisp and clear 
and uniform over a 140° viewing angle. Thanks to 
new production techniques, SUPERDIGIT is priced 
low and we can maintain ¥.! million in perpetual 
inventory. With smallest ratio of total package 
to digit size (2: 1), 4 digits occupy less space than 
3 conventional units. Leads are straight, so 
SUPERDIGIT can be stacked horizontally 
or vertically. 
Superdriver combines a high-speed 4-bit latch, 
a 7-segment decoder, and output drivers. Data can 
be strobed into the latches at normal TTL speed. 
Leading and trailing zero blanking circuits provide 
easily readable decimal display. Zero input current 
when latch is not enabled facilitates multiplex 
driving from MOS logic. Available in 16-pin DIP. 

Production quantities and complete data can be 
had from your Fairchild distributor or your local 
Fairchild sales office. 

I ':-:/ 
1 I I 

• 

Grd. 

9368 
Decoder I Driver 

FND-70 
SUPERDIGIT' " 

Fairchild's simple, new 2-package digital display subsystem. 

Immediately available at these low prices: 
1-24 25-99 100-999 IK-4999 5K-9999 !OK Up 

9368 
Decoder / Driver $3.65 $3.35 $2.90 $2.35 $2.05 $1.75 
FND-70 
SUPERDIGIT 3.50 3.50 2.80 2.50 2.10 1.85 
Additional 
Components None None None None None None 
Total 

$4.15 $3.6~ Subsystem $7.15 $6.85 $5.70 $4.85 

SEM ICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS GROU P , Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St.. Mountain View, Ca. 94040. (415 ) 962-5011. TWX : 910-379-6435. 
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SWEEPER MODELS* 

1001A ~0=·~5 =M=Hz=t=o=30=0~M=H=z~~=99~5 
1002 1 MHz to 500 MHz 1095 
1003 350 MHz to 650 MHz 995 
1004 500 MHz to 1 GHz 995 
1005 700 MHz to 1.4 GHz 995 
1801A 1 MHz to 950 MHz 1445 
2000 1 MHz to 1.4 GHz 1375 
2001 1 MHz to 1.4 GHz 1695 

• we also offer a complete line of attenuators and 
detectors covering the same frequency ranges . 
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~ , One thousand one •• • 
~ one thousand two ••• 

one thousand three ••• 

I;;;~~/; one thousand four ••• 
one thousand five ••• 

1 
one thousand eight 

hundred one ••• 
two thousand ••• 
two thousand one ••• 

that's how you cou11 
to 1.4 GHz in sweepers. 

It 's also how to tell the story of the mi 
complete line of sweepers in the 
business. Our latest additions include t i 
1801A for CATV equipment testing 
and the 2000-a less expensive version 
of the spectacular 2001. All of our 
sweepers have rugged , solid-state desig 
and are suited for laboratory, productio 
and systems use. They are available 
with both 50-ohm and 75 -ohm calibrate 
RF outputs and feature pin -diode level ir 
crystal -controlled markers and excellent 
display linearity characteristics. All inclL 
remote programming of frequency and 
sweep width, and can be AM or FM moc 
lated . If you 'd like more information , 
use the reader service card or get in 
touch with us directly. You can count 0 1 

an immediate response. 

WAVETE~ 
INDIANA INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 190, 66 North First Avenue 
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107 
Tel : (317) 783-322 1 TWX 810-341-3226 
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OTP seeks over-all 

navigation-system 

plan . .. 

. . . in effort 

to dominate policy 

X-ray lasers 

forecast by Naval 

Research Lab 

Air Force to start 

high-level study 

of pilotless planes 
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Washington newsletter __ _ 

The White House Office of Telecommunications Policy is readying 
requests for proposals to study Government-supported air, sea, and land 
navigation systems as part of a plan to consolid ate Federal programs 
and "cast out obvious redundancies," according to informed Govern
ment sources. RFPs are expected to be issued shortly to " four or five" 
qualified companies selected by OTP but as yet unnamed. Winner of 
the OTP stud y contract will be expected to use a fall symposium of the 
Institute of Navigation to e li cit the views of equipment makers and 
users. 

The effort would be a " broad-brush study of requirements and capa
bilities of various navigation systems" and a first step in helping the Ad
ministration determine the most widely used systems deserving of con
tinued Federal support. Administration intent is to have users with 
narrow requirements pay their own way . 

The OTP action comes on the heels of its move to establish a maritime 
navigatiori policy, which is expected to be issued soon following skir
mishes with the D epartments of Defense and Transportation, as well as 
maritime and airline interests [Electronics, April 12, p. 59 and March 1, 
p. 49]. The new drive to set top-to-bottom navigation policy undoubt
edly will embroil OTP with many new Government and industrial inter
ests. 

Development of the first X-ray laser is within the realm of the " pos
sible,'' in the view of the Naval Research Laboratory, now that it has 
measured the first gain of a new laser in the vacuum ultraviolet area 
from triply-ionized carbon ions (C IV). NRL, which says the measure
ment is the first in this spectral region and the first use of ions for lasers 
below wavelengths of 2,000 angstroms, is optimistic about the prospects 
for an X-ray laser using ions. Ions have more highly spaced energy lev
els than molecules and are therefore capable o f generating a shorter la
ser emission . While the 1,548- and 1,550-angstrom wavelengths emitted 
by the C IV laser are no shorter than wave lengths observed from other 
lasers, NRL researchers note tha t the traveling-wave low-pressure-dis
charge technique used to produce them seems "extendable as far as the 
X-ray region. " 

Remotel y piloted vehic les have a t last got the hi gh-leve l milita ry back
in g they need to qualify them for a larger share of the Defense D epart
ment's static R&D budget [Electronics, July 31 , 1972, p. 51]. Maj . G en. 
John J. Burns, chief of operationa l requirements and developm ent 
plans, will head a steering committee of 10 Air Force generals in a six
month study of th e techni cal capabiliti es a nd future missions of RP Ys, 
lo ng advoca ted as a solution to soaring costs of manned aircra ft. 

Air Force U nder Secreta ry John L. McLucas, former Mitre Co rp. 
chi ef and RPV fa n himse lf, fo rmed the 41-man group, which sources 
say will concentrate a significant porti on of its e ffo rt on looking for so
lutions to the pilotless plane's biggest single weakness: deep-strike mis
sions, where telemetry a nd comm a nd a nd contro l of th e a ircra ft a re 
vuln erab le to j amming. First meeting of the committee is set for May 9. 
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Washington commentary _____ _ 

Medical communications lives on handouts 

No one disputes the claim of America's Indians 
that they have been getting the short end of the 
stick ever since the founding of the republic. 
Thus it seemed a refreshing, if relatively small, 
change was in store when the Secretary of 
Health, Education, and Welfare Caspar W. 
Weinberger reported that the Papago Indian 
Reservation outside Tucson, Ariz., had been se
lected as the site for the design, installation, 
and two-year test of a $13 million medical-care 
system by Lockheed Missiles ap.d Space Co. 

Has technology at last come to the Indian? 
Yes, but only incidentally. The integrated med
ical and behavioral laboratory measurement 
system, dubbed IMBLMS by the acronymists, is 
a complex of advanced medical instrumenta
tion, computers and modern communications 
that will enable physicians at a central site to 
receive medical data from a patient at a remote 
site for diagnosis and to prescribe treatment by 
trained technicians with the patient. 

The principal goal of the program, however, 
is not for the benefit of the Papago. It is, in 
HEW 'S words, "intended to appraise the techni
cal requirements for remote health care in 
space" under the joint HEW-NASA program. In 
brief, it seems, the Indians will serve as guinea 
pigs for the space program. To be sure, the 
Public Health Service Indian Hospital, which 
will operate the display and communications 
consoles on the reservation, will get to keep the 
system "based on community willingness to 
support the costs of the system after the initial 
two-year test period is over." 

The rest of us 

But that is not the whole story. In the context 
of the nation's emergency medical services, par
ticularly its application of proven communi
cations technology, the Papago will be a lot bet
ter off than rpost Americans. The status of 
emergency medical services in the United 
States was recently described by the National 
Research Council as "one of the weakest links 
in the delivery of health care in the nation." 
And the communications segment of those ser
vices is "fragmented" because "individuals and 
institutions needing help have no central place 
to call," according to National Academy of Sci
ences president Philip Handler. 

In a society that prides itself on a communi
cations expertise that has put a radio in the 
hands of most cab drivers, the lack of emer
gency medical communications can be costed 
out in a number of ways. In lives, the NAS and 
others estimate that 90,000 could be saved an-
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nually by prompt emergency medical treat
ment. That is more than 11 % of the more than 
700,000 who die from heart disease and the 
115,000 who die from accidents; it comes to 
nearly double the number of Americans killed 
in Southeast Asia quring the torturous decade 
of Vietnam involvement. If you factor in the 
additional 400,000 who suffer long-term dis
ability each year because of accidents, the dol
lar cost runs to nearly $3 billion in medical and 
hospital expenses and more than $7 billion in 
lost wages, according to NRC figures . 

Aid from a foundation 

Nevertheless, development of regional emer
gency medical communica,tions nets is still get
ting short shrift from the Government. The pri
ority is in fact so low that the NAS attached 
great significance to its recent announcement 
that a private philanthropic organization, the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, was going 
to fund a two-year $15 million program to pro
vide "basic support" for the establishment of 40 
to 50 regional medical communications systems 
throughout the country. The competitive grants 
under the program to be administered by NAS 
will range from $200,000 to $400,000. A condi
tion of the grants to be awarded by year's end is 
that, after the money runs out,the communities 
receiving them agree, like the Papago tribe, to 
continue to fund the communications programs 
on their own. 

"That kind of money won't buy much hard
ware," observes one communications-equip
ment supplier ~racking the effort, "so it looks 
like we are still sitting on square one." In truth, 
that is the case, for much of the NAS-Johnson 
award monies appears likely to go on coordi
nating and training efforts for medical commu
nications dispatchers and establishing area
wide telephone links between hospitals and 
special medical centers. 

Part of the NAS-Johnson program also calls 
for a demonstrated ability to produce "immedi
ate citizen access to the emergency medical sys
tem through a centralized communication unit 
open round the clock, with reserved channels 
and easy-to-remember, well-publicized call 
numbers, such as 911." In that context it ap
pears that the Papago Indians will benefit 
nicely at the hands of NASA and HEW, leaving 
the rest of us with little else but 911 to dial. 
That number, you will recall, was first proposed 
for national use by AT&T in January, 1968, after 
it had been proved out in 30 years of use in 
England. -Ray Connolly 
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What national 
semiconductor firm 
would you turn to 
to fill the op amp 
price/ performance gap? 
Wrong! We got it first , the 
LM 141 / 142. And we're going 
to second source it even if the 
first source isn 't ready. Why? 
Because there 's a crying need 
for an op amp like this from 
any source. 

Here's why: When you 're all 
set to design with op amps 
and the 7 41 type simply runs 
out of gas or the 1 08 type 
offers too much performance 
for the price , the LM 141 / 142 
fills that gap. 

The fully compensated 141 
offers five times better input 
bias and offset current than 
the 7 41 and faster slew rate. 
The 142, with standard com
pensation equals the large 
signal performance of the 
101 A without feedforward 
compensation . 

Both perform extremely well 
in sample and hold circuits , 
long interval integrators, 
active filters , and extended 
frequency range amplifiers 
with full output swing through 
the audio range . 

We also have an LM 341 / 342 
relaxed specification version 
priced at 99¢ in 100-999. 

Compare: 

Specification 141 142 741 101A 108 

Input offset 
current (max.) 5 5 200 10 

Input bias current 
(max .) 30 30 500 75 

Slew rate (min .) 1.0 1.0 .3 .3 

Distributor list 
price of popular 

.2 

2.0 

.1 

nA @ 25° C 

V/ µs @ 25° C 

brands ( 100-999) $4.25 $3.95 $3.95 $7.95* $12 .95* 

Then Sample Order. We'll give you a free sample of the 
LM 141 / 142 or 341 / 342 , if you tell us a little about yourself and 
intended use. Write on your company letterhead . Or call National 
and give them a nudge, we need that first source. 

I'll Drink to That. (I'll Drink to Anything .) 

the challenger 

_.,~TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR 
1300 Terra Bella Avenue Mountain View, California 94040 (415 ) 968-924 1 TWX: 910-379-6494 Telex : 34-8416 

* Teledyne 's prices on these /C 's are lower. 
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Sorensen 
has a bargain for you: 
DCR power supplies 

selling for $360-$4200. 

Sorensen's OCR power supplies offer you the 
lowest cost per watt in the industry. More power 
output for each dollar you invest. 

And DCR's comprise the broadest lab/systems 
line available anywhere: 37 models in 10 voltage 
ranges, 7 power levels. 

Features? All silicon solid-state electronics. 
Precision regulation. Remote voltage, current or 
resistance programming - and remote sensing at 
distances to 200 feet. Operation in either voltage 
or current modes. 

For complete data and prices, write Sorensen, 
a unit of Raytheon Company, 676 Island Pond 
Road, Manchester, N.H. 03103. Telephone 
(603) 668-1600. Or TWX 710-220-1339. 

rorensen 
JPOWER SUPPLIES 
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Key Data 
• 37 models available. 

• I 0 voltage ranges from 20 to 
30,000Vdc. 

• 7 power levels from 400 to 20,000 W. 

• Low output ripple. 

•Voltage and current regulation with 
automatic crossover. 

• Typical efficiencies to over 80%. 

• Fits standard 19" rack (except 20 kW 
models). 

• Optional overvoltage protection for 
all models (except 20 kW). 

• Series or parallel operation. 

• MTBF greater than 25,000 hours. 
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Electronics international 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Significant developments in technology and business 

Low-loss glass fibers step up 

plans for optical communications 

T he era of opt ica l communica tions 
over glass- fib er ca bles has been ush
e red in with the first sa les o f I 00-
m eter lengths of Se lfoc cabl e by 
N ippon Electri c Co. a nd Nippon 
Shee t G lass Co. During th e first 
yea r, th e two compani es expect to 
se ll betwee n 500 a nd 1,000 le ngths. 
Export price will be $2, 100 each. 

Two developm ents e na bl ed the 
compa nies to open a ma rk et fo r the 
cabl e: th e a bility to fa bri ca te low
loss fi bers in long le ngths a t reason
ab le prices, a nd the di scovery of a 
method fo r coating th e individu a l 
fi be rs with plas ti c, without which 
they a re prone to sna p when bent. 

Low loss. Typica l transmission 
loss of the ca bles is a bout 20 deci
bels per kilo meter, but the com
p a ni es have allowed th emselves a 
m a rg in fo r sa fety a nd describe it as 
less th a n 48 dB / km. 

Th ey a lso a ll ow fo r a loss of up to 
0.5 dB fo r misma tch wh en a n opti ca l 
signa l enters o r leaves a le ngth of 
ca bl e, so th ey guarantee a less tha n 
5-d B loss for each IOO- meter le ngth . 
The fi gure is low beca use each cabl e 
end has been po lished and then 
equipped with a connector th a t 
butts mecha nically onto th e nex t 
ca ble end with precisio n. 

A ll loss measure ments are in the 
0. 8 1- to 0.85- mi cro m e te r wave 
length ra nge of the se miconductor 
lase rs th at Nippon E lectric ass umes 
will be th e stand a rd signa l source 
fo r future opti cal communica tions 
syste ms. Howeve r, the ca bl es have 
low loss in the 1.06-µ m wave length 
of YAG lasers a nd a lso work we ll a t 
th e 0.63-~im wavelength of heli um
neon lase rs. 

Different glasses. In the new pro
cess, the fibers are drawn fro m a 
dou ble crucibl e wi th coax ial nozzles 
so that di fferent types of glass fo rm 
the center and outside of the fiber. 
At first glance, this would appea r to 
give a clad fiber wi th separate in
dexes of refraction fo r center and 
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outside. But the glasses a re molten, 
and insta ntaneous excha nge of thal
lium a nd sodium ions takes pl ace 
between th e thallium-ox ide-doped 
boros ilicate glass in th e ce nter a nd 
the sodium -oxide-doped boros ili
ca te glass on the outside. 

The res ultant fib er has a refr ac
ti ve index tha t is max imu m a t the 
center a nd fa ll s off with an S-shaped 
curve to a nearly constant val ue fo r 
the outsid e region. For fi bers cur
re ntly in production, th e di a meter a t 
ha lf va lu e for the reg ion of decreas
ing ind ex of re fracti on is a bout 30 
µm, the tota l va ri ation in refractive 
index is about 0.02 , a nd fibe r 
di a meter is 200 µm. T he protective 
shea th gives the ca bl e an outside 
d ia meter of 1.5 millim eters. T he 
outside dia meter of the conn ecting 
plug is a bout 2 mm. 

Spurious modes suppressed. The 
single-fab rication process enab les 
produ cti o n of almos t unlimit ed 
lengths of fiber. Fluctua tions in the 
re fr ac ti ve ind ex di s tri buti o n a r e 
very small , kee ping the genera tion 
of spurious modes to a ve ry low 
leve l. Thu s the effects of modes with 
different group ve locities a re min
imized and bandwidth is very la rge. 
The large slope of th e cha nge in re
fractive index keeps the light beam 
continu ally close to the axis of the 
fibe r, even if the fiber itself bends 
back and fo rth . D 

Sweden 

IR camera system, 

weighs 18 pounds 

Sweden 's AGA has come up with a n 
in fra red camera tha t. because of its 
light weight, is eve n more signifi
ca nt fro m a ma rketi ng and appli
cat ions view th an the company's 
o rigina l un it , which was th e fi rst 

rea l-time infrared came ra a nd was 
put on th e market by AGA in 1965. 

Th e new IR sys tem, Therm ovision 
750, fea tures a ha nd-h eld m ini a ture 
camera- abo ut th e size of a n a m a
teur mov ie ca mera- a nd a po rta ble 
therm a l-picture di spl ay u nit. AGA's 
prese nt T hermov ision- as we ll as 
compet in g IR ca meras- a re la rge 
units, requiring a sturdy tripod o r 
support. The di splay is on a rela
ti ve ly hea vy, definit ely non po rtable 
oscilloscope or T V monito r. 

H ot-spot detec tion. With the 750 
sys tem, use rs will be a ble to ca rry 
th e camera around eas ily, use it in 
cra m ped q uarters, a nd a im it simply 
and qui ckl y. Readout is ei ther on a 
di sp lay uni t ca rri ed in a ha rness by 
th e use r. or o n a la rger re mote 
sc reen. AGA sold its first syste m to 
th e Central Electricity G eneratin g 
Board o f Grea t Brita in , a ft er ta king 
engin eers on a de mo nstra ti on fli ght 
over power li nes in a helico pter. 

T he ca mera, whi ch weighs 3.3 
pounds, uses pri sm sca nning of a n 
indiu m antimonide photovolta ic de
tecto r a nd require liquid nitrogen 
coola nt- th e same sys tem as the one 
used in ea rli e r mode ls. F o r the nor
m a l lens. th e foc using ra nge is from 
20 inches to infinity, whil e the 
scanned area at 20 in . is 6 by 51/.i in . 

T he ca mera's spectra l ra nge is 2 
to 5.6 micromete rs, a nd th e min
imum de tecta bl e tempera ture dif
fe rence is 0.2°C. For object te m
p er at u res aro un d 30 °C, th e 
tem pera ture measu re me nt ra nge is 
20° to 900°C. which can be in 
creased to 2,000°C by using a spe
cial IR fi lter. 

The di splay unit. ca rri ed on a 
ches t ha rness, we ighs 7.5 pounds 
and is con nected to a separa te 12-
vo lt ba ttery pack we ig hin g 7.3 
po unds. The cam era and display 
ca n also be opera ted fro m a tripod 
to pa n bo th units in unison, which 
allows the dis p lay to function as a 
ho t- spot locat ing device. D 
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El•lber our dr1•ves ouldr1•ve Chances are w~'ll never have to pay off because our drives are the best you can 
buy. And we know it. We design them our-

lbeir drives selves and build them to exceed the most demanding 
requirements in the industry today. 
SERIES 6000 MAGNETIC TAPE UNITS. Tape speed 12.5 to 
45 ips. Reel size 10.5 or 8.5 inches. Seven or nine track, 
half inch tape. High speed (200 ips) fast forward and 
rewind. All standard densities. Industry compatible in
terface. Simple design with few moving parts. File pro
tect. Self seating reel hold down hubs. Controlled 

or vonr 1one1 back. 
dynamic braking. Automatic multi-level read thresholds. 
Channel-by-channel electronic deskewing. 

Pins interest. 
SERIES 8000 CARTRIDGE DISC SYSTEMS. 100 and 200 
tracks-per-inch. 25 or 50 and 50 or 100 million bits stor
age capacities. Single and dual drives. IBM 5440 re
movable disc cartridge. Access time 10 milliseconds 

-

.... - - ··- --'-- ---· ·:-- __ .. ,..., 

track to track. Data error during read or write less than 1 in 10". Disc rotation 
•· 1500 or 2400 rpm. MTBF 5000 hours. Simple design with few moving parts. 
\ Only 8.75 inches high including power supply. Positive optical head 
,{ positioning. D Try us. See if you can get your money back. Write for 

' 

details, or ask for a call from 
one of our salesmen. 

Microdata Corporation. 
17481 Red Hill Avenue. • 
Irvine, California 92705. 

(714) 540-6730. 

from the bold guys at 

Microdata™ 



British missile, 

based on Sparrow, 

will have new head 

Diodes show promise 

in analog displays 

Decca pushes 

data link for 

temporary use 
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International newsletter __ _ 

In a three-cornered deal , Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Ltd. will use 
Raytheon Co. Sparrow technology as the basis of a new air-to-air mis
sile. Marconi Space and Defence Systems Ltd. will supply the homing 
head for the new missile, being developed for Britain's Ministry of De
fence, but Raytheon gets the right to build the head. This head, a semi
active radar type, homes in on reflections from the target of radar 
waves transmitted from the attacking aircraft or from the ground. It 
was originally intended for U.S.-buil t Sparrows bought for the Royal Air 
Force. But H awker S iddeley proposed a similar, but higher-perform
ance, missile to use the head, and this view has prevailed. Meanwhile, 
the RAF will use Sparrows with U.S.-built homing heads. 

Now that light-emitting diodes have begun to prevail for alphanumeric 
readouts, display makers on both sides of the Channel are turning their 
talents to LED substitu tes fo r swinging needles and similar analog dis
plays. At a colloquium on alphanumeric-readout devices held in Paris 
earlier this month, RTC-La Radiotechnique Compelec, a French unit of 
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken , disclosed details of a diode-bar display 
it has developed. RTC's base element is a row of 16 diodes driven by a 
bipolar re chip mounted on the same substrate. Up to 16 elements can 
be ganged simply, making the device, in practice, a 256-diode display. 

The driver circuit, compatible with transistor-transistor-logic inputs, 
gives a choice of three kinds of display. Addressed diodes alone can 
light up , giving the optical effect of a moving point. Or the addressed 
diode and all those below it can be powered, for a bar display that re
sembles a thermometer. The third choice, the addressed diode and all 
those above it, gives an upside-down thermometer display. 

Standard Telecommunication Laboratories in Britain has come up 
with something quite similar. STL's version, though, is made up of 100-
diode bar elements, each 60 mils long. The drive dircuits are nine MOS 
shift-register chips first designed for seven-by-five-matrix displays. 

A production prototype of a portable solid-state Q-band (36- 46-gi
gahertz) data link has been built by the Instrument division of Decca 
Radar Ltd. It hopes to sell the unit for establishing temporary data links 
over a maximum of about six miles where a land line is not practical. 
The company believes that there's a worthwhile market for such a link, 
particularly for temporarily connecting peripherals to computers. 

Identical transmitter-receiver modules at each end use a 25-five mil
liwatt continuous-wave Gunn diode for transmission. Amplitude mod
ulation is by a p-i-n diode, which produces pulse data rates up to 15 
megabits per second . The superhet receiver uses a similar Gunn diode, 
with a lower output, as the local oscillator. 

The company chose Q band partly because it believes that radio au
thorities will be more likely to grant li censes there than in X band 
(5.2- 10.9 GHz). Also Q-band antennas can be kept small, and the band 
has sectors where atmospheric absorption is low, an important consid
eration in low-power equipment. Transmitters and receivers will be 
standardized, but the antenna will be chosen to suit the intended appli
cation. Decca hasn't decided price, but it is aiming for $3,500. 
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Bosch buys half 

of Teldix, boosting 

its anti-skid R&D 

Two LED displays have 

memory properties 

Grundig markets 

Secam adapter 

for its PAL sets 

Poland now has 

home-grown TV sets 

Addenda 

International newsletter __ _ 

T o broaden its already strong base in th e auto mobile accessory market, 
W est Germany's Robe rt Bosch GmbH has bought a hefty share o f Tel
dix GmbH, a firm heavily invo lved in the automotive electronics. It ac
quired the 50% interest held by Bendix International Finance Corp. The 
other 50% is retained by AEG-Telefunken. Although T eldix is primarily 
kn own for its expertise in navigational and control equipment for land, 
marine, and aerospace vehicles, the 800-man H eidelberg company has 
become quite active in automotive e lectronics, particularly in develop
ing anti-skid systems for passenger cars. Bosch will combine its a nti
skid design efforts and concentrate them at Heidelberg. 

Solid-state displays with inherent memory are in the pipeline in Japan 
and Great Britain . Sharp Corp. has fabricated experimental gallium ar
senide light-emitting-diode matrixes in a four-layer construction tha t 
has both negative resista nce and dynamic memory. Depending on the 
rise rate of the scanning pulses, diodes can be turned on, kept turned on, 
or erased. Writing and erasing can be done by a light pen, too. 

In Brita in , Ferranti Ltd . is working on a self-latching gallium phos
phide diode it calls a Thyroptor. Here, the light-emitting junctions are 
underlaid with a high-resistivity region that acts as an avalanche photo
conductor and gives the diodes negative resistance. Once turned on, th e 
diode h as to be pulsed off. 

To overcome the incompatibility of E urope's two color-TV transmission 
standards, Grundig AG has come up with a re latively simple and inex
pensive adapter, which allows reception of either PAL or Secam pro
grams on Grundig- made Supercolor sets. The new adapter-designed to 
handle television programs from East Germany, where Secam is used
will hit the market next month and retail for only $60. The company 
will later come out with similar units accommodating program s from 
France, th e homel and of Seca m ; France has different lin e- a nd sound
transmission norms. 

Po land 's fled gling color-TV market is fast ga111111g its ind ependence 
from foreign imports-particularly from goods from neighboring East 
Germany and the Soviet Union- now tha t do mesti cally d esigned mod 
els a re being produced. For the new all-Polish models, called the Rubin 
.707 P, rapidly rising production figures are predicted: 10,000 by the end 
of this year, climbing to betwee n 30,000 and 40,000 units annua ll y dur
ing the years to come. 

Nippon Electric Co. has notched up anoth er contract for a complete 
Intelsat ground station , thi s time in Zambia. The contract, for roughly 
$5 milli on, calls for completion of th e stat ion within 16 months and 
technical support during the first year of operation by NEC and Tech
no logy Resources, a Paris- based consu lting outfi t. ... British min i
computer maker Computer Technology Ltd. has landed a $700,000 or
der with ES RO, the Europea n space research age ncy. The company will 
supply two Modular One systems to process telemetering data from a 
geosta tionary scientific sate llite that ES RO has in development. 
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Assign your "clockwatching" to specialists: 
the Guardian Angel and 

GUARDIAN TIME DELAY RELAYS 
Need a time delay relay that counts parts of a second . . . or one that counts 

half an hour? From 25 mill iseconds to 2,000 seconds, Guardian 's got them all. 

In your choice of electromechanical , hybrid or pure sol id state. In standards that 

come right off the shelf or in custom designs. In just about any size , shape, form. 
or delay range your application can demand. Isn 't it t ime you get all the facts 

on Guardian T ime Delay Relays? Send today for specs and applicat ion data. 

GUARDIAN® 
GUARDIAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
1566 West Carroll Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60607 

In a hurry? Call your Guardian Distributor. 
Circle 57 on reader sP.rvir.A r.::irrl 
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HP's Calculator 
Aided Design-
Your AnswerTo 
The High Cost 
Of Engmeering 

New HP calculators and program 
software put the advantages of inter
active modeling right on your desk 
top. HP's calculator aided design is 
a tool that enables you to go from 
an idealized design to a practical 
case as fast as you can enter the 
data and read the results. And you 
can try a dozen alternatives in less 
time than it would take you to 
modify a circuit. Use Quine
McCluskey techniques for logic mini
mization; do network analysis using 
a program similar to ECAP. Have 
the power, at your finger tips, to 
take a complex transfer function and 
quickly realize an actual circuit. See 
the results of your design inquiry 
graphically pictured on labeled X-Y 
plots . It's a wide ranging electronic 
engineer's design tool that helps you 
solve the everyday design problems, 
at a cost you can afford. 

For example, in filter design, 
enter your data into one of our 
Series 9820 calculators and let HP' s 
software program automatically de-



sign your 2-pole active filter. HP's 
X-Y plotter will draw your circuit 
schematic, calculate all component 
values, label those components, and 
plot gain and phase versus fre
quency-all automatically. Or try 
another component value and see 
the results of your changes, immedi
ately. We have other programs for 
multiple-pole filter design. 

If your job is microwave de
sign, you'll be interested in the HP 
Model 9820 and its accompanying 
S-parameter design programs . With 
this powerful combination, you'll 
perform microwave circuit design 
with more confidence and achieve 
better results, in much Jess time. 

For magnetic designers, we offer 
transformer design techniques that 
have been used and refined for five 
years . You'll be amazed when you 
watch your Model 9830 print out 
both primary and secondary wire 
sizes, turns, layers, percent fill, 
temperature rise, and all the other 
important physical and electrical 

characteristics you need to physical
ly build and test your transformer. 
But that's not all, with another pro
gram, you can enter your shop 
practices and quickly generate a 
costed material list with complete 
details of time and cost from as
sembly through final test. This pro
gram eliminates the most tedious of 
tasks, from the time you start on a 
quote, through delivery. 

Control systems engineers can 
really put the advantages of inter
active design to work. Start with 
our Series 9830, enter your pre
recorded program, key in your par
ameters, press EXECUTE and per
form a time domain analysis or find 
the root locus of your system. Now 
add the plotter and watch the time 
waveform of a selected node or 
watch the poles and zeroes move as 
you change system parameters. With 
the 9830 calculator system, it's hard 
to believe that control system analy
sis and design can be so easy . 

If you ' re designing components, cir-
For a demonstration, circle reader :service no. 58 

For information, circle reader service no. 59 

cuits, networks or systems, there's 
probably an HP calculator program 
waiting to make your job easier. So 
check into calculator aided design with 
HP software: Write or call-

093/4 

HEWLETT t:fi PACKARD 

Sales, Service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries. 
Loveland . Colorad o 80537 Ott1ces m principal c11 1es th roughoul the u S 

Hewlett-Packard, P .O . Box 301 , 
Loveland , Colorado 80537 . 
0 Please send me more information on 

HP' s Software Programs. 
0 Please have your nearest calculator field 

engineer call for an appointment. 

Name ____________ ~ 

Title ____________ _ 

Company ___________ _ 

Address ___________ _ 

City _____________ _ 

State _________ Zip ___ _ 

Phone Ext. __ _ 

My application is: 

For 
More -

Info 









"We needed an interconnection system for controllers on the H7 l 6 
minicomputer that could help us meet four basic requirements: 
• "High density to get as much as possible into a small pack

j age and still meet the increasing customer demand for a broad 
range of peripherals, each requiring a separate controller. 

"The capability of automatically wirin&, with a min
imum of two-levels. 

"Flexibility to permit anticipated design changes and 
l still allow us to meet a very tight schedule. oaveFillio 

"And finally, all these features had to be available in a standard product. 
"The most logical approach seemed to be printed wiring boards. But to accom

modate all our controllers could have required as many as eight boards. And we 
couldn't afford the room. Also, when recycling changes are taken into consideration, 
the design cycle of printed wiring boards becomes too long and, consequently, 
too costly. 

"Multi-layering offered a minimum of flexibility, and it, too, was rejected. 
"The only practical solution was the plug-in socket panel. And of all the vendors, 

Augat was the only manufacturer that could provide a completely uniform, broad 
range of standardized products, the lowest possible profile and maximum reliability. 

"The reliability tests we conducted on the Augat machined sockets included 
environmental exposures, accelerated-life, vibration, thermal shock, and durability. 
All tests with the Augat system were positive. 

"From a field service standpoint, a key consideration with increasingly com
plex and flexible systems like the H7 l 6 is keeping them on the air at all times. 
Because of the reliability of the Augat interconnection system, we've had no reports 
of machine down-time associated with the Augat product since the introduction of 
the H716 eight months ago." 

More and more companies like Honeywell are realizing that 
Augat socket-panels are an economical, reliable and totally 

flexible solution to interconnection problems, including 
development, production and field service requirements. 

Augat's precision-machined tapered entry contact has 
made Augat the reliability standard for the industry. As the 
world's leading manufacturer of socket panels and other IC 

interconnection products, Augat is ready to help you solve 
your interconnection problems. 

Call or write today for a free brochure and complete 
product information. Augat, Inc., 33 Perry Avenue, 

Attleboro, Massachusetts 02703. Represented and distributed 
internationally. 

Plug intoAugaf.Honeywell did. 
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Twice: 

Control Data Did 

Control Data's reputation was built 
on providing computers with high 
throughput/dollar capabilities. That 
capability must be protected by 
assuring their customers ultra
reliab le co mputers. Therefore, 
when Control D ata assigns a scope 
to a computer, that scope must be 
as reliable as their computer. This 
makes reliability equally as impor
tant a consideration as perfor
mance - In both categories, H-P' s 
portable is a scope that meets 
Control Data's rigid requirements. 

It Pays To Compare. 
Before choosing any scope-from 
the smallest portable to the most 
sophist icated lab model - make a 
careful evaluation and comparison. 
If you need a portable, remember 
that HP portables with se lf
contained batteries give you go
anywhere capability to meet your 
most de manding field service re
quirements . A sealed case with no 
fan or vent holes frees you from 
worry about dust and moisture. 
For a lab system, compare the 
flexibi li ty offered by the broad 
range of compatible plug-ins . Then 
call us for a hands-on demonstra
tion of the combination that best 
fits your needs. 

Look Into Price. 
Analyze your total measurement 
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needs, then ask both manufacturers 
to s ubmit price s. On currently 
avai lab le models, you' ll find that 
HP can save you money- lots of 
it in most cases. Check carefully 
on all aspects of cost and perfor
mance. Whether you are comparing 
real-time sys tems with or without 
delayed sweep, or sampling units, 
you'll find that HP still offers a 
cost/performance advantage. 

Check Ease-of-Use. 
Compare simplicity of controls, 
di splay size and error-prevention 
devices. Does the scope have use
fu I, time-saving features;· -like 
selec table input impedance , 
variable-persistance storage and 
si mplified sampling? Check writing 
speed; HP's new burn-resistant 
storage scopes are brighter than 
scopes have ever been, and write 
at a speed up to 400 cm/ µsec. This 
means you no longer need to bury 
your head under a scope hood to 
view fast-risetime, low-rep rate 
signals. 

Don't Neglect Calibration 
And Service. 
Compare calibration time needed 
for each manufact urer's unit. 
You'll find it takes less time with 
an HP scope. In fact , some com
panies bought HP scopes because 
of this one fact alone. You ' ll also 

di scove r that HP sco pe s are 
backed by video tapes which cut 
the time you spend training your 
calibration people. 

Think Twice: Like 
Control Data. 
You owe it to yourself to make 
these comparisons before you 
choose your next scope . To help 
you compose the check list for the 
scope that meets your personal 
needs, send for our " No-Nonsense 
Guide to O scilloscope Selection." 
Or, contact your local HP field 
engineer for a dem o nstration . 
Think twice and check before you 
choose. Hewlett- Packard , Palo 
Alto , California 94304. In Japan: 
Yokogawa - Hewlett - Pac kard , 
1-59-1 , Yo yogi, Shibuya-Ku , 
Tokyo 151, Japan . In Europe: 
HPSA, P.O. Box 85, C H-1 2 17 
Meyrin 2, Geneva, Switzerland. 

Scopes Are Changing; 
Think Twice. 
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More than half the people 
who buy bench-top digital-IC testers 

buy this one. 

Here's why. 
It's Thorough 

The J133C makes both 
functional and de parametric 
tests, based on field-tested plug
in program cards that ensure 
correlation w ith vendors ' specs. 

It's Versatile 
Program cards are available 

for thousands of ICs, from flip
flops to ROMs and RAMs, from 
TTL and DTL to CMOS. The 
J133C even tests 24-pin devices. 

It's Easy to Use 
No setup ; just turn it on and 

use it. No programming; plug-in 
program cards do it all. No oper
ator controls ; just insert the IC 
to be tested. No meters to read; 
just watch the pass/fail lamps. 

It's Expandable 
The J133C can grow as your 

needs grow. With its evaluation 
test deck, you can look at func
tion , voltage, or current at any 
pin . With the pattern control unit, 
you can functionally evaluate bad 
devices. With blank program 
cards , you can even " write " your 
own programs if you choose. 

It's Compatible 
Interfaces are available for 

automatic handlers, wafer probers. 

It's Dependable 
The J133C is built to take 

hard industrial use. That means 
no calibration adjustments, no 
fans, 100%-tested components , 
plus a 10-year warranty for extra 
peace of mind. 

It's Inexpensive 
The J133C costs so little it 

can pay for itself in months, at 
even moderate IC usage rates. 

Most important, when a 
J133C says an IC is good, you can 
put that IC in your product with
out worry. And that, of course, is 
the real reason why industry has 
settled on the J133C as the best 
answer to the IC-inspection 
problem. Learn more. Write : 
Teradyne, 183 Essex Street, 
Boston , Mass. 02111 . In Europe: 
Teradyne Europe S.A. , 11 bis, · 
rue Roquepine, 75 Paris 88 . 

CHICAGO (312) 298-3600 I DALLAS (214) 231 -5384 / NEW ENGLAND (617) 245-5340 I NEW YORK (201 ) 871-4052 / SUNNYVALE (408) 732-8770 
LONDON (093-28) 61111 I PARIS 265 72 62 I ROME 59 47 62 / MUNICH (0811) 33 50 61 I TOKYO (03) 263-9358 
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Probing the news __________ _ 
Analysis of technology and business developments 

Skylab: a houseful of electronics 
NASA's orbiting space lab to be launched next month will look 

at sun, space, stars-and man's ability to live among them 

Early in the afternoon of May 14, a 
Saturn V rocket, made familiar by 
the Apollo program, is scheduled to 
blast off from Cape Kennedy. But 
instead of bearing an Apollo space
craft toward the moon, the missile 
will carry NASA's Manned Space 
Program in a new direction : the 
launch of Skylab, an earth-orbiting 
space laboratory the size of a small 
three-bedroom house. A day later, a 
smaller Saturn rocket will send the 
first team of three astronauts to live 
there for 28 days. In the course of 
the program, three such teams will 
take turns at inhabiting the floating 
laboratory for periods up to 56 days. 

Supported by a load of electron
ics, Skylab will transport a large 
mission of solar investigation, earth 
observation, and medical analysis of 
the effects of prolonged weight
lessness on man. This data will be 
used to help NASA plan for the per
manent space station on the draw
ing boards for the 1980s. Thus, Sky
lab carries an impressive array of 
high-resolution, short-wavelength 
solar astronomy equipment, earth 
survey gear, and biomedical moni
toring equipment. 

Basically, Skylab is a cluster of 
elements that will automatically un
fold to resemble a tubular wind
mill when it reaches the 270-
mile orbit. The elements: 
• The orbital workshop 
(bui lt by McDo nnell 
Douglas Astro-
nautics Co.) conta in
ing the crew's quar
ters , the experi
ment area , and 
the structural 
su pport for the 
large solar ar
rays. 

by William F. Arnold, Aerospace Editor 

Windmill. Two astronauts, below, work in • The Apollo telescope mount, in-
multiple docking adapter trainer . That 's the eluding the solar experiments and a 
module to which windmill-like antenna is at- solar array providing electric power. 
tachedinthedrawingabove . • The airlock module (from 

McDonnell Douglas) containing an 
ai rlock for extravehicular excur
sions- the NASA term for walking in 
space- plus the main data and com
munications links. 
• A multiple docking adapter (from 
Martin Marietta) providing the tele
scope-mount control panel, a win
dow for earth-resources viewing, 
and the docking port for the modi
fied Apollo command-service mod
ule in which the astronauts will be 
ferried back and forth. 

Overall, the Skylab cluster, an as
se mblage of modified Apollo and 
_Saturn pieces left over from the 
truncated Apollo program, will be 
1 18 feet long, 90 feet wide, and 
weigh 181 ,300 pounds. Total pro
gram costs will be $2.6 billion, about 
a tenth of the 17-mission Apollo 
program's cost. Inside the silo-like 
chambers and tubular passageways 
of Skylab, the astronauts will have 
lots of room and plenty to do during 
their stays in orbit. 

" It's not a rigid flight schedule, 
urilike Apollo which was planned 
down to the last second," says lunar 

as tron aut Charles P. Conrad , 
commander of the first Skylab 

crew. He explains that this 
is "beca use we have 
. enough experiments on 

board that we can 
stay busy for more 

th a n 140 da ys," 
a ddin g th a t a 
mission-planning 
co mput er kee ps 
experiments to
gether. 

Electronics 
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Probing the news 

figure in a good share of the 60 ex
periments aboard, particularly in 
the earth-resources experiments 
package (EREP), and in the equip
ment for studying solar physics, as
trophysics, and the life sciences. An
other set of experiments of interest 
to electronics manufacturers are 
those concerned with the manufac
ture in space of such semiconductor 
materials as gallium arsenide crys
tals, to determine whether low-cost, 
high-yield automated production 
out there is ultimately feasible 
[Electronics, Jan. 18 , p. 107). 

What next? With the Earth-Re
sources Experiments Package, "we 
fly six instruments to find out what 
we can do and what instruments we 
should design for future missions," 
says Arnold Aldrich, deputy man
ager, Skylab research office at Hous
ton Johnson Space Center. Elabo
rating , Harold Granger , Earth 
Resources program officer, says the 
EREP instruments are in three cate
gories: object detection and pollu
tion monitoring; the surveying of 
water, mineral, forestry and agricul
tural objects; and meteorology. 

To accomplish those wide objec
tives , NASA will use complementary 
infrared and microwave techniques. 
The infrared gear will "determine 
and take out atmospheric effects as 
measured by the sensors to classify 
and determine things on the 
ground," explains Granger, whi le 
the microwave equipment, not se
verely attenuated by cloud cover or 
rain , will provide the only all
weather sensing system. Designed to 
be complementary with survey data 
from the Earth Resources Tech
nology Satellite 1 [Electronics, July 
3, 1972, p. 31), EREP's results will be 
compared with ground and aircraft 
sensing " to tell the difference be
tween what we're reading on the 

ground and what we get from the 
air," says Granger. A complemen
tary package, the infrared experi
ments will be loaded , operated, and 
maintained by the crew. 

Sun gazing. But the astronauts 
will look at the sun and stars, too. 
Here, they will use the ultraviolet 
region because the earth 's atmo
sphere attenuates about 80% of ul
traviolet radiation and, since Skylab 
will float above the atmosphere, "we 
hope to gain information that we're 
unable to obtain on earth," explains 
Reg Machell, manager of the orbital 
assembly office, Skylab progra m of
fice. 

The X-ray / UV solar photography 
experiment (Naval Research Labo
ratory with Martin Marietta Corp. 
as subcontractor) will peer into the 
10- to 200-angstrom wavelength, the 
lower end of ultraviolet and upper 
end of X ray, to determine the ef
fects of the sun's energy on the 
earth's environment, ionosphere, 
and weather, Machell says. A simi
lar uv stellar astronomy experiment 
(Northwestern University) will use 
the 14- to 3,000-angstrom wave
length to look at the stars because 
stars emit "a large amount of energy 
in the uv but we can't see it from 
earth," he says. 

Horizon photo. The uv experi
ments also include an airglow hori
zon photograph (also WRL-Martin) 
to look at the earth's ozone; a uv 
panorama, a French experiment to 
measure the uv brightness of stars ; 
a uv scanning polychrometer spec
troheliometer (from Harvard Col
lege Observatory with Ball Brothers 
R esearch Corp.) which will be used 
to observe changes in the sun's envi
ronment by measuring the extreme 
UV region of 300- to 1,350-angstrom 
wavelengths, and a similar experi
ment by NRL and Ball Brothers for 
150 to 650 angstroms. 

Other solar experiments include 
the Tandem H-Alpha telescopes 

(from Perkin-Elmer) which will 
measure solar uv and X-ray pheno
mena with vidicon and photo
graphic techniques ; a TV-movie 
camera system (from High Altitude 
Observatory and Ball Brothers) to 
view the corona; and two X-ray 
telescope systems by American Sci
ence and Engineering and NASA's 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 

Life in space. Of the 30-odd ex
periments on crew health and per
formance in prolonged zero-gravity 
living and the habitability of the 
quarters, the most interesting elec
tronically is the one monitoring the 
crew's sleep. Here, "a small com
puter sorts out signals into seven 
categories to monitor sleep pat
terns," explains Richard S. Johnston, 
life sciences director. 

To do this, the drowsy astronaut 
will enter a cocoon, don a special 
cap containing monitorin g elec
trodes , and doze off. A preamplifier 
will transmit the signals to the panel 
assembly containing the computer, 
which will convert the analog sig
nals to 3-bit binary codes for near
real-time telemetry, sampled every 
I 0 seconds, to mission control. 
There the data will be shown as: the 
astronaut's current sleep state, cu
mulative time in each of the seven 
stages of sleep, and a continuous 
graphic display of his sleep profile. 
The analog signals will be recorded 
for later analysis. 

Two channels. Communications 
among the crew and between them 
and the ground are handled by a 
two-channel setup, in which one 
channel is for internal communi
cations and not recorded and the 
second is recorded for "experiment 
debriefing" to the ground, explains 
Conrad. There's also TV in the com
mand module in which selected seg
ments can be recorded up to 25 
minutes . 

Early in April, the Russians or
bited a Salyut spacecraft, which 
would become a manned orbital 
space station when they send a crew 
up to man it. Two years ago, a 
record 26-day mission aboard Sal
yut 1 met diaster when the cosmo
naut crew died during re-entry . An
other Salyut la unching attempt last 
yea r was unsuccessful. O 

Looking. Astronaut Joseph P. Kerwin at the 

console of Apollo telescope mount . 
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For everything you could possibly want to know about Cherry Thumbwheel and 
Leverwhee! Switches, this new catalog is just what the doctor ordered. You'll find 
details and specs on nine series of Thumbwheels and Leverwheels-available in 
hundreds of variations. You'll find truth tables ... cross-indexed product listings 
... application data .. . specials ... and more. You'll also find never-before
published "inside" information on Cherry's Thumbwheel Switch total in-house 
manufacturing capabilities: Including printed circuit, precious metal plating, silk 
screening, metal stamping and plastic molding operations. All in a handsome, 
new, easy-to-use 72-page format. And it's yours for the asking: Just TWX 
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Probing the news 

Electronics abroad 

The show's the thing • • • 

. . . as Europeans in healthy numbers eat and drink at a staggering round 

of exhibitions; the contacts, not the sales, are the point 

by Arthur Erikson, Managing Editor, International 

"The show must go on" is a sacred 
tradition among theatrical troupers. 
By and large, companies doing busi
ness in Wes tern Europe adhere to 
the same credo, albeit seldom with 
the same conviction. 

For electronics companies, put
ting on a performance at the 
plethora of shows, exhibitions, ex
positions, and salons now crowding 
the calendar means frustration and 
often hefty expenses. And when the 
final curtain comes down on a show, 
exhibitors are hard put to reply to 
questions about exactly what 
they've gained from their efforts. 
More often than not, the answer is 
that they've been able to make low
key sales pitches to customers over 
drinks in the back-of-stand bars that 
abound at European shows. 

The round of major shows in Eu
rope started earlier this month with 
the Salon International des Compo
sants Electroniques. It started its six
day run in Paris just a few days after 
the doors closed at the kingpin U.S. 
show, the IEEE's Intercon. Then, the 
week after the components show, 
Paris was the scene of Mesucora, an 
instruments and controls exposition. 
Later this month, the action will 

shift to West Germany for the 
Hanover fair . In late May there are 
components shows in London and 
Milan. Every other year there's the 
big late-fall Electronica in Munich. 
And month in and month out there 
are smaller, specialized shows all 
over, so much so that for Thomson
CSF, France's largest electronics 
firm, show time is almost every 
week throughout the year, whether 
for the company itself, for a subsidi
ary, or for a major distributor. 

Overkill. Needless to say, most 
companies feel it's become too 
much. "It's inflation," says an 
executive of a major West German 
components producer. "In West Eu
rope we need only one international 
show a year," says Tony Fletcher, 
administration manager of the 
Electron Tube division of EMI Elec
tronics Ltd. 

Even the Paris show's sponsors 
admit that the current round of 
components show is too much of 
what for them, anyway, is a good 
thing. But serious talks among the 
organizers of major shows in 
France, Britain, and Germany have 
yet to start. "It will be another three 
years at least before we can have 

Show time. Thomson-CSF alley at Salon International des Composants Electroniques. 

any sort of unified salon," predicts 
Guy Baumont, executive director of 
the French components-producers 
trade associations- Sipare/Sitelesc
that sponsor the Paris show. 

There are all sorts of reasons. A 
major one is that considerable fi
nancial interests are at stake. The 
organizers' budget for this year's 
Paris show, financed mainly by fees 
for booths and catalog advertising, 
was a whopping $1.8 million. Then 
there's national prestige, and for the 
French the fact that they were the 
first to run a truly international 
components salon. Another hitch in 
"Europeanization" turns up in the 
long-term contracts that some com
panies have with the Hanover fair. 

Baumont thinks one possible so
lution could be a biannual Euro
pean rotating salon to introduce 
new products, paired with annual 
national shows to refresh customer 
contacts. 

Rotation wanted A rotating Euro
pean show, something machine-tool 
makers achieved years ago, would 
bring applause from nearly every 
big electronics company. At Sie
mens AG, West Germany's largest 
electronics/ electrical producer, the 
preference would be a four-year 
cycle : Paris, Munich, London, and 
then Italy. Others would be satis
fied, for starters, with better sched
uling for the Paris and Munich 
shows; in alternate years they come 
only five months apart. 

Until the show organizers get to
gether, electronics companies seem 
condemned to spend a lot of money 
getting their wares and their sales 
engineers onto the stands. At the 
Paris show, most companies figure 
to spend about $250 in direct costs 
for each 10 square feet of stand. The 
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Jungle. RTC stand at Paris components show is a kind of garden spot on the aisle. 

figure includes mainly stand rental, 
decoration, equipment costs, and 
food and drink. Stands range from 
100 ft2 on up to Thomson-CSF's 
15,000 ft2 . Thomson-CSF's tab, then, 
ran over $300,000, not counting the 
time of salaried salesmen and 
executives. At Hanover this year 
Siemens expects to spend $1 mil
lion, counting personnel costs. 

In a recent survey of French in
dustrial companies by the Associ
ation Franyaise de Publicite lndus
trielle , a bout 50% of some 200 
companies that responded indicated 
they spend between 10% and 30% of 
their "advertising" budgets for ex
positions. 

No sale. For their show money, 
few companies get any immediate 
return, and practically none expect 
any. "We don't sell any more during 
the salon than we do during any 
comparable period during the 
year," maintains Jean la Chesnay, a 
market promotion executive at RTC
La Radiotechnique-Compelec, who 
is nonetheless a strong backer of the 
salon. 

For Bernard de Charentenay, 
marketing manager of Thomson
CSF's Sescosem Semiconductor divi
sion, the show is mainly a chance for 
sales engineers to meet customers in 
a relaxed setting. Seated at a table 
in the indoor garden that flanked 
the bar in the back of Sescosem's 
booth this year, de Charentenay 
emphasized, "We don't sell here." 
Smaller firms feel the same way. 
"We're here for contacts," says 
Franyois le Cain of Tranchant 
Electronique, a major importer-dis
tributor. "We rarely get an order, 
but mainly all we get is more names 
for our mailing list." 

French companies large and 
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small, then, turn up mainly to 
strengthen their bonds with custom
ers. That's why some stands have 
more space for entertaining· than for 
showing new products. Motorola 
Semiconductor carried the concept 
almost all the way. The company 
had a striking stand in pop colors 
and not one single new-product dis
play in plain view. 

Foreign companies, unless they're 
breaking into the European market, 
show up for much the same reason 
French companies do. "For a com
pany that supplies to European 
companies, the show is essential," 
maintains Andrew Procassini, a 
product marketing manager for 
Fairchild Semiconductor. Says W.B. 
Miller, the marketing manager of 
Video-Color SpA, an Italian firm 
that's jointly owned by RCA and 
Thomson-CSF, "The show allows 
executives of our company to chat 
with practically all of our customers 
in a week's period. I personally have 
a chance to see people I never get to 
see in a normal sales situation." 
Alan Risley, assistant manager for 
international operations, explains 
Teledyne-Philbrick's presence: "We 
rarely get a purchase order, but we 
get good coverage, which pays off in 
sales later on." 

Technology gauge. East European 
components outfits participate for 
somewhat different reasons. East 
Germany's VEB/RFT components 
combine comes to Paris to "compare 
its level of technology with that of 
the W_est as well as to make business 
contacts," says Gerhard Mathea, a 
VEB/ RFT sales manager. Yugo
slavia's Iskra mounted its stand to 
introduce itself to new French cus
tomers. 

A lot of companies, though, show 

Over the border. West Germany 's Siemens 
tells Paris about its new Bordeaux plant. 

up only because they're afraid 
they'd be conspicuous by their ab
sence. Michael Riley, sales promo
tion manager at RCA's European 
headquarters in London, wanted to 
pull out of the Paris show this year, 
but the company's marketing people 
insisted on taking a stand. Herbert 
Jesse, the commercial director at 
TRW Composants Electroniques SA 
feels the show is a waste of time. 
"But," he quickly adds, "you must 
attend because otherwise people 
you do business with wonder why 
you weren't there." 

Counting feet. Mullard Ltd., a 
British unit in the Philips group, 
participates mainly for the benefit 
of British customers who come over 
for the show. "If they didn't put 
their feet up here," says Mullard 
stand manager Arthur Cookney, 
"they might put them up at ITT." 

Some of the performers, then, are 
reluctant, but the Paris show-unlike 
the New York IEEE exhibition-goes 
onward and upward. This year, with 
instrument makers diverted into the 
Mesucora show, some 865 electron
ics companies took some 258,000 ft2 

booth space. That's 30 companies 
and 21 ,500 ft2 more than the com
parable figures for 1972. And the sa
lon show still draws big crowds. The 
Societe pour la Diffusion des Sci
ences et des Arts, a nonprofit com
pany set up by the Federation Na
tionale des Industries Electroniques 
to organize industry trade shows, re
ports it logged nearly 58,000 visitors 
this year, some 7,000 of them for
eigners. The total is roughly a thou
sand more than it logged last year, 
not bad considering Mesucora si
phoned off visitors this year. D 
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Probing the news 

Consumer electronics 

How does ·an organ maker go LSI? 
For Ham.mond, retreats in Wisconsin led to five-year plan, 

lessons from a consultant-and eight new models 

Until the 1960s, Hammond Organ 
Co. virtually owned the consumer 
organ market because of its 1935 
development of the electromechani
cal tone-wheel generator. Then, tak
ing a hard look at static and de
creasing market shares, the Chi
cago-based pioneer realized it had 
to change technologies or lose its 
leadership position. 

It wasn't easy to ditch 35 years of 
mechanical technology, experience, 
and patents, and start from scratch, 
but that's what Hammond did via 
electronics. Although it still sold as 
many organs as its two closest com
petitors combined, increasing cost 
pressures-labor, materials, service, 
size, and features-forced the leader 
to seriously weigh the high initial 
cost of getting into the electronics 
business against the high eventual 
cost of staying in the mechanical 
business. And Hammond's confi
dence and competence were show
ing as it managed to become the 
first consumer organ manufacturer 
to switch entirely to custom MOS LSI 

circuitry. 
In 1967, top management and 

planning people from Hammond re
treated to a Wisconsin resort to out
line a five-year plan to improve 
competitiveness, increase market 
share, and insure long-range 
growth. Out of that meeting came 
specific goals. After six weeks of 
study, the individual task forces met 
again in Wisconsin, and decided 
MOS LSI was the only way to go. 

Hammond's five-year plan culmi
nated last summer with the intro
duction of the under-$6,000 Con-

Music box. This is what 's under the hood of 
Hammond organ . Harwood B. Moore, engi

neering vice president, checks it out. 

corde model, quickly followed by 
seven more LSI organs- a big step 
for a firm that's been averaging two 
or three new products annually. 
"We originally planned to start in
corporating electronics at the low 
end , because the Hammond has 
never been known as a low-priced 
organ," says James C. McLin, prod
uct and musical development man
ager. "Instead, we elected to hit the 
top end head-on to show what we 
could do." The Concorde, using 47 
MOS LSI chips from Mostek and 
American Micro-systems Inc., 
flaunts more features than the firm's 
$10,000 organ introduced in 1965. 

And February's announcement of 
the under-$700 Dolphin series 
proves that the electronic tech
nology is as economically feasible at 
the bottom of the Hammond prod
uct line as at the top. 

Learning LSI. But first, Hammond 
faced a massive job of educating its 
personnel. "Arthur D. Little Inc. 
was brought in to teach LSI and 
adapting to LSI," says Harwood B. 
Moore, Hammond's engineering 
vice president. "And we realized 
that there must be a marriage be
tween the manufacturer and the 
MOS house." Initial exploratory 
work and some original chip devel
opment was done at General Instru
ment, General Electric, and Philco
Ford, but Hammond decided it had 
made a false start. It changed its ap
proach in 1969, and from a field 
that included GE, GI, Motorola, and 
Texas Instruments, chose AMI and 
Mostek. 

The Hammond MOS LSI circuits 
"generate from the master oscillator 
all of the frequencies for each note 
by division," Moore explains. "They 
also sense whether the key is up or 
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For the really tough applications, 
OEM's like VIDAR choose HP. 

How do you record millions of 
telephone calls daily, process this data, 
and bill millions of customers monthly -
without any errors? The VITEL division 
of VIDAR tackled this problem and 
solved it with their unique new telephone 
message metering system. 

To record the raw data, VIDAR 
needed a magnetic tape drive with 
proven reliability at a competitive price. 
That's why VIDAR chose HP's 7970E 
Tape Drive. They needed the best of 
both worlds and knew that HP quality 
was the result of 33 years of experience 
in engineering and mass production 
techniques that lower costs and improve 
reliability. 

The VITEL system records "one-shot" 
data at a telephone company central 
office to provide accurate usage 

Circle 73 on reader service card 

information. For instance, one system 
in a major metropolitan area handles 3.6 
million telephones in over 100 offices. 
The system replaces mechanical message 
registers to bring a new level of accuracy 
to customer billing procedures. 

But OEM's like VITEL want - and 
need - more than rugged construction, 
reliable performance, and competitive 
pncmg. 

They want a broad range of data 
rates . Like 200,556,800 cpi NRZI, 
or 1600 cpi phase-encoded recording 
that's ANSI/ IBM compatible. And 
Aexibility, like 7 and 9 track, 
multi -density, NRZI and PE ; all in one 
read-only tape drive. 

Plus OEM Specials. Like 50-Hz 
230-volt operation . Or personalized 
labels or logos. Even different paint on 

the front panel. And how about OEM 
discounts, and a one-page OEM 
agreement written in plain English. 

For the full story call your local HP 
sales engineer or write: Hewlett-Packard, 
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: P. 0. Box 
85, CH-1217 Meyrin 2, Geneva, 
Switzerland; Japan: Yokogawa -
Hewlett-Packard, 1-59-1, Yoyogi, 
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 151. 

HEWLETT" PACKA~,~ 
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Dia light 
sees a need • • 

(Need: Single source supply for all indicator lights.) 

See Dialight. 
Dialight has so many kinds of indicator lights-approxi
mate ly 1,500,000 on our she lves-that we have set up 
a special magic eye seek-out system to help. you find the 
one you need in a wink. Whether it 's a flasher , placard , 
press to test, oil tight, water tight , dust tight, dimmer, 
or nondimmer, we have them all , some with incandes
cent, neon or LED lamps, ,from 1.35 to 220 vo lts. Sizes 
vary from sma l l indicators (mount in 0 .120'' clearance 
holes) to large indicators (mount in ll/ 1b" clearance 

holes), and are available in a variety of terminations and 
finishes, lens-cap shapes and colors with or without hot
stamped , engraved or film legends. We've developed a 
14-digit code number that tells any of our 120 stocking 
distributors in the U.S. and Canada just what indicator 
you want for off-the-shelf prompt delivery. If you would 
like to see for yourself how our code works , just write 
for your free copy. At Dialight it's a designer's choice 
because we see your need. 



Dial ight is a company that looks for 
needs ... and develops solutions. 
That's how we developed the indus
t ry's broadest line of indicator li ghts, 
readouts, and LED li ght sources. No 
other company offers you one-stop 
shopping in visual displays. And no 
one has more experience in the vis
ual display field. Dialight can help 
you do more with indicator lights than 
anyone else because we have done 
more with them. Talk to the special
ists at Dialight first. You won't have 
to talk to anyone else. 

And also be sure to send for your 
free copy of our latest 56-page In
dicator Light Selector Guide. It wil l 
show you how easy it is to quickly find 
your way to the indicator light you 
need. This . handy guide describes in 
detail the many indicator light choices 
- shapes and co lors of thei r lens 
caps, available terminations, mount
ing data, available finishes, and LED, 
incandescent and neon light sources 
for which they are compatible. 

DIALIGHT 
INDICAT A LIGHT SELECTOR IDE 

Please send me INDICATOR LIGHT 
SELECTOR GUIDE. 

NAME 

TIT LE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

DIAL/GI-IT 
Oial ight Corporat ion, A North American Ph ilips Company 
60 Stewart Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237 (212 ) 497-7600 
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Probing the news 

down, do de control work for turn
ing harmonics on and off, and mix 
the harmonics and regulate their 
amplitudes." Those functions re
quire 27 chips on the top-of-the-Ii ne 
Concorde ; an additional 20 chips 
generate complex waveforms for 
more dramatic percussive sounds , 
like piano, banjo, and harpsichord . 

Never before. "Circuits like the 
ones Hammond asked for had never 
been successfully manufactured in 
MOS," comments Gordon Hoffman, 
director of marketing at Mostek, 
"let alone for cost-sensitive con
sumer electronics." Ha mmond had 
studied a digital scan approach 
similar to that used by Allen Organ 
Co. for its more expensive institu
tional organs [Electronics , May 24, 
1971 , p. 79], but decided to translate 
its musical needs into electrical 
specifications calling for linear and 
digi ta! integration. 

Each chip type uses up to 34 
matched resistor networks coupled 
with a four-bi t counter to achieve a 
16-step staircase waveform. Restric
tions are placed on resistor tolerance 
so that chip-to-chip variations do 
not require individual adjustments 
for each chip in the final organ, and 
because accuracy of the resultant 
waveform determines spurious har
monic content. 

Hammond's production is cur
rently running about 70% electronic 
and 30% mechanical- it is still man
ufacturing every mechanical organ 
introduced in the past three years. 
Cost for the LSI organ and its me
chanical predecessor are running 
about the same, estimates John L 
Lavey, manufacturing vice presi
dent. "But we recognize over the 

long term what's happened to labor 
availability and costs," he says. 
Capital costs , however, are tr e
mendous: "Over five yea rs, we 
could easily spend $10 million, and 
that's probably a conservative esti
mate," he adds. 

"The change in technology has 
not been as importa nt a factor in 
manufacturing as component avail
ability and quality," Lavey notes. 
"The ina bility of components manu
facturers to supply parts on time has 
interrupted our flow," he expl ains, 
"and we were ge tting a quality 
problem from the diode vendors. 
For ex a mple, th e lege nd s were 
backwards on a whole roll of diodes, 
a nd it screwed up every board on 
the floor for weeks. Now we catch 
almost every bad diode, and it's im
proved our yields tremendously," 
Lavey points out. 

Strict inspection. Qua lity, how
ever, has been within contractual 
limits, pqints out Jack Buick, man
ager of quality assurance, but even a 
I% failure rate presents problems in 
the volumes Hammond uses- a mil
lion diodes a month and up to 10 
million transistors per yea r. "At one 
point, a less than 1 % failure rate in 
transistors was causing 70% organ 
fa llout at final inspection," he ex
plains. So Hammond has set up so
phisticated inspection equipment, 
unusual for a traditiona lly non
electronic manufa cturer. The firm 
has gone to 100% incoming inspec
tion on diodes, transistors, and re
sistors, and will add equipment to 
au tomatically check capacitors and 
!Cs later this year. Incoming inspec
tion costs a fraction of a cent per 
transistor, " but it costs about $3.50 
to find a bad one a t the subassembly 
level, a nd about $5 or $6 in the final 
organ," Buick adds. O 

The new and the old. John L. Lavey, manufacturing vice president , holds Hammond's new 

LSI tone generator . Old electro-mechanical model is atop the desk beside him . 



Probing the news 

Semiconductors 

Beam leads gaining 
Manufacturers are optimistic about commercial chances 

as they fill the gaps in their product lines 

by Paul Franson, Los Angeles bureau manager 

Is the beam-lead semiconductor On the beam. Motorola beam-lead IC is 
about to go civilian in a big way? shown at right, while wobble-bonding pro

Fallouts from high-reliability mili- cess at Raytheon is shown below. Some 

ta'ry programs, the parts are inching 90% of devices are wobble-bonded. 

their way into more commercial 
products. But even though users of 
hybrids would like to switch to 
beam leads-costs are lower, they 
use less space, and they save fa bri
cation time-the devices are unlikely 
to find immediate broad commer
cial application. 

The obstacle is one that could 
vanish gradually: not all the com
mon chips are available in the 
beam-lead catalog. Since this would 
often force hybrid designers to mix 
beam-lead and venerable chip-and
wire, an unattractive prospect, the 
older technology usually wins out. 
And while makers of beam leads say 
they're filling in those gaps in the 
catalog, they've been having a diffi
cult time with the more complex 
chips containing many inputs and 
outputs, and beam-lead devices 
can't be used above I watt. 

Business growing. Nevertheless, 
two of the three U.S. producers of 
beam-lead semiconductors report 
growing commercial business as 
they add available parts. At one of 
them, Raytheon Semiconductor, 
Mountain View, Calif., marketing 
director Gene Selven reports that 
his firm will ship $4 million in 
beam-lead devices this year, com
pared to $100,000 last year. He puts 
the total U.S. market at $8 million 
this year. Though the Raytheon 
business will be mostly military, 
with sister division Raytheon Mis
siles and Space taking a big chunk 
for the SAM-D programs, Selven also 
reports sales to Singer's Kearfott di
vision, Bendix in Kansas City, and 
Medtronic, maker of heart pacers. 
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And the division recently received a 
substantial second-source contract 
from a watch maker. 

Expectations are similar in Phoe
nix, Ariz., where Motorola Semicon
ductor Products division also reports 
growing commercial sales. Accord
ing to Paul V. White, manager of 
high-reliability market, the tele
phone industry is especially inter
ested since phone equipment is ex
pected to last at least 20 years. 
White says sales of Motorola's pack
age beam-lead crosspoint switch are 
growing rapidly, and he sees other 
a pp Ii cations in other tel e
comm unications, portable commu
nications equipment, and medical 
electronics-the same as the markets 
R aytheon is eyeing. Motorola 
recently received a 300,000-piece 
commercial add-on order. 

As for the other U.S. supplier, 
Texas Instruments is sticking to the 
Government market at present. 

Origins. The classic beam-lead 
process, developed by Bell Labs in 
1962 and reaching its highest prom
ise in the Safeguard missile pro-

gram, involved mounting semicon
ductor chips face down with small 
flat beams or tabs that also provided 
the electrical connections to the 
chip. Its biggest feature for military 
applications is its high reliability, a 
result of a complex metal system 
and nitride passivation that elimi
nates the need for hermetic sealing 
and substitu tes thick metal beams 
for fragile wire bonds. The beams, 
being attached to the chip, also 
eliminate half the bonds required. 

This last feature also is the main 
appeal for many commercial hy
brid-IC users. Not only does it re
duce the number of bonds, the 
greatest source of failures, but it also 
permits die- and wire-bonding in 
one step instead of generally re
quired die-bonding, followed by two 
wire bonds for each lead. 

Motorola's White attributes lack 
of commercial success to inertia, fix
ation on materials cost, and, espe
cially, product availability. Moto
rola offers 12 linear parts and 21 
TIL products in the 54174 series, and 
is introducing 20 diode and transis-
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This problem should take you 
about 42 minutes to solve. 

Line up the 4 multicolored cubes so that no one color is repeated 
on any side.t As an engineer you should do this in 42 minutes.• 

With P&Bs four new time delay relays 
you solve cost, accuracy and size problems. 

These new solid state time delays
each designed to solve different de
sign problems-are built around our 
compact, widely accepted R10 relay. 
Each is available in 2 or 4 Form C 
contact arrangements and may be 
mounted directly to a chassis , 
printed circuit board, special mount
ing strip or in sockets having solder 
or printed circuit terminals. 

R12 Series. A high resolution, 15-
turn potentiometer provides delay o.n 
operate timing var iations within 
ranges of 0.1 to 2.0, 1.0 to 30 and 
5.0 to 120 seconds. Coils are for 12, 
24 or 48V DC. Six contact styles 
cover a load range from dry c ircuit 
to 10 amperes. 

Immediately. 

R13 Series. These fixed , delay on 
operate time delays are available in 
10 timing ranges from 1 to 300 sec
onds. They require less than 240 
milliwatts of DC to operate. Operat
ing voltages are 12, 24 and 48V DC. 
Contact ratings : dry circuit to 5 
amperes . 

R14 Series. Seven t iming ranges 
provide delay on operate (R14) or 
interval timing (R14A) from .025 to 
600 seconds. Available fixed or ex
ternally adjustable with coil voltages 
of 6, 12, 24 and 48V DC. Contacts 
may be specified from dry circuit to 
10 amperes. 

R15 Series. AC operated from 12, 
24, 48 and 115V power sources, 

Solving switching problems is what we're all about. 

t"ln1tant Insanity''. Copyright Parker Brothers Circle 77 on reader service card 

R15 

these compact time delays may be 
ordered fixed or externally adjust
able in seven timing ranges from 
.025 to 300 seconds. Delay on oper
ate (R15) or interval timer (R1 SA) 
modes are available. 

Get complete specifications from 
your local P&B representative or call 
Potter & Brumfield Division AMF 
Incorporated, Princeton , Indiana 
47670. 812-385-5251. 

*Think you can readily solve the puzzle 
shown above? Ask your P&B representa
tive for one. 

A~F 

Potter & Brumfield 



For bonding 
meta I

to-metal
to-glass

to-glass-to
plastics

to-plastics
to-rubber-to

rubber-to
metal-to-etc

to-etc. 

One drop 
goes a long 
way in fasten
ing almost 
anything to 
almost 
anything. 

Eastman 
910® adhesive 
bonds fast, 
too. Almost instantane
ously. With only contact 
pressure. 

Tensile strength? Up to 
5000 psi at room temper
ature. 

New Eastman 910 MHT 
and THT /Grades hold 
when the heat's on. Even 
over 400° F. 

For further data and 
technical I iterature, write: 
Eastman Chemical 
Products, Inc., Kingsport, 
Tennessee 37662. 
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Probing the news 

tor chips. Raytheon, which alone of
fers commercial devices at about 
65% of military prices, has about 70 
parts : 15 transistors, three field-ef
fect transistors, eight diodes includ
ing zeners, 13 linears, and 28 TTL in 
SUHL (Ray I and Ray II) , not as 
popular as the 54174 series. Texas 
Instruments offers low-power 54L 
TTL, low-power Schottky 54Ls, some 
standard 54 TTL, some transistors, 
and one linear circuit. 

In spite of the relatively wide of
fering , there's not much second
sourcing and standardization. White 
says that Motorola and TI work 
closely in exchanging data, and 
Raytheon also says it is working 
with an EIA committee. But White 
admits, " there's no real inter
changeability." The EIA specs give 
standard chip sizes for a number of 
beams, but not much more yet. And 
TI and Motorola use the Bell Labs 
process while Raytheon uses its own 
technique. 

One area of beam leads that has 

been drawing much interest is the 
large gate array that permits fast 
turnaround and relatively econom
ical custom LSI. Raytheon is making 
a 60-gate "universal slice" for SAM
D, with 120 combinations possible 
by changing metalization. Robert 
Goedjen of Raytheon says the part 
is also being evaluated for other 
military programs, and possibly for 
commercial use . He says the array 
can reduce costs by replacing 10 to 
20 individual chips. Motorola also 
has an 86-gate array for military 
use." 

In addition to the large arrays, 
Motorola has made sample beam
lead versions of C-MOS parts. The 
low power consumption of C-MOS is 
ideal for beam-lead devices which 
have limited power dissipation
most heat must be conducted 
through the relatively small beams. 
At the other extreme, the company 
is working on power-transistor chips 
for beam-lead construction. Here, 
due to the power-handling problem, 
chips are die-bonded face up, and 
the beams provide only electrical 
connections. D 

Beams on the substrate, not the chip 

In beam leading, the beam is normally attached to the semiconductor chip 
and bonded to the substrate. But the reverse is also possible-bonding the 
chips to beams already on the substrate. In that case , they are called in
verse beam leads. Motorola Semiconductor attempted to make an 8, 192-bit 
memory module this way a few years ago, and it's not clear whether its fail
ure was due to the interconnection scheme, problems with the MOS memory 
chips, or , as the firm claimed , lack of a market. 

More recently, Northrop Electronics has developed a related technique 
called BLIP (for beam-lead interconnect packaging) for some military pro
grams such as Task-Oriented Processing Systems [Electronics, April 12 , p. 
44] and for classified equipment . The company is also investigating com
mercial applications and licensing , particularly for uses where conventional 
packaging is inadequate , as in watches and cameras. 

The biggest appeal to Northrop, however, is that the process gives the 
advantages of the beam-lead technique without the need for the special 
beam-lead devices . Virtually any semiconductor chip can be used . 

Northrop 's BLIP is a laminate containing an alumina substrate, a thin 
photo-etched plate with holes for chips , and then one or more thin , double
sided "circuit boards ," the top one supporting an etched metal pattern in
corporating beams that are bonded to the chip. Very-high-density pack
aging is possible , and the system lends itself to multilayer interconnections, 
as well as the incorporation of thin- and thick-film resistors and capacitors. 
Further , the fact that the chips, too, are bonded to the substrate improves 
heat dissipation over conventional beam leads. 

So far , Northrop has used ultrasonic bonding rather than mass bonding 
such as the wobble bonding used for beam-lead chips , but this still halves 
the number of wire bonds normally required . The company has been using 
gold beams-the complex metal system needed for conventional beam-lead 
semiconductors isn 't required-but is also working with other metals , 
notably aluminum , which is well known for superior performance in radio
active fields. 
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Basic switches 
that help do everything from 
print a babyS picture to play a top tune. 

Think MICRO 
SWITCH when you ' re 
in the market for preci 
sion , snap-action 
switches. 

Because we offer · 
the largest select ion in 
the world . With most 
of them available right off your 
distributor's shelf. 

MICRO SWITCH basics are 
extens ively used on appl ications 

ranging 
from coin
operated 
phono

~,~~~~.~ graphs (V3) 
~i;;~;;.e:~~~ to automatic 

f ilm splicers 
(BZ). In 
other words, 
just about 
any applica
tion that 
demands 

dependability and stable operat
ing character istics. 

_. ---- ,' 

These features 
are designed into 

, our complete line. 
From our 
standard-size 
BZ to our sub-

subminiature 1 SX. So no 
matter how demanding 

or unique your application is, 
you can be confident we have 
the right switch for the job. 

• 

Contact your MICRO 
SWITCH Branch Office or 
Authorized Distributor (Yellow 
Pages, " Switches, Electric") for 
more information . 

For additional assistance in 
solving your basic switch appli
cation prob lems , we 've written 

a 145-page book, 
APPL YING PREC/E S!ON SWITCHES . 

1 
Write us on your Engineers have put this 

design freedom to use in some • 
unusual places. For example, 
the next ti me you ' re in an eye 
doctor's chair, there's a good 
chance a BA switch will be 
help ing to make you com

F p 2 letterhead and 

1 
TO Z we 'll send you a 

1 LPE D ! copy. 

I PE CFD 5 
r EDFCZP~ 

I FEL OPZD 7 
fortable . I l>Z: FPOTEC a 

tf '6EF OD PCT Z 9 
MI CRO. SWITCH To help with your applica- - -----

tions, we have a staff of Appli- makes your ideas work. 
cation Engineers standing by to 
provide field support. 

1SX 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT I L L IN OIS 6 1,032 

A DIVI S I O N O F H O NEYWELL 

MICRO SWITCH prod ucts are ava ilab le worldwide through Honeywel l International. 
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Test your 
Hybrid I • 

• 

Eight out of ten people in this business can 't get 
100% on the Boeing Electronics Hybrid IQ test. 
That's not surpr ising. It 's a highly technical, 
complicated science. 
If you wound up with five right answers, we 'd like 
to give you special recognition . It '$ a Hybrid 
Genius identification card , made of metal and 
stamped with your name. 
But you have to be absolutely honest with us. 
Did you, or did you not, get all five correct, with
out peeking? Even though you missed one or 
two, there 's still another chance. Just ask for 
the Second Chance Hybrid IQ test. 
This little examination is our way of letting you 
know Boeing knows quite a lot about hybrid 
microcircuits. Each of the circuits shown in the 

••••••••••• 
H'tBR~() (jE~~us 
This is to certify that I have passed 
the rigid test and Boeing Electronics 
has duty labeled me a Hybrid Genius. 
Hereafter, all peers should treat me 
with respect and kindness. 

Tom Transistor 

••••••••••• 
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test was produced by Boeing for very specialized 
product requirements. 
Boeing is especially adept in supplying the right 
technical support to the equipment designer. Our 
engineers know how to design with your unique 
specifications in mind, and how to keep the price 
in line. But just as important, they know the im
portance of keeping your job on schedule. In 
other words, you 'll never get lost in the shuffle 
at Boeing Electronics. We'd like to tell you more 
about our abilities. 

The right answers: 
·waisAS IOJlUOO pue 

aouep1nB e LI! OJAB e LH!M pasn rn1rndwe Bupois 
-aJ J8l8WOJa1aooe ue S! i1nOJ!O S!l.l.l "JOl!Oedeo ·s 

·waisAs 
isai pue aoueuaiu1ew prnoq-uo UBJOJ!B ue LI! 
pasn S! ppqAl.j rnxa1d1i1nw 1auuel.jo-9~ S!l.l.l ·01 ·p 

·Jaindwoo 
aumqJ!B ue LI! l.jOl!MS rnd sdwe p· sa1puel.j i1no 
-J!O l.jOl!MS iuaJmo 1enp ppqAl.j S!Ll.l "Jase1 ·c 

'Jaindwoo 1ei1B1p e JOJ i1noJ!O 
AJowaw ssaooe wopueJ i1q 960P e S! S!Ll.l ·saA "l 

·waisAs 10Jiuoo pue aouep1nB AJBl!l!W e LI! pasn 
Bu1aq i1nOJ!O 01601 1ei1B1p e S! S!l.l.l "WI!~ U!4.l ·~ 

P. 0 . Box 24666 
Seattle, Washington 98124 

BOEING 
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THE SCOPE 
mEETS 

THE BLUE BOH 
If you now use a scope for spec
trum display, you should consider 
the advantages of our blue box 
- the EPC Model 4600 Graphic 
Recorder. 
The EPC Model 4600 is an XYZ 
recorder that prints continuous 
hard copy on dry paper over a 
display of 19.2 inches. This per
manent history-plot permits com
parative data examination and, in 
spectrum analysis, reveals spec
trum lines buried as much as 6 
DB below the noise level. 
The model 4600 operates at 
sweep speeds between Va sec
ond and 8 seconds per scan , and 
is completely tape compatible. 
Sweep speeds can be varied to 
match the dump speeds of the 
analyzer data discharge. Up to 
3000 data points can be pre
sented with each sweep. 
Scale lines are generated by an 
internal crystal. The digital drive 
mechanism for the scan system 
is virtually jitter free. 

84 

Please write 
for 

complete 
specifications. 
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SWEEP RATES 
SINGLE SWEEP 

SCALE LINES 
SWEEP DIRECTION 

PRINT DELAY 
EVENT MARK 
PAPER TYPE 

RECORDING WIDTH 
PAPER DYNAMIC RANGE 

PAPER ADVANCE 
INPUT IMPEDANCE 

AMPLIFIER GAIN 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

CONTRAST 
INPUT THRESHOLD 

I 

0.125, 0.25, 0.50 , 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 sweeps per second ; plus variable. 
Available at rates of 1.0 seconds per sweep or greater. 
10, 100 or 1000 mil l isecond intervals. 
Left-to-right (right to left can be supplied). 
Gate or print from 1 to 4 sweeps. 
Manual - Internal and remote in or out. 
Dry electrosensitive (NKD) , 19:Y4" wide by 80 ' roll length. 
19.2 inches. 
23db from white to black. 
Variable 50 to 200 lines per inch. Rapid advance provided . 
10k ohms; all inputs. 
Linear 0-1000. 
Flat ± 1 db from DC to 100KHz; E :£ 0.1v. 
Print current lim iter, adjustable by front panel control. 
Ad justable by fron t panel control. 

EPC LABS INC. 
P.O. Box 97 
123 Brimbal Avenue 
Beverly, Mass. 01915 
(617) 927-2523 
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Technical articles __________ _ 

Discrete semiconductor devices 
proliferate and prosper 

Field-effect transistors are big movers, and so are power devices, 
which have new markets in automobiles and television; but even old 

established components are selling well in this unexpected boom year 

by Laurence Altman , Senior Editor 

D Once again discrete semiconductor devices are 
blooming, and this season especially they are refusing to 
yield their place in the sun to integrated circuits. In
deed, whole new areas of application are opening up for 
power devices, and field-effect transistors face a glorious 
future. Just now, however, thanks to the boom, just 
about every variety of transistor or diode is flourishing. 

Total U.S. factory sales for discrete semiconductors 
(excluding optoelectronic devices) reached the $675 mil
lion mark in 1972, an 11% increase over 1971's activity 
and the equal of IC sales. More significantly, over three 
billion discrete components were consumed in U.S.
manufactured equipment last year, with an estimated 
increase of 500,000 units to be used in 1973. 

Feeding this vigorous growth is a continually expand
ing technology: 
• Discrete field-effect transistors with micrometer di
mensions can now operate in amplifier and tuner front 
ends with ultra-low noise and ultra-high gains, boosting 
the sensitivity, reducing the size, and lowering the cost 
of television and radio chassis. 
• Microwave FETs made with gallium arsenide are now 
available with a maximum frequency of oscillation as 
high as 20 gigahertz for millimeter-wave communi
cations links. 
• Junction-FETS can now be built with input-bias cur
rent requirements in the picoampere range for high-per
formance analog-to-digital conversion. 
• Double-diffused metal-oxide-semiconductor FETs are 
being used in the input structures of vertical amplifiers 
in top-of-the-line oscilloscopes because they keep inter
modulation distortion lower than any IC device (new 
D-MOS products can operate up to l GHz with gains of 
10 decibels and noise of 5 dB at power levels of 300 mil
liwatts, and soon D-MOS transistors will operate at the 
gigahertz level with I-watt outputs). 
• High-voltage silicon transistors capable of supplying 
700 to 2,200 volts to the tube of a TV chassis are now 
routinely available, sounding the death knell to the last 
vacuum-tube holdout in today's sets. 
• Power Darlingtons capable of handling 100 watts are 
now driving heavy-duty motors in any number of in
dustrial applications. 
• Ion-implanted power transistors with improved heat-
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sinking packages can now routinely supply 600 w of 
continuous-wave power. 
• Ion implantation is revolutionizing the tuning diode 
as well, allowing a single device to be tuned over the en
tire TV band with low voltage and high stability, and 
promises to open up a whole new field of electronic tun
ing in the United States. 
• Multiple discrete transistors and diodes (duals and 
quads) matched to a particular parameter are taking 
over many of the computer-switching and memory
driving functions formerly handled by individual dis
cretes, as well as finding their way into industrial pro
cess-control systems. 

Even the established discrete components are experi
encing a renaissance. Equipment makers, at great cost, 
have found that the IC promise of lowering costs and in
creasing reliability is not yet a reality, and many have 
decided to stay with the discrete devices they have 
learned to trust, at least for the short term. 

HET AND DUAL 
TRAN SISTO RS 

HIGH-VOLTAGE 
TRANSISTORS 

TUNING 
DIDOES 

GROWTH 

SC Rs, THYRISTERS, ETC . 

MATURITY 

ZENER DIDOES 

DISCRETE COR E 
DRIVERS 

COMPUTER DIODES 

I GENERAL 

TRANSi STD RS 

/

PURPOSE 

0. 
~~~~DRS~L 
DIDOES 

npn SWITCHES 

~ GERMANIUM 

{/
SMALL 
SIGNAL 

-GROWN 
JUNCTION 

DECLINE 

1. Life cycles. Like biological species, electronic products flourish 
and become extinct . Dying out are small-signal discrete components 
whose functions have been taken over by ICs. On the increase are 
high-perforrT].ance FETs, tuning diodes, power devices, and arrays. 
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This preference is particularly evident among the 
high-volume manufacturers of TV sets, calculators, and 
automobile electronics. TV makers, for instance, have at 
their disposal as many as six res that can do almost the 
entire job for a TV chassis, yet TV sets are loaded with 
discrete semiconductors, from input FETs in the tuner 
and preamp front ends, small-signal and power transis
tors in the sound channel, high-voltage and medium
power small-signal transistors in the i-f, uhf, and vhf 
stages, and high-power discrete drivers in the deflection 
and color circuits. 

Other equipment combines res with a heavy endow
ment of discretes. Hand-held calculators often contain 
as many as eight high-current drivers to power the dis
plays, plus four small-signal sensing transistors, and 
that's a surprising number of discretes to find alongside 
a single re chip containing the calculator's entire 
memory and logic functions . Similarly, one seat-belt in
terlock design scheduled for 1974 automobiles has a 
single complementary-MOS logic and control chip sur
rounded by 14 individual transistors and diodes to sup
ply the functions of biasing, zener regulation, and cur
rent sources. 

Tradeoffs 

The question is : when should the designer use the 
discrete component and suffer an increase of package 
count, wire costs, and space requirements, and when 
should he go to an re? Although the ground keeps shift
ing as res improve, the basic rule is: when a demanding 
parameter must be met, use a discrete (or in some cases 
a hybrid, but that's another story). Picoampere leakage 
input currents, low intermodulation distortion, low in
put noise, high output powers, high oscillation fre
quency, tight voltage regulation, and high-current 
switching can generally best be obtained with a discrete 
device. 

Figure l , which shows the product life cycle of dis
crete components, illustrates clearly which are on the in
crease because they can perform functions too demand
ing for res- and which are declining. 

The growth areas include the high-frequency, low
noise MOSFETs, the diode arrays that meet high-speed 
and high-current core-memory switching requirements, 
the high-voltage i-f and deflection-tube circuits, the 
J-FETs and their low input currents, the duals and quads 
with their matched parameters and space-saving fea
tures, all the power functions of 5 w and over, and the 
high-frequency and microwave functions of the FETs 
and p-i-n diodes. 

The middle ground, or mature area, includes the rec
tifiers, zeners, and the 1- to 5-w silicon-controlled recti
fiers and thyristors. Many of these intermediate-grade 
functions are being integrated onto the IC chip-witness 
the high-powered Darlington pairs (2 to 5 A) and the 
thyristor and SCR equivalents that lately have been inte
grated into linear IC designs. Clearly it will not be long 
before this group of mature products now peaking will 
slide down the curve into decline. 

Actually on the decline, according to the chart, are all 
the low-current, low-gain, low-power electronic func
tions-computer diodes, general-purpose transistors and 
diodes, npn switches, grown junctions-which are out-
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Power's big and getting bigger. The heaviest new demand fo r dis
crete semiconductors is in power . Above , this germanium power 
transistor fro m Motorola is capable of 600-V operat ion. Automobile 
ignition is big consumer of power devices; the car ignition system 
built by Ford has an RCA device capable of 6-A, 40-V service. 



Growth. Outside the power area, field-effect 
transistors and multiple devices are hot items 
and growing hotter. Above is a dual-gate FET 

for tuner I mixer applications; left , a diode array 
in a single package for computer switching; 
right , four diodes on a single lead-frame for driv

ing core memo ries. All are from Tl. 
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CHARACTER1sncs I v~~~~M I BIPOLAR I MOSFET I J FET 

Input impedance High Low Very high High 
Noise Low Low Low Very low 
Size Large Small Small Small 
Power consumption Large Small Very small Very small 
Aging Noticeable Negligible Negligible Negl igible 
Bias voltage temp coefficient Low, unstable Low, consistent Consistent Low 
Typical gate/grid current lnA 10 pA 0.1 nA 
Reliability Low High High High 

performed by an IC, whether a digital memory or logic 
array, or a linear device like an op amp or multiplex 
switch. 

But in this boom year for all semiconductor products, 
the mature devices still have some good times ahead of 
them. Zeners with precision-controlled voltages now 
regulate voltages from as low as 2 to 3 v to up to several 
hundred volts for such diverse applications as analog
to-digital conversion, analog process control, and high
density computing. Silicon-controlled rectifiers and thy
ristors are at the tieart of recent efforts by manufac
turers of industrial plant equipment, like printing 
presses and textile power looms, to modernize plant and 
process control. Core memories continue to resist the in
roads of semiconductor ICs and require high-current 
(600-milliampere) discrete transistors and arrays to 
drive the bit lines. 

Moreover, even the theoretically declining segment of 
Fig. l is thriving. Even the grown-junction device, long 
considered an antique by most designers, continues to 
be the work-horse in many military programs such as 
gun control mounts, automatic firing systems, both in 
ground and air installations, and in some of the early 
computer-controlled firing systems. 

The general-purpose diode is doing better yet-it's 

SER l~S CHOPPER SHUNT CHOPPER SERIES SHUNT CHOPPER 
(a) SWITCHES AND CHOPPERS 

B 

A 

20 k 20 k 

._-+-.....,------+-+-+--+---<> GATE 
CONTROL 

30 pF 

A' C' 

B' 

( b) DOUBLE·POLE DOUBLE· THROW FET SWITCH 

2. Switching and chopping. FETs make good switches and chop

pers. The series chopper (a) performs connect-disconnect functions 
and acts as a single-pole single-throw switch. Four J-FETs and four 

dividers (b) make a double-pole double-throw switch 
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D-MOS comes on line 

Heralded as a major advance in discrete and inte
grated-circuit MOSFET technology [Electronics, Feb. 
15, 1971 , p. 99] , the double-diffused field-effect tran
sistor pioneered by Signetics Corp . is ready for pro
duction . Initially four D-MOS products in metal cans 
will be available: two tetrodes, plus two double-gate 
tetrodes for use in circuits with automatic gain control. 
All four are ~-channel-MOS , enhancement-mode de
vices with a channel length of only 1 micrometer. 

They have impressive specifications. In standard 
configurations they can operate to 1 gigahertz with a 
gain of 1 0 decibels and noise of only 5 dB at power 
levels of 300 milliwatts. What's more , these new 
D-MOS devices will operate up to 2 GHz in a micro
wave strip-line configuration with the same specifica
tions-a feature that makes them not only desirable for 
the front end of most S-band equipment , but also ideal 
input structures for many vertical amplifiers used in 
measuring equipment. 

In addition, since they exhibit linear power-fre
quency characteristics , they may find applications at 
power levels not normally associated with bipolar FET 
devices operating at ultrahigh frequencies . 

Also useful is the double-diffused FET's low para
sitic capacitance at the inputs and outputs, a property 
that will make the device appropriate as an analog 
switch because output spikes will be eliminated . 

The high performance of double-diffused FETs 
stems from the designer's ability to make micrometer
long channels without undesirably low breakdown 
voltages. It 's the combination of short channels with 
high-drain-source voltages that is responsible for the 
high gains at the high frequencies . Ion implantation is 
now used in the process to control device doping pro
files, thereby adding to the stability of the device . 

The first tetrode products will operate at 25 volts. 
Moreover, experimental D-MOS FETs have been built 
with 300-V operating voltages and 1-W power ratings. 
Indeed, it's expected that the D-MOS technology will 
soon yield 1-W production devices operating at 1 GHz. 

been pushed up the life cycle curve by the emergence of 
consumer products that have built-in battery chargers. 
In calculators, lawn mowers, shavers, hand-held driers 
and similar equipment, designers have found the gen
eral-purpose diode a very cheap way of achieving the 
rechargeable function, and in fact it is taking the place 
of the more expensive rectifier in most recharging cir
cuits handling currents of up to 0.5 A. 

For the general-purpose transistor, on which the tran
sistor radio industry depends, the change is in the pack
age, with inexpensive plastic found almost everywhere. 
The small-signal metal-can devices are presently in de
mand only by the military, and even here, designers of 
military equipment are expected to convert to plastic as 
its reliability improves. 

The npn switch is another product with a new lease 
on life, being suddenly in strong demand among com
puter designers for use in some of the older logic mod
ules. It's liked partly for its very reliable operation and 
partly because of its availability amid the sudden short
age of transistor-transistor-logic . gates and flip-fl.ops. 
For, although these logic chips have taken over the 
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+9.0 v 
~--------<.} +12 v 

3.9 k 

0.05µF 
2.5 k 1,500 Hz TO 

2,500 Hz 
"' 1.0 V rms 

1.8 k 
470 
Q 

(a) VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR 

i 
_r 
-=- AGC 

( b) rf STAGE OF BROADCAST AUTO RADIO 

3. FETs In audio. A three-section voltage-controlled oscillator (a) contains two FETs in feedback loop and generates a linear sinewave over 
1,500 to 2,500 Hz. Typical FET rf stages in an auto radio (b) replace tubes with only minor circuit changes. Circuits are from Motorola . 

switching function of new designs on paper, in practice 
they are suffering from backlogs of as much as six 
months, especia lly the versions that use medium-scale 
integration. Still, most designers see it eventually dying 
as TTL becomes more readily available, and the demand 
is expected to trickle away by 1975. 

Somewhat similarly, the computer diode is also gain
ing from l 973's sudden brisk demand. And the facts 
here are that many computer manufacturers, because of 
a huge backlog of equipment orders, are staying with 
some of the older memory designs that use the readily 
avai lable diode instead of the equivalent hard-to-get in
tegrated circuit. This demand, however, appears tempo
rary, not so much because of the declining popularity of 
diode memories as because the discrete computer diode 
is rapidly being replaced by the diode array. Arrays 
with as many as 16 diodes in a single package are now 
available at half the price per diode of the old discrete. 
Also, such an array occupies only three times the area of 
a single-packaged device. 

Growth beyond the boom 

The use of the 16-element diode array points up a 
general trend in the discrete component industry 
toward multiple devices- dual and quad transistors, 
diode arrays, Darlington pairs, complementary npn pnp 
devices. The advantage a multiple device offers the 
equipment designer is that it can be matched to a par
ticular parameter, cutting out the costly selection pro
cess that is especially troublesome in high-volume 
equipment. For example, dual J-FET devices are now 
available with matched impedances, eliminating the 
need for ex ternal balancing resistances in many ampli
fier designs. Transistors can also be matched for input 
current, gain, gm, betas, indeed almost, any transistor 
parameter. 

New dual power Darlingtons recently introduced 
from Unitrode follow this trend to more power in less 
space. Duals can qe obtained with 5-A and 10-A service 
for use in motor drives, converters, send servos, and 
lamp and relay drivers. 

A second area of growing demand is the core driver, 
both the discrete transistor driver and the multiple quad 
device. H ere, because of the high currents (600 mA) re-
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quired to drive the bit lines of today's core memories, 
res have been slow to take over the function. It is only 
recently that an re core-memory driver has become 
available, and it is too soon to determine its penetration 
into this market. In any case, the stubborn resistance of 
core memories to the onslaughts of the new MOS and 
bipolar semiconductor memories means that the dis
crete memory driver will remain strong throughout 
1975. 

Over the long term, however, they are doomed-on 
the one side by the re driver that will eventually be 
cheaper and smaller than the discrete devices, and on 
the other side by the ever increasing penetration of 
semiconductor memories, which have on-chip drive cir
cuits or can be driven by a driver sense amp re. Indeed, 
much the same could be said for the general-purpose 
devices and computer diodes and arrays, all devices 
whose functions will either be taken over by the re or 
eliminated in new designs. 

However, the field-effect transistor, like the power de
vice, represents real long-term growth and stability in 
the discrete-product arsenal. In recent years the FET has 
become almost as ubiquitous as the bipolar transistor, 
finding its way into such diverse pieces of equipment as 
video amplifiers, analog switches, balanced mixers, volt
age-controlled resistors, and rf amplifiers, and serving 
as switches in choppers, as voltage-controlled oscilla
tors, vhf varactor tuners and amplifiers, and as zener 
source elements in discrete logic circuits such as half ad
ders. 

Mainly about FETs 

Feeding this application growth are a host of new 
junction-PET and MOSFET devices. For instance, newly 
avai lable from several component manufacturers, in
cluding Motorola, General Instruments, Siliconix, Inter
sil, Fairchild, National, TI, Teledyne, RCA, and Analog 
Devices, are both n- and p-channel dual-gate MOSFETs 
that offer lower noise and higher power gains than de
vices of a couple of years ago. A case in point is the 
dual-gate 3N204 series from TI, which has typical noise 
figures ranging from 2 dB at 200 MHz to 7 dB at 900 MHz 
with gains of 24 dB at 200 MHZ to 12 dB at 900 MHZ. Of
fered in TO-72 metal cans, FETs of this type are being 
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4. FETs over tubes. J-FETs substitute for tubes in these kinds of vhf 
amplifiers. Here, a J-FET has replaced the old 12BL6 pentode. 

used extensively in vhf-rf amplifiers in TV and fm tuners 
and for uhf-rf amplifier applications as well as vhf 
mixer application. All these devices have low cross
modulation distortion, a trait especially useful in tuned 
high-frequency amplifiers such as those found in TV i-f 
strips. 

As for J-FETs, a new Analog Devices' n-channel J-FET 
has very low noise, specified at less than 15 nanovolts at 
10 hertz, and low offset voltage (5 mv maximum). It is 
intended especially for sensing small signals in opto
electronic, biomedical, nuclear, and in low-level trans
ducer applications. Systems designers are finding this 
type of device more economical and easier to use than 
hybrid dual-chip equivalents. 

The J-FET and MOSFET differ in their construction. 
The J-FET uses a reverse-biased junction (which pro
duces the depletion region) to control the drain-source 
current, while in the MOSFET the gate is a metal film de
posited on an oxide layer and is insulated from the 
source and drain. Although both devices use an electric 
field to control a channel current, the control mecha
nisms for the two are different, and their characteristics, 
especially the gate characteristic, consequently differ 

Plastic on the rise. Plastic-package transistors, like these from 
Motorola, are penetrating the industrial market. 
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Discretes in Europe 

The Europeans who manufacture consumer equipment 
have been quicker than the Americans to pick up on new 
trends in solid state. FETs are a case in point. Throughout 
Europe for a number of years now they have been found 
in tape recorders and uhf portable radios , mostly as high
frequency input transistors in the mixer-oscillator circuits . 
They are based on conventional mesa or planar tech
nology and were first put to this use about four years ago , 
by Grundig AG of West Germany, closely followed by 
Philips of the Netherlands and others. 

Much the same is true for tuning diodes, which have 
been used in uhf radios and TV sets since 1965. Today 
it 's hard to find a major European TV manufacturer who 
does not make varactor tuned sets-Philips Electrical Ltd . 
was the pioneer in England , using Mullard varactor 
diodes. American manufacturers are expected to follow 
suit . Recently lntermetall GmbH , a member of the ITI 
Semiconductor group and the firm that pioneered tuning 
diodes, began investigating ion implantation methods for 
diode fabrication-a hot development item also in Amer
ica-but such diodes are likely to be too expensive to im
pact consumer applications at all soon . 

An innovation in consumer products in Europe is p-i-n 
diodes in TV sets, an idea taken over from the measuring
equipment industry . Again , Grundig was first , using the 
diodes in the tuner section where they perform a control 
function. Supplied by Siemens , the diodes are arranged 
electrically in 1T form and feed uniform and steady-state 
signals to the input transistors of the. subsequent vhf and 
uhf stages. This eliminates the need to adjust these 
stages and also allows the use of high-current input tran
sistors . The result: interference between signals, such as 
occurs with closely spaced transmission channels or with 
maladjusted community-antenna equipment, is no longer 
a problem . 

Similarly, high-voltage transistors and thyristors are 
finding their way into consumer products, for example, in 
deflection stages in TV sets. lntermetall has received or
ders from several European TV set makers for large 
quantities of thyristors, a figure which the company says 

considerably. In short, the input of the J-FET behaves 
like a reverse-biased diode, while the input of a MOSFET 
is similar to a small capacitor. It is the reverse-biased 
property of the J-FET that accounts for its low input cur
rent, while it is the capacitor-like action of the MOSFET 
that accounts for its low noise and high gain. 

Design with FETs 

Both types of FET have several advantages over the 
conventional bipolar transistor. They are relatively free 
of noise, they are more resistant to the degrading effects 
of nuclear radiation, and they are inherently more 
resistant to burnout. The parameters, both for the MOS
FET and for the J-FET, are compared with those of the 
vacuum tube and the bipolar transistor in Table 1, sup
plied by Motorola. 

Other attributes of the FETs are advantageous for cer
tain design considerations. The inherently high input 
impedance-typically many megohms-is useful in im
pedance transformation, chopper and switching appli
cations. Since it is a voltage-controlled device, the FET 
can be readily self-biased, which frequently makes for a 
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represents one of the ITI group's biggest sales of dis
crete semiconductor devices for entertainment electronic 
applications. Since it currently lacks the capacity to pro
duce the thyristors at its own plan t, lntermetall will have 
them made at ITI 's facility in Footscray, England . 

The thyristors , types BT 11 9, BT 120 and BT 121 , were 
designed by lntermetall in cooperation with the Stuttgart
based ITI applications labs and are intended for the hori
zontal deflection circuitry in color and black-and-white TV 
receivers. In this transformerless circuit concept, the thy
ristors , together with fast diodes and rectifie rs, replace 
the tubes formerly used in horizontal deflection stages of 
PAL and Secam receivers . 

British companies are also active in developing devices 
for horizontal line deflection circuits. As in American sets, 
using 1,500-V transistors for these circuits is fairly stan
dard, and now 1 , 700-V devices are coming in , for in
stance , in sets from British Radi o Corp., a division of 
Thorn Electrical Ltd . 

Higher vol tage switching with these units means a 
cheaper regulator handling less current. In this category 
is Texas Instruments Ltd. 's 2,200-V transistor (seep. 94) , 
now being evaluated by set makers. It has an inter
digitated structure made by triple diffusion. The color-set 
device is rated at 4 A, the mono device at 3 A, and each 
comes in a T0-3 can bolted to a heat sink. 

Like RCA in America , ITI Components Group Ltd.'s 
Semiconductor division reckons this vol tage requirement 
is pushing the transistor technology to its limit and be
lieves a double thyristor-switch operating at around 700 
V is more reliable because it operates well within its ca
pability. The ITI device is used on the continent , and ITI 
is trying to persuade British set makers to take it up. 

For industrial applications, lntermetall wi ll shortly unveil 
a family of high-voltage pnp sil icon epiplanar transistors 
capable of handling a col lector-emitter voltage of 250 V. 
Designed to work as a driver in conjunction with linear 
ICs, the BSS54 high-voltage transistor is intended for use 
in the push-button type of telephone set , where it re
places conventional mechanical components. 

simpler circuit than would be possible with a bipolar 
transistor. Its ability to operate at a gain-source voltage 
less than pinch-off can be exploited for automatic gain 
control. Also, the FET has a very high output resistance, 
making the device useful as a constant-current source, 
again when operated at a drain-source voltage greater 
than pinch-off. 

The chief shortcoming of the FET is its relatively 
small gain/bandwidth product. Although this limits its 
use in many high-frequency applications, the FET can 
provide excellent results in vhf circuits, where its line
arity overload resistance makes it fa r superior to bipolar 
transistors. 

Some typical FET applications have been identified 
by Motorola, a major supplier of FET products, and in
clude switches and choppers, a typical double-pole 
double-throw FET switch, a voltage-controlled oscillator, 
the rf stage of an auto radio, the vhf amplifier of a TV 
set and a zener source element for any number of circuit 
applications. . 

The simple series chopper shown in Fig. 2a performs 
the connect-disconnect function or acts as a single-pole 
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5. Switch to FETs. FETs are increasingly being used as solid-state 
analog switches. Typical ci rcuit from Silicon ix contains J-FET. 

single-throw switch placed in a signal path to the load. 
The shunt chopper is a straightforward way of provid
ing shunting signals with high impedances. It may also 
be used in conjunction with the series chopper to rem
edy the latter's speed limitation. Here, when the series 
chopper is turned off, the gate-drain capacitance must 
discharge through the load impedance, which limits the 
upper frequency of operation; but when the series de
vice is turned off, the shunt device is turned on, dis
charging the series' gate-drain capacitance, and allow
ing for higher operating frequencies. 

The double-pole, double-throw FET switch (Fig. 2b) is 
made up of four J-FETs and four dividers controlled by a 
common gate circuit. When the gate control goes nega
tive, the p-channel J-FETs are turned on, and the 
n-channel device is off. The opposite happens when the 
gate goes positive, implementing the dpdt control. 

The voltage-controlled oscillator (Fig. 3a) is obtained 
by including an RC phase-shifting network in a typical 
amplifier's feedback loop. In this three-section phase
shift oscillator a linear sine wave is generated over the 
range of frequencies from 1,500 to 2,500 hertz with an 
output signal amplitude of approximately 1 v. This 
1-kHz frequency swing is controlled by an input control 
voltage that varies from 2 to 5 v de. 

The types of rf amplifier that are based on FETs are 
practically unlimited. Indeed, many designers are find
ing that circuits designed around small-signal pentode 
tubes can use FETs as replacements with only minor 
modifications. 

Figure 3b shows the circuit of a typical rf stage for a 
broadcast auto radio, in which an n-channel J-FET has 
replaced the old 12BL6 pentode. FETs have also re
placed tubes in the vhf amplifier of Fig. 4, which has 
been designed to operate at 100 to 400 MHz. To set the 
J?roper bias in this circuit, resistors R1 and R2 are ad
justed for 4v de at gate 2. They have high values to min
imize current drain. Note that gate 2 must be well by
passed at the signal frequency lest the low impedance to 
ground cause instability or loss of gain. Included are ca
pacitance values for different frequencies. 

A FET is also an ideal zener current source, a property 
that stems from its ability to perform as a constant-cur
rent generator. As a zener-diode source element, the 
constant-current FET has a distinct advantage over the 
use of a series resistor by itself, because variations in in
put voltage have virtually no effect on output voltage 
when the load current is constant. 
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Power takes a ride. Biggest new power market is in the car. In this 

Chrysler Corp. ignition system is an RCA 200-V, 5-A transistor. 

Stimulated by the growth of industrial analog-to-dig
ital systems is the increased need for a solid-state analog 
switch-and that function is performed admirably by 
both J-FETS and MOSFETS. The operation of the FET as 
an analog switch springs from the fact that the device is 
in effect a conductor whose cross-sectional area may be 
varied by the application of appropriate voltages. When 
the conducting area or channel is maximum, conduc
tance is also maximum. When the conducting area is 
minimum, resistance is maximum. Consequently when 
conductance is maximum, a FET switch is on, and when 
conductance is minimum, the switch is off. 

Two types of FET switches are available: the deple
tion-mode devices, which have high channel conduc
tance with zero gate-channel voltage and are " normally 
on" switches, and the enhancement-mode FET, which 
require that voltage be applied to the control gate to 
create a conducting channel-the "on" state-and are 
"normally off'' devices. 

Figure 5 shows a typical J-FET switch circuit devel
oped by Siliconix, a major supplier of FETs of this kind. 
Here Qi is an n-channel J-FET, Q2 an enhancement
mode p-channel MOSFET, and Q5 an enhancement
mode n-channel MOSFET. In this configuration, an input 
voltage of - 20 v will turn Q2 on and Q3 off so that the 
points Si and Gi shown in the figure will be connected 
(Vas = 0 v) and Qi is on. 

A new market in power 

Since IC designers are unlikely to be able to integrate 
power circuits above 10 win the audio range and 1 win 
the rf range for some time, the discrete power semicon-
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Under the hood. Chrysler unit contains a 40-V, 3-4-A discrete 

device from RCA, typifying use for cars ' voltage regu lators . 

ductor device is truly a long-term growth area in such 
applications as audio and TV equipment, mobile rf ra
dio and communication equipment, automotive equip
ment, and white goods-in short, wherever high power 
and high reliability are demanded. 

Just how fast the power market is growing can be 
seen from Fig. 6a, which shows it reaching a total of 
$ 150 million in U.S. factory sales in 1975. Indeed, the 
demand for power products is so great, having in
creased suddenly in the latter half of 1971 with the up
turn in market activity, that throughout 1972 the supply 
dramatically lagged demand. And the situation is ex
pected to become worse. Figure 6b shows that the sup
pliers will begin to meet the market's needs in power 
products only in 1974, when the newly designed power 
transistors and Darlington products go on stream. 

Worldwide demand is even stronger, and the total 
dollar value of the market is expected to exceed $220 
million in 1973. European equipment makers have long 
been more innovative in the use of solid-state compo
nents in consum er products, and this trend will acceler
ate in 1973 when European automobile manufacturers 
begin using power devices in their fuel-injection and 
seat-belt interlock systems. Based on an average unit 
price of 85 cents per power device, the total number of 
power dev ices consumed worldwide in 1973 will exceed 
300 million in 1973 and rise to 600 million by 1977. 

As with small-signal discretes, the consumer and au
tomotive industries have most need for power compo
nents (Fig. 7). Starting in 197 l the market share for au
tomotive power products began to increase at a rate 
twice that of other major segments, with home enter-
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6. Rosy prospect. Texas Instruments sees the U.S .. demand for power paral leling the strong growth of ICs, reaching $150 million in 1975. 

Trends are for higher power and more plastic packages. Demand wil l be so high that Tl planners see shortages through 197 4. 
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Four paths to power 
To provide the wide range of characteristics required in 
power devices, the major semiconductor component 
manufacturers have developed four different processes 
(see figure , courtesy Motorola) . 

The oldest technique puts a simple epitaxially grown 
base area on a standard collector substrate. This epi 
base process is used for general-purpose power devices 
ranging in output up to 25 watts and intended for a host 
of amplifier applications , with both npn and pnp polarities 
available for complementary design . Most audio amplifier 
circuits are still served by this pi,ocess . 

Taking the place of the epi base method for newer 
high-powered applications are the single- and multi-dif
fused processes. 

The single-diffused process , which is best suited for 
rugged, low-frequency applications requiring powers up 
to 50 W, is the mainstay of power designs . Here , collector 
and emitter areas are diffused simultaneously into the 
base substrate so that low junction temperatures are 
maintained at high powers. 

For higher-frequency operation at moderate power 
outputs, a double-diffused device is generally fabricated 
on the basis of techniques developed for integrated cir
cuits . The base is first diffused on a collector epi layer, 
and then a second emitter diffusion is made. Because the 
base and emitter require independent process steps, they 
can be separately doped to make them yield the high cur
rents at high frequencies necessary in uhf and vhf appli
cations. 

The newest power transistor process is a triple-diffused 
system that was developed principally for high-voltage 
applications in TV deflection circuits, automobile ignition , 
and power supply switching . The key here is the ability of 
the process to reduce collector resistance so as to ootain 
breakdown voltages of up to 1 ,600 volts. Here, a first dif
fusion lowers the collector substrate resistance, after 
which the conventional base and emitter diffusions are 
made. 

More recently , some suppliers, principally RCA, have 
been able to modify their double-diffused process so that 
they can achieve similar high voltages without the need 
for a third diffusion. 

tainment and the appliance industry next in line. Only 
in the industrial computer market will power needs re
main constant through 1975. 

The automobile is a very new consumer of power dis
cretes. For example, the ignition system of all 1973 
Chryslers will contain two power transistors, a 2-A, 40-v 
plastic device, and a 300-v, 5-A output transistor in a 
metal can. The voltage regulator of many 1973 cars has 
a 3- to 4-A, 40-v transistor in a plastic package in its cir
cuit. Designers of the seat-belt interlock system 
presently required in all cars in the 1974 model year will 
have at least two power devices, a 1- to 2-A plastic tran
sistor to power the buzzer, and a 2-A plastic device to 
control a blocking solenoid in the ignition system. In all, 
six or seven power sockets will exist on 1975 model year 
cars, representing a unit demand of almost 100 million 
in 1974. This is in addition to any control devices such 
as windshield motor variable drives and heater control 
devices and those required for the anti-skid control-all 
of them 4- to 5-A, 40-v devices. 
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Satisfying these circuit functions are two types of 
semiconductor: the standard metal-can or plastic tran
sistor for the high-voltage application and the newer 
Darlington pair for the high-voltage, high-current ap
plications. Both are now available from all the major 
semiconductor suppliers. The plastic devices will be 
generally confined to low-duty applications-as in the 
seat-belt interlock where the power rating is less than a 
watt-while the hermetically sealed products will per
form the more critical high-powered functions in the ig
nition and regulator systems. 

Television is another major consumer of power de
vices. There is an average of five power sockets in a 
color set. The horizontal deflection circuit driving the 
picture tube now requires either a thyristor or a high
voltage power device. The vertical drive requires an 80-
to 100-v complementary pair capable of supplying 3 to 
4 A at the output. The chroma circuits are driven by two 
or three power devices in the 300-v, 100-mA range. 
With TV production forecast at 10 million sets this year, 
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7. Satisfying the consumer. Industry demand for power products, 
(a), shows auto and home entertainment leading with the industrial 
and military market remaining steady. Altogether power products 

represent a 25% share of the semiconductor market . 

this market represents a 50 million unit demand. 
To meet the horizontal-deflection requirements, out

put voltages as high as 1,500 v in unregulated systems 
and 700 to 800 v in regulated systems are necessary, as 
well as blocking voltage as high as 2,000 v. One of the 
newest devices that can do the job is a power transistor 
from TI rated at 2,200 v and 2 A. With its exceptionally 
high output voltage, it was developed mainly for use in 
the European 220-v, line-operated sets. But it is capable 
of operating directly off an unregulated line, according 
to TI , and can be cost-effective with lower line voltages 
because it eliminates the need for regulation. 

RCA has been recently innovative in TV deflection de
vices with a double-diffused 800-v device which it feels 
will be more useful than the higher-voltage devices, es
pecially for the in-line TV tubes of 1974 set designs. But 
perhaps more important, the ability of these devices to 
switch in less than a microsecond will also help to meet 
the growing demand for faster high-frequency switching 
applications. 
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FET blanket. Tl 's new double-gate FET is one of many that have a 
nitride-passified coat ing to increase stability. 

Established. SCRs represent a mature industrial portion of discrete 

demand. Motorola device has puck-type package for easy mounting. 

Indeed, RCA, Motorola,-Fairchild, TI, and others have 
developed devices that can switch high power-supply 
voltages at frequencies above 20 kilohertz. This means 
that, because of the higher-frequency operation, the 
manufacturers of power supplies can use smaller trans
formers and less elaborate heat-sinking methods and 
greatly reduce the size and cost of their supplies. Moto
rola's devices, the 2N6306, 07, and 08, have 8-A collec
tor current ratings and voltage breakdowns of700 v and 
can switch at speeds less than 0.05 µs. This represents a 
2: 1 improvement over existing devices in speed/ power 
switching capabilities and should evoke strong interest 
from power-supply manufacturers, the computer indus
try, and audio and TV circuit designers. And it must be 
kept in mind that each power-supply circuit requires 
three devices, one inverted driver and two output units , 
representing 4.5 million new sockets that must be filled 
over the next few years. D 

Reprints of this article are available at $3 .00 each . Write to Electronics Reprint Department , 
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N. J . Copyright 1973 Electronics , a McGraw-Hill Publication . 
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Matching driver circuitry to 
multidigit numeric displays 
It is worthwhile for the designer to choose the optimum combination 
of parallel and serial circuitry to drive the output elements, 
rather than simply making tradeoffs between various readout devices 

by Alan Sobel , Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill. 

D All too often, the design of an electronic numeric dis
play system is based primarily on the characteristics of 
the various display devices available, with only second
ary regard for the necessary driver circuitry. However, 
the display-system designer will find it profitable to con
sider such important criteria as driver power, element
switching time, and decoding-circuit complexity. 

For a particular application, there may be several sys
tem organizations that can give low total cost and good 
performance. To find these, however, the characteristics 
of the output elements and the drive electronics must be 
considered together. 

Display-system organization 

The design of a display system must begin at the 
source of the information to be displayed. This may be 
the output of a counter or an analog-to-digital con
verter, for example, and it may have such outputs as bi
nary or binary-coded-decimal (BCD). The display de
vice, on the other hand, may require a drive system for 
seven-segment digits, seven-by-five-element dot 
matrixes, or some other format. All digital readouts 
considered in this discussion contain more than one 
digit, and it is therefore often desirable for correspond
ing segments of several digits to time-share a common 
driver. 

INFORMATION 
SOURCE 

BCD ·TO· 
SEVEN -S EGMENT 

DECODER 

BCD· TD· 
SEV EN -S EGMENT 

DECODER 

BCD ·TD · 
SEVEN-SEGMENT 

DECODER 

For such multidigit display systems, there are two 
fundamental drive-system configurations-full-parallel 
and matrix. Most practical display-system designs are 
compromises between the two. The "full-parallel" con
figuration (Fig. 1) is simpler, but usually more expen
sive. Because separate lines from the information source 
are routed to each individual digit in the display, each 
set of lines from the source is translated in the decoder 
to the format required by the drivers and the display 
devices. Using the full-parallel configuration, the duty 
cycle of each of the energized digits is, for all practical 
purposes, l 00%. 

Such a full-parallel display, however, requires a max
imum amount of circuitry, since a decoder and driver 
must be supplied for each digit. The "matrix-drive" 
configuration (Fig. 2), which reduces this hardware re
quirement, is also called a "full-serial," "strobed," or 
"multiplexed" display system. 

Matrix-driven display 

Although it reduces hardware needs, the matrix de
sign is more complex, and it makes tougher demands on 
the display elements. Thus, a careful analysis of the to
tal system is necessary in order to make a proper choice 
between the two. 

In matrix configurations, data from the source feeds a 

DRIVERS 
(ONE 

PER SEGMENT) 

DRIVERS 
(ONE 

PER SEGMENT) 

DRIVER S 
(ONE 

PER SEGMENT) r----

SEVEN· 
SEGMENT 
DISPLAY 
ELEMENT 

1. Full parallel. In the most straightforward approach to display-system design, one decoder and seven drivers are required for each digit. 

Such designs, however, are generally wasteful of decoding and drive-circuit hardware in displays of more than three or four digits. 
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single decoder, either over a single set of lines, which is 
switched in the source from digit to digit, or via a switch 
that takes the information from the individual digit 
sources and transmits it sequentially to the decoder. 
Corresponding segments of each digit are connected to
gether, and the particular digit to be energized is se
lected by activating another switch. 

Besides reducing the number of decoders, the number 
of drivers required in a multidigit display can also be 
substantially reduced. In a 10-digit display with seven 
elements per digit, for example, the matrix configura
tion would require 17 drivers, in contrast to the 70 that 
would be required in the full-parallel approach. 

Most numeric display and driver configurations today 
fall somewhere between the full-parallel and the matrix 
systems. For example, a single decoder can be time
shared among separate sets of drivers for each digit, but 
the drivers may include storage capability to keep each 
element energized for a duty factor close to 100%. Such 
an arrangement, shown in Fig. 3, has 28 drivers (seven 
segments times four digits). The particular design 
shown has been used for a digital-voltmeter readout. 

Duty factor and repetition rate 

In the matrix arrangement, the operating duty factor 
for each digit cannot be larger than 1 /n, where n is the 
number of digits in the display. The duty factor will 
usually be less, since time must be allowed for the new 
information for each digit to be transmitted to the de
coder. Some display devices (multiple-digit gas-dis
charge devices, for example) may require dead times 
between adjacent digits to avoid inadvertent illumina
tion of elements when they should be off. 

Average light output is the peak output times the 
duty factor. Therefore, to radiate, say, 50 foot-lamberts 
average luminance from each element in a 10-digit dis
play, each digit must generate at least 500 foot-lamberts 

CLOCK 

INFORMATION SOURCE 

DIGIT 
SELECTD R 

while on. Some devices, like gallium-arsenide-phos
phide light-emitting diodes, thrive on this pulsed treat
ment. Other devices, however, simply cannot meet the 
instantaneous requirements in some applications. Limi
tations on the peak-output capabilities for some devices, 
then, limit the number of digits that can be multiplexed. 
Thus, to maintain adequate luminance for each display 
element, it may be necessary to divide a display-drive 
matrix into several smaller matrixes. 

The lowest frame-repetition rate is fixed as the lowest 
rate at which the devices can be operated without no
ticeable flicker. This is typically 30 frames per second, 
although in applications where the device is subjected 
to a great deal of vibration, it may be desirable to use 
repetition rates as high as several hundred frames per 
second to avoid annoying breakup of the display. On 
the other hand, the highest frame rate is sometimes lim
ited by switching times of the display elements used (see 
table, p. 99). 

How duty factor affects contrast 

Specifications concerning brightness and ease of 
viewing a display are partly established on the basis of 
subjective factors, but probably the most important cri
terion for legibility-and an important factor in design
ing matrix-drive systems-is contrast. If the duty factor 
is less than unity, both the output of the display and the 
contrast, that is, the ratio of output from an on segment 
to that from an off segment, will be reduced. (The ratio 
of output from a segment to light scattered from the 
surroundings will also be reduced.) 

An off segment is not totally blank; it scatters some 
ambient light, and it may also be energized partially by 
undesired current paths in the drive matrix. The output 
of an energized device, then, is: 

Lon= CLorr (1) 
where C is the contrast ratio and Lorr is the output of the 

DIGIT 
DRIVERS 

2. Matrix magic. When displays are matrixed, fewer decoders and drivers are required than in the full-parallel system in Fig . 1. The relative 

advantage of the matrix system is increased further as more digits are added to the display. 
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4-DIGIT METER 

(INFORMATION 
SOURCE) 

4-BIT 
SHIFT 

o, 

02 

03 

04 

DIGIT BCD-TO-
7-SEGMENT SELECTOR 
DECODER 

DIGIT 
SELECTOR 

DIGIT 
SELECTOR 

DIGIT 
SELECTOR 

SYNC REGISTER t--- - --------------' 
DIGIT-LATCH ENABLE LINES 

3. Voltmeter readout. For use as a voltmeter readout, this system trades an increase in decoder circuits for less complex selector switches 
and latching circuits. Latches are synchronized with the digit selectors. Thus, each element is energized with a duty factor of nearly 100%. 

device that is off. Because of the duty factor, F, of 
matrix displays, the effective contrast ratio is: 

Ceff = [FLon + ( 1 - F)Lorr]/Loff (2) 
which combined with Eq. 1, reduces to: 

Cerr = F(C-1) + 1 (3) 
The importance of the difference between contrast 

and effective contrast can be seen by plugging numbers 
in for typical display situations. In an LED display, for 
example, if C = 10 and F = 1/.i, then the effective con
trast is only 31/.i, while for a display contrast of 50 and F 
= 1/10, Cece is only 5.9. 

Alternatively, if an effective contrast of 10 is needed 
in a particular application, and the duty factor is 1/10, 
then a display element must be chosen with contrast of 
99. Such a requirement is not impossible for a light
emitting display, particularly if appropriate filters are 
used over the elements. 

Filter can optimize contrast 

If the effective contrast is found to be less than desir
able for a given combination of drive technique and dis
play elements, filters can often be used to improve view
ing ease. A neutral filter (one with a constant output 
over a broad range of light wavelengths) attenuates 
both the ambient light and the output of the device 
equally. 

However, the ambient light is attenuated in two tran
sits of the filter, while the light from the display passes 
through the filter in only one direction. The result is a 
net gain in contrast at the expense of luminance. It has 
been shown1 that the effective contrast when using such 
a filter is: 

Cece = [F(Lon - Ln)/Ln + LaSG] + 1 (4) 
where Ln is the light output from an unenergized ele
ment with no ambient light, La is the ambient illumi
nance, and G is the filter transmission. The quantity 
LaS is the output of scattered light from a display ele-
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DIGIT DRIVERS 

SEGMENT DRIVERS 

4. Three-digit multiplex. Three seven-segment numeric elements 
(a) are multiplexed for better drive-circuit utilization . The same circuit 
is redrawn in (b) to illustrate the three-row, seven-column matrix 
configuration , and the matrix is further restructured in Fig . 5 to better 

explain the effects of parasitic driver currents. 

ment, assumed to be unaffected by whether the element 
is energized or not. 

From Eq. 4, it is readily seen that the effective con
trast increases substantially as the filter transmission de
creases. Again, plugging in numbers for a typical 10-
digit LED matrix-driven display illustrates the point. In 
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such a system, F = 1I10, L0 0 = 500 fL, Lu is negligibly 
small, and LaS = 30 fL. Then for G = 1, Cerr = 2.67 ; 
orG = 0.5 ,Cecc = 4.3, andforG = 0.1 , Ceff = 17.7. 

These increases in contrast come at the expense of 
luminance, which in this example decreases from 50 fL 
for G = 1 to 5 fL for G = 0.1 , since output luminance 
is Lo0 FG. Sacrificing luminance for increased contrast is 
generally desirable, however, because in low-light envi
ronments, display brightness is not needed, while in 
brighter surroundings, there is usually still sufficient 
contrast for the display to be read. 

The use of a colored filter that matches the 
wavelength of the display element output can be even 
more effective than the neutral filter. A typical red filter 
matched to a red GaAsP LED, for example, can increase 
contrast by as much as tenfold without attenuating the 
desired output by more than 30%. 

Depending on the application and the environment, 
circular polarizers and other types of filters may also 
dramatically attenuate light reflected from the display 
device and impose a relatively small penalty on the de
vice output. For devices such as some liquid-crystal dis
plays that operate by modulating ambient light, per
formance cannot be improved by neutral filters , since 
these will attenuate both useful and undesired light by 
the same amount. 

Many light-modulating displays exhibit persistence, a 
sometimes desirable characteristic that has the effect of 
making the duty factor larger than the ratio of excita
tion time to frame time. 

To illustrate the effect of persistence, consider a dis
play with element contrast of 10 and a duty factor of 1/.i. 
If the element turns on rapidly but turns off slowly, so 
that once energized, it remains on for 3/.i of the frame 
time, the effective duty factor is 3A. In such a display, the 
effective contrast will be improved from 31/.i to 73/.i. This 
is one of the reasons that some liquid-crystal devices 
can be multiplexed effectively, despite their lower con
trast. The slow response of the liquid crystal , however, 
may be unacceptable in some applications. 

Keeping off-elements off 

A second fundamental limitation of matrix-drive sys
tems-the unwanted energizing of unselected segments 
because of parasitic currents in the matrix-is illustrated 
by the three-digit display in Fig. 4a. Each digit in the 
example consists of gas-discharge elements, arranged in 
seven segments. The same array is redrawn in Fig. 4b to 
show more clearly the matrix arrangement. 

If a single segment of the second digit is energized (as 
shown in Fig. Sa for the display of a minus sign), a full 
100 volts appears across the desired segment. 2·3 In this 
case, the signal path is from segment-driver g to digit
driver 2. 

However, a substantial fraction of this voltage can 
appear across the g segments of digits 1 and 3, as well as 
across all the other segments of digit 2. Depending on 
source impedances and current-sinking capabilities of 
the drive circuits, unselected segments may be lit. The 
problem of turning on unwanted segments gets worse as 

g (+50 V) 2 (- 50 V) a (50 V) 2 (- 50 V) 

b (50 V) 

c (50 V) 

d (50 V) 

e (50 V) 

f (50 V) 

(a) ( b ) 

5. Sneaky currents. Parasitic currents within a display matrix must not inadvertently turn on unselected segments. In case (a). whe re only 
segment g of digit 2 is biased on , a total of 100 volts is placed between nodes g and 2. All other nodes are driven at 0.0 V. Since most gas
discharge segments start to turn on at about 80 V, no other segment will light up. However, if two segments are driven on (as for displaying 
the number 1) some of the unselected segment driver outputs may begin to rise above 0 V. This problem becomes most severe when all but 
one segment is biased on (as for displaying a zero, shown in b). 
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DRIVE VOLTAGE 

6. Ideal matrix device. Ideal element for matrix displays is highly 
nonlinear ( there is no light output when biased below a given thresh

old) when forward-b iased , and it emits no light when reverse-biased. 

more selected segments are biased on, and it is worst 
when all but one segment are biased on (as for display
ing a 0 in 5b) . Here, parasitic currents from six segments 
converge on nodes 1 and 3. If not adequately clamped 
to 0 volts, segment g of digit 2 could be turned on. To 
keep this unselected segment from turning on, it is 
therefore necessary to provide a low impedance with 
adequate current-sinking capability at the digit-drivers 
so that they are clamped to 0 v . 

On the other hand, segment-drivers should generally 
have high output impedances. This makes the drivers 
look like constant-current sources to the segment ele
ments, and it gives uniform illumination from each 
diode in the display. 

The matrix arrangement will work only if each dis
play element is nonlinear and has a well-defined thresh
old, as shown in Fig. 6. Even if the digit drivers in Fig. 
Sb have zero impedance, half the applied voltage will 
appear across all segments, except g of digits 1 and 3. If 
half the applied voltage is below the knee of the curve 
in Fig. 6, there will be no output, but if the knee of the 
input-output curve is not well-defined, the unselected 
segments will begin to light up. 

Choosing the best element 

For display devices that do not have sharp thresholds, 
nonlinear elements can be inserted in series (such as 
diodes in series with incandescent filaments). Or for dy
namic-scattering nematic liquid crystals, two-frequency 
operation can be used.4•5•6 The amount of softness of 
the knee that can be tolerated depends on the number 
of digits in the matrix and the contrast required. Be
cause of the additional display elements needed, the 
nonlinearity requirement is generally more rigorous for 
dot-matrix digits than for seven-segment digits. 

Typical characteristics of the more common display 
elements are compared in the table. The quantities pro
vided are intended only to give general comparisons of 
today's performance. Detailed data must, of course, be 
obtained from each manufacturer's product specifica
tion sheets. 

The over-all attractiveness of the LED for matrix dis
plays is readily apparent in the table. In addition to 
having excellent input-output curves, LEDs can be 
switched in about 1 microsecond, and they have excel
lent luminance. Their efficiencies are low, however, and 
their deep red output is difficult for some people to see. 
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TABLE : LEADING DISPLAY ELEMENT CANDIDATES WITH 
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS MOST AFF~CTING 

DRIVE·CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION 

Relative Typical switching time Device type brightness/ 
contrast On Off 

Light· Good to emitting excell ent 1 ns 1 ns 
diode 

Gas· 
disc harge Excellent 5- 10 µs lOO µs 
tube 

Thin-film 
electro· Exce ll ent 100 µs 1 µs 
lumi nesce nt 

Li quid Fair to 5 to 10 to 
crysta l good 10 ms 20 ms 

Incandescen t Excelle nt 15 ms 20 ms 

Vacuu m 
fluorescent Go od 5 µ s 50 µ s 

*Curves normalized to typical full·scale light output (Y·axis) and 
to drive excitation magnitu de (X-axis) 

lnput·output 
curve* 

I L 
0 

\ I L 
0 

Pu lsed LL 
excutation 

0 

Alternating LL 
current 
exc itat ion 

0 

Gas-discharge devices also lend themselves to matrix 
displays, while liquid crystals, with their more linear in
put-output curve and their dependence on ambient 
light, have thus far been primarily limited to use with 
parallel-type drive systems. 

Incandescent elements have been used in multiplexed 
displays of two to four digits, but difficulties in obtain
ing the higher peak power required in displays with 
more than about four digits have so far tended to in
hibit their use in larger displays. 

There are also a few less-well-known candidates for 
use in matrix displays. Fluorescent displays have been 
used successfully in multidigit matrix-type displays, es
pecially where small size has been a requirement. Also, 
electroluminescent displays, while requiring a high-volt
age ac drive, are capable of excellent contrast. D 
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There are dozens of ways rotary switches 
can meet the needs of standardization. 
Their flexibility is often 
overlooked. Now, Centralab 
offers 12 series of 11/2 " 
diameter miniature and 1" 
subminiature types with 
standard options to 
optimize your design. 

Today many designers are specify
ing rotary switches to meet their 
needs for small size in miniaturized 
applications. And Centralab is help
ing them achieve extraordinary de
sign freedom with its 12 series of 
standard 11h" miniature and l" sub
miniature switches and an almost 
endless choice of standard options. 

What kind of design flexibility can 
you expect? Power handling capa
bility is one. The l" subminiature 
switches are designed for current 
carrying capacities of 7 and 9 amps; 
the l1h" miniature provides for 9 
and 12 amps. Resistive load ratings 
for subminiatures range from .170 
to .335 amps @115 VAC; for minia
tures, .230 to .450 amps @115 VAC. 

Three index types are standard -
flat spring, single ball hill and valley 
or the unique dual-ball side thrust. 
The dual-ball detent features field 
adjustable torque, for best "feel." 
Switches having multiple switching 
decks can be adjusted for uniform 
torque. 

Three standard index styles provide positive 
switch action with good torque and feel. 

Circle 1 00 on reader service card 

Centralab is helping design engineers meet the needs of standardization and miniaturization 
with this complete line of rotary switches. Options include PC terminations with clips mounted 
either to the front or rear of index. 

Centralab offers you a big choice 
in providing the number of positions 
and index angles to meet the switch
ing requirements of your circuit. 
More than 27 different options are 
available for switches with 4 to 24 
positions in fixed or adjustable stop 
models. With the latter, you can 
easily change stops without dis
assembly of the switch or removal 
of stop tabs. Switches can be fur
nished with index angles of 15°, 30°, 
36°, 45 °, 60°, 90° or 120° . 

Design freedom is expanded by 
the many styles of contact switch 
sections and the wide variety of sec
tion materials. Choose from four 
standard types of insulation - dial
lyl phthalate, for highest insulation 
resistance, phenolic, ceramic and 
glass epoxy or silicone. Four termi-

nals and rotor contact styles in 
brass, coin silver or optional high 
temperature alloys help meet desired 
contact ratings. And, Centralab sup
plies l" and l1h" switches with PC 
board and plug-in terminals. 

Sophisticated designers appreci
ate the extraordinary design versa
tility of these Centralab rotary 
switches in the way they accept add
on components. Most can be fur
nished with an A/Cline switch, po
tentiometer or push button switch. 

Availability? There's flexibility 
there too. You can get immediate de
livery on custom assembled switches 
from your Centralab Selectashaft TM 

Distributor or standard types from 
any Centralab Industrial Distribu
tor. For design application help, 
write for Centralab Bulletin 1101S. 

\.....·~ 



Two thick film 
hybrid systems. 
PEC and MEC. 
Centralab offers the flexibil
ity to design and fabricate 
thick film modules to fit vir
tually any application and 
cost parameter. 

Low-cost silver/ carbon or <€S> 
systems for consumer applica
tions: 

• Resistor Range ........ 10 ohms to 10 megohms 
•Resistor Tolerance .. ± 103 preferred minimum 

• Ratio Matching .... ........... ± 53 minimum 
• Capacitor Types .......... Ceramic and tantalum 

•Active Devices .. .. . .. Diodes, transistors & IC's 

•Operating Temp. Range .... - 55° C to + 85° C 

Noble metal/cermet or MEC 
systems for commercial and in
dust rial uses: 

•Resistor Range ... . ...... 3 ohms to 3 megohms 
•Resistor Tolerance ... ... ...... ±.53 minimum 

•Ratio Matching ............... ± 13 minimum 

• Capacitor Types .... .. .... Ceramic and tantalum 
•Active Devices ... . ... Oiodes, transistors & IC's 

•Operating Temp. Range ... - 55° Cto + 150° C 

For more information 
write A. R. Wartchow, 
Marketing Manager, 
Electroceramic Products. 
Or ask for Centralab Bul
letin No. 1429H. 

Circle 188 on reader service card 

Centralab 
cgJ®[[spe~ow®g 

Push button 
switches. 
Now in 

5 spacing 
options. 

lOmm 

12.5mm 

15mm 

17.5mm 

20mm 

Center-to-center push button 
module spacings of 10, 12.5, 
15, 17.5 and 20 mm are now 
available standards from 
Centralab. This, plus a choice 
of 2 to 8 pole switching func
tions, coupling arrangements 
and 26 standard button styles 
in 18 colors present added 
dimensions of design flexibil
ity. Other features : 
• Optional epoxy sealed 

terminals 
• Interlock/lockout variations 
• Lighted push button options 
• Modular LINE SWITCH 

(mounts in any station) 

Write Cen trala b for 
push but ton switch* 
Bulletin No. ELC2. 

0 lsostat I icensed 

Circle 189 on reader service card 

Centralab 
cgJ®[[spe~ow®g 

EMl/RFI FILTERS 
FROM 

USCC/CENTRALAB 

Now . . . the broadest line 
of filters ever available from 
USCC - from precise, 
miniature ceramics, through 
general purpose filters to 
specific application "tailor
ed" types. 

Our ceramic line starts 
off with the 1000 and 2000 
Series Pi, L and T section 
low pass filters. The 3000 
and 9000 Series "screw-body 
type" offer up to 500 VDC 
in Pi, L and multi-section 
units. 

The General Purpose 5000 
Series utilize paper and film 
type capacitors. They are 
available in 200, 400 and 
600 VDC and 115, 250 V AC, 
0-400 Hz ratings. Specifi
cally designed for electronic 
data processing units and 
systems, USCC's new 8000 
series are available in tubu
lar, rectangular and "bath
tub" styles. 

Whether your application 
is suppression of noise inter
ference in auto ignition sys
tems, improving the quality 
of phone lines, or suppres
sion of nuclear pulses 
(EMP ) WE HAVE A 
FILTER FOR YOU. 

Write USCC for complete 
EMl/RFI Filter catalog. 
USCC I Centralab 
2151 N . Lincoln Street 
Burbank, California 91504 

Circle 190 on reader service card 



Designer's casebook _________ _ 

Voltage-to-current converter 
for process-control systems 
by Harry L. Trietley, Jr. 
Taylor Instrument Process Control Div., Sybron Corp., Rochester, N. Y. 

To avoid damage to process-control instruments, such 
as controllers and chart recorders, the maximum value 
of the signal current that drives these devices must be 
limited. This signal current, which corresponds to a con
trol signal voltage, can become too large if the control
signal voltage exceeds its normal range or if some other 
abnormal condition occurs. 

Without requiring a series output resistance, the volt
age-to-current converter in the diagram limits output 
current to between 24 and 40 milliamperes, a safe range 
for much process-control instrumentation. The circuit 
converts an input signal of 0 to l volt to a current of 4 to 
20 mA for driving a load ofO to 1,300 ohms. 

Under normal operating conditions, the zener diode 
does not conduct. The amplifier and transistors Qi and 

Q2 perform as an operational amplifier, the output of 
which is at the emitter of transistor Qz. With the resist
ance values shown, the circuit has a gain of l . Resistors 
Ri, R2 , and R,, form an offset zero adjustment, while re
sistor~ provides precision gain adjustment. 

The output current, louT, equals the sum of the cur
rents in resistors R.5 and ~. regardless of the size of the 
output load. Since resistor R.5 is much larger than re
sistor~. the output voltage (EoUT), which ranges from 
1/.i to l V.. v, produces a current of 4 to 20 IDA. 

Integrated op amps, such as the National Semicon
ductor LM 10 l used here, are internally limited to out
put currents of about 25 mA. When the converter's out
put reaches the zener's voltage, the zener will conduct, 
grounding the amplifier's output current and clamping 
the converter's output voltage to a nominal level of 3 v 
± 10%. The output voltage is actually limited to between 
1.5 and 2.5 v because of the base-emitter voltage drops 
of transistors Qi and Q2 • The output current is then lim
ited to a maximum value of between 24 and 40 mA. 

If the value of resistor ~ is lowered to 25 ohms, the 
output current range becomes 10 to 50 mA, with limit
ing occurring between 60 and 100 mA. Other outputs, 
gains, or current limits can also be realized. D 

Instrument Interface. Circuit converts control signal voltages to signal currents for driving process-control instruments, such as chart 
recorders. For the components values shown, this converter limits output current to between 24 and 40 milliamperes to protect the instru
ments from excessive driving currents due to out-of-range control voltages. The zener diode limits output voltage to 1.5-2 .5 volts. 
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Data averager for panel meter 
operates from meter's clock 
by George Mitchell and Richard D. Spencer 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 

In many scientific applications, measurements made 
with a digital voltmeter require time-averaging to re
duce the measurement uncertainty of a noisy signal. A 
simple averaging circuit can be easily added to a digital 
panel meter for summing independent measurements 
so that the uncertainty of the data is reduced. 

The averaging circuit shown here causes the DPM to 
sum l 0 or l 00 measurements (depending on switch po
sition), thereby reducing data uncertainty by a factor of 
3.2 or 10, respectively. Although this circuit is intended 
for an Electro-Numerics' model 305 4Y2-digit ratio panel 
meter, it can be readily adapted to any DPM that uses a 
dual-slope converter. 

The circuit, which is activated with an initiate pulse 
(trace A in the figure), takes advantage of the clock 

pulse train (trace C) from the DPM's dual-slope con
verter. The clock train is transmitted during the integra
tion period (trace B) of the analog signal and reference 
inputs. The count-up pulse (trace D ) corresponds to the 
fixed integration time of the analog signal input. 

NAND gates G 1 and G2 use the count-up pulse to gate 
the clock output of the DPM's dual-slope converter so 
that the input to either decade counter l or 2 (trace E) is 
directly proportional to the ratio (in this case) of the 
analog inputs. As can be seen, counters l and 2 are 
scalers of 10 and 100, respectively, for the gated clock 
pulse train. Counters 3 through 7 form the decimal ac
cumulator, and counters 8 and 9 are tally registers that 
inhibit averaging of data past the required number of 
samples (10 or 100). 

The averaging circuitry is synchronized to the DPM's 
converter cycle by the two flip-flops and three NAND 
gates. Grounding the initiate line clears the tally regis
ters and scalers, as well as the accumulator, and initiates 
the accumulation of a new average. The average, or 
scaled, output is displayed by light-emitting-diode read
outs that have their own decoder/ drivers. The binary
coded decimal output of the accumulator may also be 
used to transfer data directly to a printer or computer. O 

Averaging out noise. Measurement uncertainty of noisy signals is reduced by time-averaging circuit for digital panel meter. The circuit, 
which runs from clock of DPM 's dual-slope converter, sums 1 Oto 100 measurements. reducing data uncertainty by 3.2 or 1 O. Counters 1 

and 2 are the scalers, counters 3 through 7 make up the accumulator, and counters 8 and 9 are the tally registers. 
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Binary rf phase modulator 
switches in 3 nanoseconds 
by Roland J. Turner 
AEL Communications Corp., Lansdale, Pa. 

By employing a diode-steered current source, binary rf 
phase modulation is accomplished by translating tran
sistor-transistor-logic levels to a bidirectional current 
drive in less than 3 nanoseconds. The rf modulator is in
tended to provide phase coding and correlation in jam
ming-resistant radar and secure communication links, 
where transmission and reception are essential in a hos
tile environment. 

The binary (0° and 180°) phase modulation is ef
fected by switching Schottky diodes in a ring modulator 
at high video/i-f rates. These high data rates require 
TIL signal levels to be translated to a ±15-milliampere 
current drive for the ring modulator in extremely short 
time intervals. The complete binary rf phase modulator 
consists of the video driver (a), which employs stripline 
techniques, and the ring modulator (b). 

When the input logic level to the video driver is at -5 
volts, transistor Qi is off, diode Di is on, and diode D2 is 
off. This forces current source Q2 to deliver 15 mA to the 
ring modulator. When the input logic level increases 
positively from - 5 v to 0 v, transistor Qi turns on, re
verse-biasing diode Di so that this device turns off. 

Diode D2 now turns on, and current source Q3 forces 15 
mA to be drawn from the video port of the ring modu
lator. The i-f/rf signal phase is then shifted by 180° as it 
passes through the ring modulator. 

This binary phase modulation is accomplished in 
only 3 ns because the current sources can force rapid 
charging of any circuit capacitance. Also, load-circuit 
switching is forced by impressing a large negative or 
positive voltage on diode D1 . Since D1's switching volt
age transition is low relative to the drive voltages, 
switching can be done in a small time interval. (Current 
sources Q2 and Q3 are temperature-stabilized by diodes 
D3 and D4.) 

The switching current from the video driver is ap
plied to the video port of the ring modulator. When the 
driver supplies current (+I) to the video port, Schottky 
diodes D5 and D6 conduct, and the output phase is 180°. 
When the driver sinks current (-1) from the video port, 
Schottky diodes D7 and D8 are forced to conduct, and 
the output phase is 0°. 

This switching technique is quite useful in applying 
coded rf phase modulation to an interrogating radar or 
in applying secure modulation to a secure communi
cation link. The system then becomes very difficult to 
jam since correlation reception at the receiver enhances 
detection and suppresses the effects of noise, whether 
the noise source is Johnson noise or intentional noise 
jamming. D 

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original 
and unpublished circuit ideas and sclutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thor
oughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose . We'll pay $50 for each item published. 

Reversing phase at radio frequencies. Phase modulator switches phase of rf signals between o· and 1 ao·. Video driver (a) translates TTL 
inputs to bidirectional switching current for Schottky-diode ring modulator (b) in under 3 nanoseconds. The driver employs diode-steered 
current sources (transistors 0 2 and 0 3) to supply or sink 15 milliamperes for the video port of the ring modulator. 
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Since 1962, Siliconix has evolved FET technology and applied it to 
a complete line of singles, duals, arrays, and ICs. So what's new? 

Switch 10 MHz Signals with 
better than 60 dB OFF Isolation 

The Siliconix DG181-DG191 family 
of FET switch/IC drivers is well
suited for processing high-frequency 
signals, and is directly compatible 
with most computer logic. FET 
switch/monolithic driver 
combinations are available in SPST, 
SPOT, or DPST functions. 
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DG181-DG191 Functional Diagrams 

The key to this exceptional performance is 

Features include: 
• Constant ON resistance with signals to 

± 10 V and 100 MHz 
• 60 dB OFF isolation at 10 MHz with 

75 n load 
• t on and t orr= 150 ns typical 
• 1 nA max (100 pA typical) leakage from 

signal channel in either ON or OFF state . 
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Switch OFF Isolation vs Frequency -DG 181 

the Siliconix concept of monolithic driver 
design, with careful attention to critical details 
such as low driver output impedance . 
DGI81-DG191 driver (switch OFF) resistance 

to ground is only 2000, providing good a-c 
by-pass on the FET switch gate. Contrast 
this with other driver circuits with impedances 
as high as 26 M!l, which adversely affect 
isolation characteristics . 

The DG 181-DG 191 series of FET analog switches is an ideal solution to most 
switching problems. If your case is unique-and whose isn ' t-our applications 

people are eager to help. For complete information 

write for data 
Applications Engineering (408) 246-8000, Ext. 501 

Siliconix incorporated 
2201 Laurelwood Road , Santa Clara, California 95054 
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Product development profile 

The Intel 1103: 
The MOS memory 
that defied cores 
A young company banked on a 
silicon-gate p-channel dynamic MOS 
random-access memory to replace 
cores in mainframes: a Honeywell 
team aided in the design , which 
has become an industry standard 

by George Sideris , San Francisco bureau manager 

D Next month, Intel Corp. will start reducing produc
tion of the 1103 random-access memory and phase in 
an easier-to-use replacement, the l 103A. The new chip, 
which can be slipped directly into 1103 sockets, has sim
pler timing procedures and higher speed, and it is TTL
com patible. When the original 1103 design is retired in 
a year or so, the frontier days of solid-state memory de
velopment will end. But the trends set by the 1103 in 
1970 will probably continue through the decade. 

The 1103 showed that dynamic MOS RAMs could com
pete with cores in the computer mainframe and periph
erals markets. It firmly established semiconductor
memory organization in multiples of 1,024 bits. And it 
made silicon-gate MOS the dominant process technology 
throughout the world of non-IBM memories. Few con
tenders for the market created by the 1103 depart radi
cally from that concept. 

Fairchild's 709 amplifier and Texas Instruments' 7400 
TTL gate, two other landmark circuits, have been used 
by more engineers than the 1103. However, Intel's RAM 
is unquestionably the greatest economic success. Intel's 
second-source list reads like a "Who's Who in the Semi
conductor Industry." 

Costs drop 

Since the 1103 was introduced at $60, cost and vol
ume curves have quickly intersected like two parabolas. 
This year, 6 million 1103s will be shipped at an average 
price of $4-0.4~ a bit- estimates A.C. "Mike" Mark
kula , Intel's sales manager. 

True, 6 gigabits is small, compared with core vol
umes. But huge numbers of solid-state RAMs will be 
used in new computers. Moreover, 4,096-bit versions of 
the silicon-gate dynamic RAM built with a high-density 
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n-channel cell structure-costing still less per bit- are al
ready being aimed at that market. And with the 1103-
type RAM, megabyte solid-state add-on memories are 
becoming commonplace in the IBM System/370 periph
eral market. 

Perhaps the l 103's true measure is that system de
signers have been willing to struggle with its idiosyncra
cies for months at a time because it is economical. 
"They hate it, but they use it,' ' Markkula jokes. Others 
have used more pungent phrases to describe the 1103 . 
But whatever phrase is used, the fact is the 1103 was the 
first widely used device that put 1,024 bits of memory 
on a chip in a form that was economical for the user. 

The Intel and Honeywell Inc. , design teams who de
veloped it accepted the system design difficulties in or
der to cram 1,024 bits on a manufacturable chip. Tim
ing with the 1103 is difficult because it requires 
overlapping cycles that are timed to narrow windows. 
However, the quirks will be retired with the 1103, Intel 
promises. 

Early explorations 

In 1968, when Intel was spun out of Fairchild Semi
conductor, it was widely predicted that semiconductor 
memories would find a $500 million market in the 1970s 
and perhaps a $2 billion market in the 1980s. Robert 
Noyce, formerly Fairchild's general manager, and Gor
don Moore, who was engineering manager and R&D di
rector at Fairchild, started Intel with that market as 
their goal. 

However, a review of memory technology convinced 
them that none of the then-popular concepts could 
catch up quickly with the falling cost curve of core 
memories. They decided to pursue Schottky TTL for a 
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quick entry into the small, high-speed memory market 
and silicon-gate MOS for the longer haul into the main
frame market. 

The silicon-gate technology was then developmental. 
The first definitive paper was published in 1968 by Bell 
Telephone Laboratories researchers, but some of Intel's 
founders had begun their silicon-gate work in 1967 at 
Fairchild. Fairchild's initial silicon-gate product was a 
multiplexer, though [Electronics , Sept. 15, 1969, p. 67]. 

Noyce and Moore, already contemplating 1,024-bit 
RAMs, foresaw silicon-gate MOS as the most likely solu
tion to chip-density and yield problems. In addition, the 
silicon gate's low threshold voltage offers high speed 
and can be made bipolar-compatible. 

Intel's MOS staff cut its teeth on silicon-gate design 
with the 1101 , a 256-bit static RAM introduced in 1969. 
Initial yields of good chips were pleasantly high- 10% or 
better, compared with an anticipated range of2% to 5%. 
Metal-gate yields were then running around 5%. 

The 1101 was a significant advance. It could be oper
ated directly by system logic because it had TTL-com
patible address decoders and sense amplifiers on the 
chip. Low logic overhead made it useful in small sys
tems, but the complex static cell structure (Fig. la) 
made the 1101 too slow and costly for mainframe 
memories. 

A new trail 

Static RAMs were the style in 1968. In the proceedings 
of the 1968 Fall Joint Computer Conference, for ex
ample, the only paper that discussed solid-state memo
ries covered static RAMs. The author, W. B. Sander, of 
Fairchild, accurately predicted: "Both (bipolar and 
MOS) will be developed, and the final edge of one over 
the other will require some dramatic development in 
one of the technologies." 

At Intel, M. E. "Ted" Hoff Jr., a young Ph.D. from 
Stanford University, devised a simple dynamic storage 
cell. It needed only three transistors, compared with the 
conventional four (Fig. 1 b). More importantly, the in
traconnections, which in conventional cells occupied 
more room than the transistors, were sharply reduced. 

Since the cell promised three to four times the density 
of a static design, Noyce, and Moore started a team de
veloping dynamic RAMs. Leslie Vadasz, Joel Karp, and 
Hoff were assigned to design circuits with variations of 
the cell. (Vadasz, the team leader, is now Intel's engi
neering manager, Hoff is applications research man
ager, and Karp, long a mainstay in Intel's design staff, 
has recently joined lntersil Inc.) 

They worked mostly on three versions : 1102, 1103 , 
and 1104. The 1102 (Fig. le) and 1103 (Fig. ld) were 
1,024-bit designs (Fig. 2 is the chip diagram) that could 
be paralleled to form 1,024 words with any number of 
bits per word. The 1104, a 512-bit device, was soon re
jected as not cost-competitive (it was later produced ex
perimentally to test n-channel processes). 

At first, the 1102 was deemed the most promising de
sign. Hoff wrote an article about it [Electronics, Aug. 3, 
1970, p. 69]. Karp and William R"egitz, then a Honey
well engineer, described it in a paper at the 1970 Inter
national Solid State Circuits Conference. But at the con
clusion of system trials in 1970, the 1103 got the nod. 
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Another bullet that had to be bitten during the con
ceptual design stage was the fact that, unlike static 
RAMs, dynamic operation would raise system overhead 
and design costs. However, core memories also have 

The RAMs to come 

The Intel Corp. 1103 merely blazed the trail to main
frame computer memories. Coming closely behind are 
several more efficient MOS random-access devices 
that are larger by multiples of 1 ,024 bits. Two with 
quadrupled capacity are already nearing production. 

Microsystems International Ltd. , on its own, has en
larged the 1103 to 4,096 bits with n-channel· sub
strates , doubling the chip size . And Intel has started 
pilot-line production of an n-channel 4,096-bit RAM . 
Conceptually , this RAM is similar to the 1103A, retain
ing a three-transistor cell and si ngle-clock operation. 
However , the n-channel design is TTL-compatible and 
has an on-chip sense amplifier-features that will en
able it to go further than the 1103A in reducing 
memory overhead . 

The n-channel design makes it only about 50% 
larger than the 1103. Its chip measures 137 by 164 
mils , compared with the 11 03 's 11 3 by 139 mils. The 
chips will probably cost about four times as much as 
the 11 03 to manufacture , but the overhead reduction 
will make them less costly at the systems level (a rule 
of thumb is that, once a chip reaches 100 mils on a 
side, each 15% increase in area approximately 
doubles processing cost.) 

Intel will introduce a medium-speed version of the 
4,096-bi t RAM this summer, following up with a high
speed version later in the year. Whether or not these, 
too, will become industry standards is still moot . This 
time, memory-system designers wil l have a choice of 
many RAMs. But each one builds on the basic 1103 
concept-a simple dynamic cell. 

Undoubted orlglnals. Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore , founders 

of Intel, join in admiring some of the first 1103s produced . 
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1. Shrinking cells. Static cell used by Intel in 1101 RAM was too slow and costly for mainframe memories (a). Leapfrogging conventional 
dynamic ce ll designs (b), the 1102 and 1103 1,024-bit RAMs contained three-transistor cells (c and d). Though smaller in area because it 

had one select line, the 1102 cell was rejected in favor of the easier-to-make 11 03 design. 

high overhead costs- divided among many bits. The 
team went fo r broke. 

To increase speed, the team opted for large logic 
swings in hopes of winning additional cost-performance 
tradeoffs in the inevitable comparison with cores. The 
decisions were to require multiple clocks (Fig. 3), pow
erful drivers, level shifters, sense amplifiers, timing and 
control subsystems, and other support circuitry shown 
inFig.4. 

The dynamic design promised brutal noise levels and 
noise-related problems in system control, timing, and 
sense circuits. Heavy capacitive loads would have to be 
driven at rates around 1 volt per nanosecond, assuring 
large current surges in the printed-circuit traces. Then, 
there were such complications as cell-refresh and vola
tility (loss of data) to be considered. 

The 1103 requires three clocks with carefully timed 
overlays: precharge, cenable (chip-enable) and write. 
Precharge was not really an innovation, Vadasz re
marks. Precharge and cenable are comparable to an 
MOS shift register's 01 and °'2 clocks-one charges up the 
MOS capacitances so that the nodes can be discharged 
very rapidly or not be discharged in the following logic 
operation. 

Of more lasting importance, Vadasz thinks, is a tech
nique of building into the MOS transistors varactor 
diodes that bootstrap the logic levels. Once Intel's secret 
method of speeding up decoders, varactor bootstrap
ping is periodically rediscovered, he notes. 

110 

Uncertain whether or not the designs would work 
well in a memory system and reluctant to choose be
tween the 1102 and 1103 arbitrarily, Noyce and Moore 
sought the opinions of potential customers. Here the 
risk that industry gossips might cause damage by broad
casting the design ideas was less immediate than the 
risk of expending large amounts of time and money on 
a design that might fail. 

A new partner 

Honeywell's interest in developing a standard prod
uct to compete with cores coincided with Intel's. If ei
ther the 1102 or 1103 evolved into an industry standard, 
Honeywell would be assured a supply of low-cost com
ponents. Other semiconductor manufacturers would 
surely second-source any circuit chosen by major com
puter manufacturers. 

Honeywell assigned to the project a group at the com
puter plant in Framingham, Mass. William Jordan was 
group leader, William Regitz the principal components 
designer, and Henry Bodio the systems engineer (Regitz 
went to Intel as manager of MOS-memory engineering 
in 1971 , then Jordan became manager of Intel's new 
Systems division, and Bodio joined the division as engi
neering manager). 

In effect, Jordan's group acted as the non-IBM-com
puter industry's semiconductor-memory steering com
mittee. They helped Vadasz' team firm up timing speci
fications, skew tolerances, control configurations, and a 
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2. Chip block. Outline of the 1103 chip is identical with the 11 03A, except for the latter's elim ination of precharge. 

host of other system design aspects during 1969 and 
1970. 

But the 1102 and 1103 were largely paper designs 
when the work started, Jordan recalls. "We worked 
right along with Vadasz's group." First, they assembled 
16-bit prototype cell arrays. When those were de
bugged, 1,024-bit arrays were prepared. Finally, pro
totype systems were assembled. 

As the quirks became known, they were compensated 
for by changes in chip or system design. For instance, 
certain address sequences that "bombed out" stored 
data forced chip changes. Timings sensitive to process 
or temperature variables might be compensated on the 
chip and in the system logic. The 1103 is sensitive to 
certain system operating conditions, involving, among 
other things, certain combinations of line-charging 
rates, addressing patterns, and timing patterns. Deter
mining how to avoid these problems through system de
sign took much of the group's time. 

At Intel, thousands of chips were "wrung out." 
Known also as characterization, wringing-out means 
that chips, produced in batches under varying process
ing conditions, are tested under every conceivable com
bination of operating conditions. One objective is to 
find out what process controls give the best yield to the 
customer's specifications-and in this case, the customer 
was to be the computer industry. Thousands of per
fo rmance curves were laboriously prepared. 

The showdown 

The 1102 emerged from development first. It was the 
more advanced concept and fitted on a smaller chip, 
which could eventually mean higher yields and lower 
cost. Early in 1970, Jordan presented Honeywell's engi
neering manager with an H516 minicomputer with an 
1102 memory instead of the standard core memory. 
Soon afterwards , the 1103 design was completed. 

"We chose the 1103 because it was the more con
servative," Vadasz reports. Jordan indicates that Hon
eywell decided to buy the 1103 because of fears that 
1102 might have yield problems that would impede sec-
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3. Cycle slowdowns. The 1103's complex tim ing diagram is now 
world-famous. This simplified version shows how system skews and 
tolerances add nearly 200 nanoseconds to the basic cycle time. 

and-sourcing (the 1103 has two operating voltages, 
while the 1102 cells operated at three voltage levels and 
required tighter tolerances). 

"We decided on the part with the highest confidence 
level," says Jordan. "Today, we would probably choose 
the 1102, but that is academic now. The whole key was 
to settle on a standard part in order to realize the eco
nomies of scale in high-volume production." 

The 1102 was also somewhat slower than the 1103. 
Was that a factor? No, says Jordan, because both were 
fast enough to compete with 18-mil and 20-rnil cores. 
Besides the speed difference became slight, once system 
delays and skews were added to basic operating times 
(see Fig. 4). 

Intel quickly established a second source. Micro
systems International Ltd. took a license. In return, In
tel helped MIL buy equipment and set up a plant, and 
Intel also supplied mask sets and taught MIL to make 
the 1103. In a short time, the Canadian company was 
more than a second source- MIL became Intel's chief 
competitor. 

Markkula says of companies that have copied the de
sign without the formalities of licensing, "I stopped 
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4. New standard. Retir ing tne venerable 1103 wi ll be this improved 

version. Called the 1103A, this improved version is faster , nL com

patible, and has simpler timing . 

counting at 18." They include Fairchild, Texas Instru
ments, Motorola, National Semiconductor, Signetics, 
General Instrument, Philips, and American Micro-sys
tems. 

Even though a number of small-systems manufac
turers adopted the 1103 quickly ($3.9 million worth of 
l 103s were sold in the latter part of 1970), bigger com
panies hung back to make evaluations and design stud
ies. Mainframe computer shipments started building up 
in mid-1972 . Among major systems containing 1103s, 
Markkula lists the Digital Equipment Corp. PDP l l / 45, 
Burroughs 7400, Texas Instruments Advanced Scientific 
Computer, Univac 9480, and the Honeywell 5800. Intel 
itself is penetrating the IBM market-Jordan's Systems 
division makes a 9-megabit add-on memory for IBM 
Systems/ 370-155 and 370-165. 

The 1103 has also generated a kind of sub-industry of 
producing special clock drivers, address latches, and 
other support circuits. These have helped bring over
head costs down to a small fraction of a cent per bit. 

Round two 

When the dust of development settled, Hoff wrote a 
28-page note to explain the operation of the 1103. It 
was sprinkled with warnings about operating conditions 
that could cause the 1103 to malfunction, and it recom
mended ways to solve those problems. 

To spare system designers further grief-and to make 
the 1103 more competitive-Intel began redesigning the 
1103 late in 1971. The result was the 1103A, scheduled 
for introduction in May of this year after only six 
months of wringing out and system trials. Among the 
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Circuit fixer. At Honeywell, William Regitz helped debug the 1103 
and built prototype array assemblies. 

changes cited by the designers are: 
• Precharge and critical timing problems are gone. 
• Sensitivity to process, temperature, and timing vari
ations is reduced. 
• Access time is almost halved in system operation. 
• Address buffers are on the chip. 
• Standby power is l /40th that of the 1103, and oper
ating power drops more rapidly with clock frequency. 
• The chip is smaller, promising higher yield and lower 
cost than the 1103 might achieve. 

But, Regitz stressed, the I 103A was developed as a 
direct "socket replacement" for the 1103. Existing sys
tem designs need not be changed because: 
• Package pinouts are the same (the precharge pin is 
not connected to the chip). 
• Cycle time is the same. 
• Cell design and refresh methods are the same. 
• Clock formats are the same (except that precharge 
can be removed). 

Regitz calls the l 103A a single-clock RAM. On the 
leading edge of cenable, one-shots and other chip de
lays take the place of an 1103 system's timing overlaps. 
The chip itself controls timing sequences. When the 
read pulse or write clock arrives, the chip is all set up for 
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Cell mate. Ted Hoff is credited with inventing the three-transistor 
cell that sparked the 1103 dynamic design. 

Happy Hungarian. Leslie vadasz, who was head 01 the 1103 design 
team , now manages all Intel engineering. 

Systems man. William Jordan led the Honeywell group that tried out 
early 1103 designs in computer memories. 

the operation. When cenable goes off, inverters on the 
chip keep the logic nodes charged (cells are refreshed as 
in the 1103, however). 

For the older chip, the address input had to be stabi
lized with latches throughout the cycle time. Now, in
puts are picked up by a buffer register on the chip. The 
buffers are isolated within 100 nanoseconds of the onset 
of cenable. After that, the addresses can vary without 
affecting decoding. 

A system with an 1103-type timing controller need 
not be redesigned. But if the cycle is tightened to reflect 
elimination of precharge, overlaps, and skew tolerances, 
access time will drop from about 450 to 250 ns and cycle 
time from about 675 to 650 ns, Regitz estimates. 

To conserve power in an 1103 system, precharge had 
to be decoded (addressed to selected memory segments) 
and unselected segments switched into a power-down 
mode. Not counting driver and control-logic dissipa
tions, power consumption averaged 300 mw per chip 
without precharge decoding and 100 mw with decoding. 

In operation, the 1103A consumes full power only 
during cenable transitions. The chip is driven through 
dynamic buffers that dissipate little de power. The on
chip logic is all made of low-power dynamic circuits 
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controlled by cenable. When cenable turns off, the chip 
drops into a low-power mode automatically. 

Even though the l 103A is more complex than the 
1103, the chip is smaller. Familiarity with silicon-gate 
processing allowed the designers to shrink the cells to 
1.8 square mils-exactly the same area as single-transis
tor cells that are proposed for 4,096-bit RAMS,Vadasz 
points out. 

He ruled out single-transistor cells since they require 
special sense amplifiers on the chip and would have 
made the l 103A incompatible with system designs 
based on the 1103. 

Regitz adds that the l 103A is more tolerant of pro
cessing and temperature ranges than the 1103 because 
of the on-chip timing controls. The timing circuits tracks 
better in monolithic form. "We wouldn't produce the 
l l03A-we'd stick with the 1103-if yields were not im
proved," he asserts. 

Although the 1103 is near retirement, Markkula 
doubts that it will fade away before 1980. The 1103 con
cept is not yet fully developed, he points out. But Intel's 
original goal of developing a standard RAM has merely 
been amended to one of providing a smooth transition 
from one standard part to the next. D 
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THE CMOS·MADE·EASY 
SEMINAR STRIKES AGAIN. 

A lot of water, not to mention technology, 
has gone under the bridge in the year
and-a-half or so since the industry's first 
CMOS seminar. 

It's about time for another one. 
A chance for you to get the full story 

on the latest in CMOS, plus the two-way 
interchange of an extended question-and
answer period. 

The seminars will be held at hotels 
in about a dozen leading cities across the 
country. And cities where we don't at the 
moment plan to hold a seminar will get 
one if enough of you express an interest 
in attending. (By happy coincidence there's 
a coupon in this ad designed for just that 
purpose.) 

Why's National doing all this? 
Because we've developed a terrific logic 

family, 54c/7 4c which we . believe has 
such an overwhelming com petitive 
advantage that it's destine to become 
the standard of the industry.""' 
But the trouble is, most de- " 
sign engineers aren't familiar 
enough with ,~ 
CMOS yet to design 
it into their systems. 
A seminar is the best 
way to tell them. 

Our CMOS 
whiz-kids. 

Bob Bennett, our 
marketing honcho on 
CMOS will lead the 
seminars, discuss the 
product and its 
advantages, and do his 
bird call imitations. 

Dale Mrazek and Steve 
Calebotta are our applications specialists. 

They'll talk about how CMOS can be 
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used, and field questions about CMOS 
applications. 

Come pick their brains. 
The world's very first CMOS 

Applications Contest. 
But Dale and Steve aren't going to stand up 
there and spiel off all the applications in the 
world. They don't know them. They can 
spark you with some examples, but we hope 
that communication of applications ideas will 
be a two-way affair. That the audience will 
also have some applications ideas of its own. 

In fact, we'll be making a contest out 
of it. For the best applications ideas received, 
either at the seminars or later by mail, 
there'll be lots of neat prizes. 

We haven't figured out yet what the 
prizes will be. But . some things being 
considered are a weekend date 
with Raquel Welch, a chest full 

1 (no pun intended) 
V of ancient Roman coins 
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• • worth a million dollars, and a parrot that Surpr1se quiz. 
speaks 14 lahguages. But who knows? How much power savings will 
We may end up settling for a box typically be realized when 
of popcorn and two tickets to a changing a system from TIL 
rerun of The Sound of Music. to cMos? 

Here's your homework. If you don't know, shame on 
you. Go back seven paragraphs. 

Here's a very basic primer on CMOS to help The 7400 design tricks and 
get you ready for the seminar. d I 

You may take notes. . applications you know an ove. 
CMOS dissipates low power. Typically, Finally, the National 54c/~ 4c line cons~sts 

the static power dissipation is 10 nw per of CMOS parts which are pm and functional 
gate, compared to a typical dissipation of one equivalents of many of ~e most popular 
mw for an LP T

2
L gate. A 100to1 power parts of the 7 400 TTL sen es.. . . 

savings will be realized when changing a The pin outs and functions are familiar 
system from LPTTL to CMOS, or 1000to1 to the design engineer be~use he's designed 
from standard TTL to CMOS. with the 7 400 for years. With CMOS he can 

CMOS has a propc:i.gation delay of 25 take full advantage of the learning curve he 
to 50 ns through a typical g~te. went through years ago because he al-

CMOS has a controlled nse and f~l . ready knows the 7 400 design tricks and 
time as oppo~ed to T2L satura!ed logic, which applications. . 
greatly simplifies system design. This is one of many important advan-

There's less noise generated. !he out- tages of our CMOS over the competitive CMOS. 
put current spiking caused by deVIces , • fl • 
switching logic state is only 2 to 3 mA by If you ve got 1t, aunt it. 
CMOS while bipolar approaches 20 to 40 And we've got it. 
mA. CMOS 54c/7 4c also has a higher noise In the past ten months we've introduced 
margin than 7 400 TIL: 1 volt instead of .5V. twenty-seven 54c/7 4c products, and another 

CMOS can operate over a large power 18 will be introduced by the end of 1973. 
supply range of 3 to 15 volts. This means that This makes a total of 45 54c/7 4c 
lower cost power supplies can be ~lor~d products that will be available to designers 
to the application and tight regulation is not this year. But complete systems can now 
necessary. be designed with the products we have now. 
It costs more, but it's cheaper. Your invitation. 

CMOS will show a systems cost savings Our distributors will be making many of the 
when the following facts are taken into ac- arrangements for the seminars, but if 
count: smaller power supply, less pow~r you'd like to be sure you're invited, mail us 
supply regulation, fewer bypass capac;itors, the coupon below. 
simpler design because of contro!le~ ns~ and See you there. 
fall time, and simplified power distnbution r--------------------------------~-------------~--~----1 

· · d d t b f lonr I o I think your CMOS seminar idea is D I think your wos semmar idea 1s I resulting Ill re uce cos ecause 0 'vv I tenific. I'd like to attend. Tell me when dumb/ tenific (ci r::Je one) and/but I I 
1 

d h don't want tole.an t attend but send me 1 nol.se and lonr current I an were. . 'd . further details about CMOS, including 
'vv 1 D I think your CMOS senunar 1 ea is data sheets and applications notes. I 1 di • t• duces I dumb but J'd ltke to attend anyway. ts owerpower ss1pa Ion re . D None,oftheabove. ln !S wordsorless ___ ____ _ 

costs by cutting down on fans and assoa ated _____ ________ _ 
cooling equipment. NAME ____________ _ 

COMPANY'-------------

NATIONAL. ADDRESS I 

CITY STATE ZIP I 
1 Mail to: National Semironductor Corporation, 2900 Semironductor Dri ve, Santa Clara, I 
I California 95051. __________ J 
L--------------------------------------------
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Overlaid memory simplifies programs, 
has hidden nooks for diagnostics 
Storing critical and special routines ir) a read-only memory protects 
them from harm , but individual words or routines can be altered if 
the read-only module overlays a conventional read-write memory 

by James F. Townsend , Honeywell Information Systems Inc., Billerica, Mass. 

0 Significant increases in computer software efficiency 
can be obtained by a new technique, called overlaying, 
that combines read-write and read-only memory. With 
this technique of overlaying read-o.nly onto read-write 
memory, the system designer can intermix the two types 
of memory on a word-by-word basis, and thus combine 
the flexibility of read-write memory in general-purpose 
applications with the reliability and permanency of 
read-only memory in dedicated applications at nearly 
the lowest addressable level. 

Standard routines stored in the ROMS can work with 
direct rather than indirect addresses, thereby saving 
much valuable read-write storage space. And since the 
routines are stored in ROMS, they are protected from ac
cidental alteration. The overlay can also store diagnostic 
and maintenance routines that are needed only occa
sionally. ROMs of as few as 265 words can be used in 
overlay, although the standard pluggable module is 
2,048 words. 

Overlaying is an improvement on the direct replace
ment of read-write modules by read-only modules, 
which has been used increasingly for the past several 
years in minicomputers for dedicated applications. In 
such computers, the program, once loaded into the 
memory, is likely to stay there indefinitely, so that put
ting the program in a read-only memory protects it 
from everything except the memory's physical destruc~ 
tion. In contrast, general-purpose computers load differ
ent programs, execute them, and dump, often once ev
ery few minutes. In the latter case, even a slight fault in 
hardware or software can create a program bug that 
leads to difficult problems. 

Programs in read-only memories, of course, can't be 
altered; they must be completely debugged before 
being committed to the read-only form. Making read
only and read-write memory modules interchangeable, 
therefore, facilitates program-debugging while protect
ing the perfected programs. 

But read-only modules usu 11lly come in clumps of 
1,000 or more words. This leaves the system designer 
with the choice of making his program fit economically 
into these big clumps, or living with the hazards of read
write memory in a dedicated application. If he chooses 
the former alternative, he may find that one of several 
read-only modules contains dozens or hundreds of 
unused locations or that a software routine is only a few 
words too large to fit into a single module, and it over-
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CONVENTIONAL 
MEMORY WITH ROM REPLACING 

ORGANIZATION READ-WRITE MEMORY 

AO DRESSES MODULE 
BOUNDARIES 

WITH ROM 
OVERLAY 

32.7 67 ..-----. ....----.- - - - ....--........ 

16,384 ----.----r-----1----t-----1 
1-

12,288 t-----1 

8,192 t-----1 

512 . o--
RESERVED FOR 
DEDICATED 
LOCATIONS USED 
IN INTERfWPTS, 
LOADING, ETC . 

2 
u.J 
:;; 
u.J 
u 
ct _, 
a.. 
u.J 
cc 
:;; 
0 
cc 

RESERVED FOR CR ITI CAL 
AND SPECIAL ROUTINES 

"' > 
ct _, 
cc 
u.J 
> 
0 
:;; 
0 
cc 

1. Three alternatives . Most software systems reserve certain por
tions of the main memory, usually with low addresses, for dedicated 
and critical tasks (left) ; remaining memory is available for the user. 

The critical routines, for protection , are often stored in read-only 
memories, but the ROM modules are large and must match main
memory module boundaries (center). However, when the ROM over
lays the main memory (right), critical routines, perhaps with alterable 
segments, can be freely scattered among read-write locations. 

flows into an adjacent read-write memory module. 
Now, with the overlay technique, the system designer 

is free to intermix read-only and read-write words 
whenever and wherever he likes. A dedicated program, 
after debugging, can go into the read-only memory, but 
it can still contain words here and there that can be al
tered; other routines that are properly kept in the read
write memory can include fixed instructions in their 
midst. Data bases and look-up tables can benefit in the 
same way. 

In the Honeywell System 700 central processor, the 
overlay technique improves software flexibility and 
power. Loaders and other critical routines are rendered 
immune to all disturbances-power transients, software 
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2. Overlay key. In this implementation , ROM module is 2,048 words, but the minimum ROM block is 256 words . To permit overlay by individ
ual words, an extra 2,048-bit overlay array (upper right) is added to the module , identifying each word as "valid " or " not valid ." 

errors, and improper operating procedures-that do not 
physically destroy the memory, but the read-write 
memory is still physically present (Fig. 1 ). 

Powerful but inefficient alternative 

Without the benefits of overlaid read-only memory, 
mixtures of fixed and alterable instructions require the 
programer to resort to indirect addressing. While under 
some circumstances, indirect addressing is a powerful 
programing tool, it can also be a nuisance and a source 
of program inefficiency. In a program, an instruction 
with a direct address consists of a command plus the ad
dress of the operand upon which that command is exe
cuted. When an indirect address is used, the address is 
not that of the operand, but of a word containing the 
address of the operand. 

Sometimes many levels of indirect addresses are nec
essary. When that happens, the instruction contains the 
command plus the address of a word containing the ad
dress of a word containing the address of a word; this 
sequence continues until the command eventually lo
cates its designated operand. 

A routine in a read-only memory may include an in
struction for an operand in a location that depends on 
the circumstances at the particular time the routine is 
executed. Obviously, the address of this operand must 
be alterable; without an overlay, the only way it can be 
altered is by keeping it outside the ROM and going to it 
from the instruction via an indirect address. 

Another advantage of the overlaid memory is that the 
read-write module can be brought into use, even when 
overlaid, for diagnostic and maintenance routines and 
other special operations that are performed only occa
sionally. 

The read-only memory modules are assembled from 
256-word by 4-bit bipolar ROMS. Since the word length 
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in the System 700 is 16 bits, four ROM packages oper
ating in parallel provide 256 words to overlay an 
equivalent number of read-write words. This is the min
imum block size of an overlaid memory; however, the 
ROM comes in modules of 2,048 words-that is, eight 
blocks or 32 IC packages (Fig. 2) . Partial modules of 
256, 512, or 1,024 words can be installed within any 
range of2,048 addresses that begins with 0, 2,048, 4,096, 
or any other multiple of 2,048. 

Pin-compatible 512-word-by-4-bit ROMS are being 
contemplated for use in the overlaying modules, al
though they are not yet available in that size. They 
would require only a mip.or modification of the control 
logic in the module and would double the module ca
pacity, decrease power dissipation per bit, and reduce 
the cost per bit. 

Either ROMS or PROMS 

Read-only memory can be installed in either masked 
or programable form. The latter is normally used dur
ing the prototype and debugging stages of a system de
sign, and the program is changed over to the masked 
form when volume of production and confidence in 
memory contents justify it. The programable ROMS are 
not alterable in the field at present, and they are not 
erasable. 

Since the read-write-memory module size is 4,096 
words, two read-only modules are required to overlay 
one read-write module. Each word in the read-write 
memory includes 18 bits, and the two extra bits are par
ity bits for the two bytes in the word. However, parity 
checking is an option in the System 700; when it is not 
installed, these extra bits remain unused. Read-only 
memory modules contain no parity bits. However, if the 
option is installed, parity is calculated on read-only
memory output, and the extra bit accompanies each 
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ROM CARD r------------------------1 

l ADDRESS READ-ONLY L OVERLAY : 

I DECODER ARRAY ARRAY I 
2,048 x 16 2,048 x 1 

L----------t-------------J 
,-- - - --- - -- -REWRITTDATA--·-+- - --1----- 1 

I 
.f ROM I 

VALID I 
..! ADDRESS READ-WRITE 
1 ...,.. DECODER ..... ARRAY I ADDRESS 

I 4.096 . 16 
1 

I ]. i I 
I WRITE DATA DATA REGI STER STROBE + ENABLE 

I I 
L------·~---~----- -+--------_J 

READ DATA 

MEMORY BUS 

3. Overlaid connections . Read-write memory is conventional in every respect (black). Data from overlaid read-only memory (colo r) enters 
data register and is copied back into read-wri te array. Ove rlay array identifies the ROM words for wh ich overlay occurs. 

byte to the memory bus and on to the system. 
In a normal memory cycle, lasting 775 nanoseconds 

and involving only a read-write word that has not been 
overlaid, the memory operates in the conventional way. 
Data is taken from the addressed location during the 
first half-cycle and, if the operation is a read, placed in a 
memory data register (Fig. 3) . From this register, the 
data is transferred to the memory bus and thence to the 
processor or elsewhere in the system. Also from this reg
ister, the data , during the second half-cycle, is rewritten 
into the addressed location, which was erased in the 
process of reading. If the operation is a write, the data 
removed during the first half-cycle is lost ; the data to be 
written, having previously been placed in the memory 
data register from the memory bus, is stored in the ad
dressed location during the second half of the normal 
memory cycle. 

Substitution by overlay 

However, if the addressed location is covered by an 
overlay, the read-write memory goes through its normal 
cycle, but its output is suppressed. In its place, the read
only output goes into the register with approximately 
the same timing as the data from the first half of the 
read-write cycle. From the register the read-only output 
is copied into the read-write memory. Thus, over a pe
riod of time, a randomly addressed read-write module 
acquires a copy of the data in the read-only module that 
overlays it. 

In general , no more than a small proportion of either 
read-write or read-only memory can be economically 
included in an overlay scheme. To put it another way, 
most of both memory forms should lie outside the over
laid region. Because the computer still needs large 
amounts of read-write memory for such operations as 
normal instruction modification, data manipulation, 
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and indexing, no purpose is served by trying to overlay 
these areas. 

Furthermore, although a properly designed overlay 
adds significantly to system performance, an overlaid 
read-write location isn't normally accessible, so that the 
user gets one location for the price of two. Obviously, if 
carried to an extreme, this would represent too much 
paid for too little capacity. Contributing to this poten
tial imbalance is the fact that, if a particular routine in 
read-write memory needs only one overlaid read-only 
word, the user is obliged to install a minimum of 256 
words of read-only memory because that is the size of 
the block packaged in integrated form ; of these, 255 
would be unused. 

Word-for-word overlay 

But even though the minimum block size of a read
only overlay is 256 words, the overlays need not be used 
only in such large clumps. On the contrary, individual 
words can be overlaid or not , as desired, by the inclu
sion of two more read-only-memory ICs in the module, 
besides the 32 that actually store the data. These two 
JCs, called the overlay array, provide 2,048 more read
only bits- one for each word in the module. These are 
the same type of 256-by-4 JCs used in the main ROM ar
ray, but their outputs are gated by part of the address so 
that they look from the output as if they were a single 
2,048-by- l array. 

The one output signal, called " ROM valid" is con
nected to the second of two single-shot circuits in the 
controls of the read-write module (Fig. 4). The first 
single-shot controls the delay of the read strobe relative 
to the beginning of the memory cycle, and the second 
controls the strobe width. Both single-shots have two in
puts, but in the absence of an overlay, only one input is 
used on each. 
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4. Strobe suppression. To accomplish the overlay, the data coming 
from the read-write memory is suppressed by a " ROM valid " signal 

that prevents the read strobe from being generated . The read strobe 
otherwise would set read-write data into the data reg ister. 

5. Hidden ROM. When a large block of the ROM module is not 
allowed to overlay the main memory, as determined by the overlay 

array , it is available for diagnostic and special routines. These are re

trieved with a manual switch that overrides the overlay array. 

OVERLAY ARRAY 

Io o o o. 0 0 0 1111111 I 
: _ _,__I __ " HIDDEN" ROM 

'-READ-ONLY MODULE: : OVERLAID 
2,048 WORDS : ,..}-- LOC KED OUT 

1a111111jtl ~ READ WRITEMDDUL~iiilllllll l 
INDIVIDUAL LOCATIONS 4,096 WORDS 

With the overlay installed, if the addressed word gen
erates the "ROM valid" signal, the second single-shot is 
disabled and the strobe pulse is not generated, which 
means that the data read from that location in the read
write memory is not set into the memory data register, 
and data from the read-only memory effectively takes 
its place. Since from the output of the overlaid memory, 
the operation looks like a clear-write operation, the data 
from the read-only memory ends up loaded into the 
read-write memory. 

Hidden ROM 

With the capability of overlaying individual words 
comes the inaccessibility of certain words in the ROM 
because the overlay array says for the corresponding 
address, "ROM not valid ," and because the minimum 
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6. Honeywell System 700. Central processor has a 78-instruction 

repertoire , a real-time clock, and other features . Its high perform

ance is due in part to its use of a read-only-memory overlay. 

block size is 256 words. Where blocks of such poten
tially wasted words occur, a "hidden ROM" can contain 
diagnostic routines at virtually no cost (Fig. 5). 

Suppose that only one word of a block of 256 con
tains data that overlays the read / write memory. The 
corresponding bit in the overlay array is 1, but the over
lay array bits corresponding to the other 255 bits are all 
0 because only the read-write memory is used for those 
addresses. With the aid of a three-position maintenance 
switch that can override the control of the overlay array, 
such otherwise unused read-only locations can contain 
routines that are never used by the programer, but may 
be vital for diagnosis by a field engineer. 

These routines might conventionally be loaded sepa
rately from punched cards or magnetic tape carried by 
the engineer, or they might be kept on a storage me
dium such as one of the several types of "floppy disks" 
that have appeared on the market recently. But with the 
hidden ROM, they can be kept permanently in the ma
chine and transferred to read-write memory at a mo
ment's notice. 

The maintenance switch that permits the use of the 
hidden ROM would ordinarily be kept in its "normal" 
setting. But it can be changed to either of two other set
tings: one which turns off the "ROM valid" line, then 
locking out the overlay array and permitting a conven
tional memory diagnostic program to be loaded in the 
usual way to check out the read-write memory, and one 
which forces the "ROM valid" line to 1 for all addresses, 
thus overriding the overlay array and bringing out all 
the data in the hidden ROM. By cycling the memory 
through all the ROM-overlaid addresses with the switch 
in the ROM-only setting, the special routines in the hid
den ROM are transferred to the read-write memory, 
whence they can check out the rest of the machine. O 
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Total resistor capability spoken here 

TRW/IRC Carbon Composition 
Resistors 
Used by billions in consumer, industrial 
and military applications, TRW/IRC car
bon composition capability ranges from 
standard commercial type through estab
lished reliability RCR 's, to ultra-high 
range (10'' ohms). Where you are using 
carbon comp. 's in automated assembly, 
TRW/IRC packaging techniques can help 
cut the cost of interfacing with your ma
chines. Card packs, lead tape reels , cut 
and formed leads .. . we'll be glad to ex
plore the potential economies with you. 

TRW/IRC Metal Glaze™ Resistors 
This is TRW I IRC's thick-film technology 
-for every type of low power resistor 
application. Metal Glaze is widely ac
cepted for its built-in power handling 
reliability, resistance range, and cost ef
fectiveness. Available in numerous stand
ard and special designs - precision , 
semi-precision , flameproof, high-reliabil
ity , high-voltage. 

TRW/ IRC Wirewound Resistors 
The line starts with molded wirewound 
resistors-" space-savers " that bridge the 
cost-performance gap between composi
tion resistors and precision wirewounds . 
It proceeds to standard, non-insulated 
types for appliance / automotive use ... 
to precision subminiatures offering high 
power density .. . to ceramic , flameproof 
units for TV and computer applications 
.. . to tubular and flat power wirewounds 
with ratings to 250 W. 

TRW/IRC Metal Film Resistors 
TRW I I RC has brought the state-of-the
art in thin-film resistors to an equal per
formance level with high-stability wire
wounds. Capabilities here include re
sistors with tolerances to ±0.01 % .. . 
high-reliability units to MIL and aero
space specs .. . precision subminiatures 
. .. and standards, of course. You can 
also look at alloy films offering high-tem
perature and high-voltage capability at 
low cost. 

TRK!1Rc RESISTORS 
120 Circle 120 on reader service card 

TRW/ IRC Resistive Networks 
Advanced resistor technology here. These 
IC compatible , precision tantalum-film 
circuits provide inherent low noise, ex
cellent stability , and hermetic perform
ance without hermetic cost. Tolerances 
from 5% to 0.05% are available in cus
tom designs. TRW/ IRC also offers the in
dustry's most complete line of discrete 
fixed resistors. 

All types ... all technologies ... 
from one source 
To wrap it up, TRW I IRC offers you the 
broadest line of fixed resistors in the 
business, with extensive, nationwide dis
tribution. All available from one source
your local TRW/IRC distributor. With a 
direct pipeline to each of our plants, he 
can give you fast delivery. Contact your 
local TRW/ IRC sales office for applica
tion assistance, custom designs, and spe
cial engineering help when you need it. 
TRW I IRC Fixed Resistors, 401 N. Broad 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108 - (215) 
922-8900 • Greenway Road , Boone, 
N.C. 28607 - (704) 264-8861 • 2850 Mt. 
Pleasant Street, Burlington, Iowa 52601 
-(319) 754-8491 . 
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Engineer's notebook _________ _ 

Scope detects narrow pulses 
with its triggering system 
by Peter T. Uhler 
Tinker Air Force Base, Midwest City, Okla. 

The presence of single narrow pulses can be easily de
tected by an average oscilloscope without the need for 
special probes or adapters. By simply operating the in
strument in its external-trigger mode, the scope can be 
made to display short-duration pulses, troubleshoot 
logic ICs, store a one-time transient permanently, or 
record transient hits . The scope's own triggering system 
and front-panel lamps detect the pulses. 

Usually, special probes are required to detect the 
presence of short-duration pulses in complex logic-IC 
systems. These narrow pulses generally have very low 
repetition rates or even occur singly, making them diffi
cult to observe on even the fastest storage scope. 

CH · l INPUT 

What has been overlooked, however, is that the trig
gering system of the average scope can readily duplicate 
the function of these special probes while providing 
much more flexibility. Most modem scopes employ 
solid-state amplifiers coupled to tunnel-diode trigger
pulse generators, enabling them to respond to very
short-duration pulses. Such triggering systems are es
sential to allow triggering out to and beyond the stated 
bandwidth of the instrument. 

Good triggering systems are designed so that if the 
signal can be displayed at all, the trigger generator will 
initiate the sweep. For example, the triggering system in 
the Tektronix 453A-series oscilloscope, which has a 
rated bandwidth of 60 megahertz, will trigger to beyond 
200 MHz when signals are fed directly into its extemal
trigger input. 

Although the measurement techniques described 
here apply mainly to the 453-series dual-trace scope, 
they should be suitable for most high-quality lab scopes 
with bandwidths of 50 MHz or greater. For the most 
part, the triggering system in these scopes can be con
sidered to function like the one shown in the figure. 
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A-SWEEP 
GENERATOR 

AUTO SINGLE 

+12V - -- rm ----- HI GH 

- 0.7 V __.J l,__LOW 

SLOPE LEVEL 
ANO 

COU PLI NG 
NETWORK 

TRIGGER 
PULSE 

GENERATOR 

TO B·SWEEP ANO 
HORIZONTAL 
AMPLI FIER 

/ BNC CONNECTOR 

I ASWEEP 
+ GATE 
OUTPUT 

Scope triggering system. In its external trigger mode, an oscilloscope can detect pulses that are only a few nanoseconds wide. The front
panel A-sweep-triggered lamp acts as a visual monitor , lighting when the trigger pulse generator responds to a trigger signal input. Because 
the lamp stays lit for awhile , it acts as a pulse stretcher , enabling the operator to detect the narrow trigger signal. 
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Trigger signals can be either routed through the verti
cal preamplifier or applied directly to t4e external-trig
ger input. The latter approach bypasses the relatively 
bandwidth-limited preamplifier and allows the trigger
ing system to operate to full bandwidth. All trigger sig
nals then pass through the slope and level comparator 
into the tunnel-diode trigger-pulse generator, which 
starts the main (A) sweep. 

The front-panel A-s.weep-triggered lamp, along with 
its associated sensing and driving circuitry, monitors the 
trigger-pulse generator, lighting for about 100 millisec
onds each time the generator recognizes a trigger signal. 
This one-shot characteristic of the lamp monitor effec
tively stretches out short-duration trigger signals so that 
the operator can easily detect their presence. 

Just by observing this lamp, therefore, single-event 
pulses (that are coupled directly into the external trigger 
input) with amplitudes of under 250 millivolts and du
rations on the order of a few nanoseconds can be de
tected. Transistor-transistor-logic signals can also easily 
be coupled into the external-trigger input with a stan
dard 10 x probe. (If the Tektronix type P-6061 min
iature 10 x probe is equipped with a type 015-0201-00 
DIP IC probe-tip adapter, the scope/probe combination 
becomes a compact and effective , logic-IC trouble
shooting tool.) The setting of the trigger-slope and level 
controls determines whether triggering occurs on the 
leading or trailing edges of the logic pulses. 

The scope can also be made to store single-shot tran
sient pulses for as long as desired by simply switching 
the A-sweep to its SINGLE sweep mode. When the 
scope's sweep reset button is momentarily depressed, 
the reset lamp goes on, and the A-sweep circuit be
comes armed, awaiting a trigger pulse. Upon being trig
gered, the reset lamp is extinguished at the completion 
of the A-sweep and stays off until the reset button is de
pressed again. 

The operator, therefore, can arm the A-sweep, and 

Precision comparator circuit 
satisfies LSI testing needs 
by George Niu 
Fairchild Systems Technology division, Palo Alto, Calif. 

Testing large-scale integrated-logic arrays requires an 
analog comparator with characteristics that cannot be 
found in an off-the-shelf unit. To perform state-of-the
art LSI testing, you must build your own comparator. 

The modern LSI functional-testing system needs low
cost comparators because many of them must be used 
in any test system. Generally, two comparators are re
quired for each pin of the device under test. For ex
ample, in a 240-pin system, there must be 480 compara
tors. 

Another consideration is miniaturization-a basic re
quirement for an LSI test-system comparator that allows 
it to be mounted as close as possible to the device under 
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leave the scope unattended. The reset lamp will go off 
only when triggered, and it will stay off until it is man
ually reset. This feature is especially useful for detecting 
"once-in-a-lifetime" transient pulses. 

Additionally, the scope can be transformed into a 
recording transient-hit monitor by connecting a chart 
recorder or suitable event counter to the A-sweep gate 
output and setting the A-sweep mode to its NORMAL po
sition. While the A-sweep is not sweeping, the gate out
put rests in its low state. Upon initiation of the A-sweep, 
this output goes high and remains there for the duration ~ 
of the sweep. The gate output returns to its low.state as 
the A-sweep resets itself, and the cycle is completed. 

The duration of the positive-going gate pulse equals 
the sweep time per division times the sweep length, plus 
any inherent time delays. A sw~ep time of 10 millisec
onds per division over a sweep length of 10 divisions 
will cause a positive output pulse of approximately 100 
ms at the gate output. This is ample time to produce a 
sharp time-mark on most slow-moving chart recorders
such a time-mark will be produced each time a transient 
triggers the A-sweep. 

The transient-recognition threshold of the scope can 
be set initially by using an auxiliary pulse generator or 
power supply and adjusting the scope's trigger slope 
and level controls appropriately. If necessary, a buffer 
can be connected to the A-sweep gate output for driving 
TTL loads. 

De logic levels can also be detected by the scope. As 
can be seen from the figure, the trigger-pulse generator 
and its indicator lamp operate independently of the A
sweep. This allows the A-sweep to be left in the AUTO 
position and a baseline to be displayed on the scope 
face. If logic signals are now routed through the vertical 
preamplifier, their de logic levels can be determined by 
the baseline position, and otherwise undetectable 
single-shot pulses can be monitored with the A-sweep
triggered lamp at the same time. D 

test. Short lead lengths are a must to minimize the ca
pacitance on the output pins of the unit being tested. 
High capacitance will produce discharge currents, caus
ing spikes or noise on the system ground and producing 
faulty readings. 

For MOS-circuit testing, where output voltages may 
reach ±30 volts, the comparator must have a common
mode voltage range that is at least this high. The com
parator must also provide high common-mode rejection 
over the entire range. To test circuits quickly, the com
parator's response time must be low. Moreover, the 
comparator must have a high input impedance, a low 
input bias current, and an adjustable hysteresis loop to 
overcome unpredictable system noise. 

The circuit shown in (a) satisfies these requirements 
and provides an accuracy to 0.01 %. Its input stage con
tains two matched Darlington pairs (transistors Q1A, 
Qrn , QzA, and QZB) . Because the input stage is perfectly 
balanced and has an extremely high resistance looking 
into its constant-current source (transistor Q3), a high 
common-mode rejection ratio is obtained. The first and . 
second stages (transistors Q4 and Q5 ) form a " negative 
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Q1 , U2: 2N4017 
DIODES: FAIRCHILD 

(b) 

R3 
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-=-

10 kf2 
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FOlOO 
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(1 %) 

R, 

+48 v 
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-=-
-48 v 
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(1%) 
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(c) 
Eout 

U1 
2N4249 

+5 v 

NEGATIVE 
HYSTERE SIS 
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3.3 kf2 

I 
I 

_J h 
I 
I 

hi 
I 
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+5 v 

2kf2 

Gg 
2N4209 

POSITIVE 
HYSTERESIS 

0.1 v 
'--------1---------- Ein 

Eret 

Designed for LSI systems. High-performance inexpensive comparator (a) meets the special requirements of testing LSI circuits. Besides a 
fast response and a high input impedance, the comparator has a wide common-mode voltage range , making it ideal for use with MOS cir
cuits. It also provides (b) an adjustable hysteresis loop (c) to avoid false readings due to system noise. 

common-mode feedback" circuit through resistor R1, 

reducing the current drift in the first stage's constant
current source. 

Transistor Q6 provides positive feedback and supplies 
a current that enaoles the comparator's hysteresis to be 
adjusted with the current flowing through transistor Q7. 

The hysteresis is controlled by the currents from transis
tor Q6 and Q7 and the value of resistor R2, as shown by 
the equivalent circuit in (b ). If the currents from Q6 and 
Q1 are kept fixed, the hysteresis loop can be adjusted by 
changing only the value of R2 • This resistor can be con
veniently located away from the rest of the comparator 
circuit, permitting an adjustable hysteresis to be ob
tained easily. 

The output stage (transistors Q8 and Q9) provides a 
level-shift for interfacing to DTL or TTL circuits. If the 
input voltage, Bn, is lower than the reference voltage, 
Erer, a high (logic 1) output signal is obtained. When Rn 
is higher than Erer, a low (logic 0) signal is present at the 
output. 

Under quiescent conditions, both Bn and Erer are 
shorted to ground, and transistor Q6 is reversed-biased. 
Since Q6 is off, current h is zero, and the current (Ii) 
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from transistor Q7 must flow through resistor R2. The 
voltage drop across R2 then produces the positive half 
of the hysteresis loop drawn in ( c). 

As input voltage Bn is increased, the positive half of 
the hysteresis must be overcome before the output can 
switch from high to low. When the hysteresis is over
come, transistor Q6 turns on, and current I2 , which is 
twice the value of current Ii , flows through Q6 to the 
negative supply voltage. At the same time, the current 
through resistor R2 changes direction, reversing the po
larity of R2's voltage drop. This produces the negative 
half of the hysteresis loop. To switch the comparator 
output back to the high state, the negative hysteresis 
must be overcome in the same manner as the positive 
half is overcome. 

Because of the action of the two differential pairs at 
the input, the real hysteresis experienced by input volt
age Bn is half of the IR drop across resistor R2. The to
tal hysteresis, therefore, will be equal to the actual IR 
drop across R2. D 

Engineer 's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original 
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for 
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 
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Seven functions 

from one 

(bargain) timer 

Making your scope 

do tricks 

Tips on testing 

high-speed logic 

This minicomputer 

will moonlight on 

making memories 

More power 

to the programer 

Ohm's law again 

Engineer's newsletter ___ _ 

Circuit designers who've always considered the op amp the most useful 
inexpensive design tool around should check out the IC timers that are 
now available at 75¢ a piece in quantity from a half-dozen or so sup
pliers- Signetics, Intersil, Motorola, National Semiconductor, Texas 
Instruments. Compare this for flexibility: the original chip (Signetics 
555), which contains two comparators and a flip-flop, can be connected 
as a one-shot, a free-running multivibrator, a missing-pulse detector, a 
frequency divider, a modulator (PWM or PPM), and a test sequencer, 
not to mention its original function as a time delay. The time delay, set 
by an external resistor and capacitor, ranges from microseconds 
through hours. Innovative applications include the periodical activation 
of a deodorizer in bathrooms and hospitals. 

Smart designers are learning how to harness the extremely high-pow
ered circuit capability of their oscilloscopes to accomplish a variety of 
design functions. For example, a simple trick for detecting wideband 
signals is to couple into the scope's external trigger input. Since most of 
today's scopes use tunnel-diode pulse generation that operates at 200 
megahertz or so, by coupling directly through the external trigger it's 
possible to detect pulses as narrow as a few nanoseconds. Just watch for 
the front-panel sweep-triggered lamp to light. (More tricks on p. 121). 

Troubleshooting high-speed logic boards is getting to be a formidabie 
challenge, especially the new ECL and Schottky designs that have 
toggle delays of only 1 to 2 nanoseconds. So do keep the leads to your 
test equipment short since the capacitive loading of the equipment will 
often mask the presence of narrow pulses. Making calibration standards 
with good boards for comparison won't hurt either. 

Here's a bit of useful fallout from H-P's new top-of-the-line 2100 mini
computer, which has variable microinstructions instead of the fixed 
microinstructions usual on microprogramed computers. That feature 
lets you use the 2100 to load a solid-state random-access memory from a 
disk file or, with the aid of a pulse-programing attachment called a 
PROM writer, to fuse new patterns into a read-only memory. 

You'd better either brush up on your programing skills or acquire 
some, now that microprocessing is becoming the handy and cost-eff ec
tive way of generating logic. Three single-board computers based on 
one-chip microprocessors showed up on the m arket within the past 
month, and within the next year they'll be coming out of the wood
work. They've so inexpensive-under $ 1,000 in most cases-and so easy 
to fit into any design that before long you'll be drawing program flow 
charts instead of logic diagrams. 

An ordinary digital voltmeter, together with an ordinary FET, which 
makes a dandy constant current source, can be used to measure resist
ance. The result is a readily available digital ohmmeter. 
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Don't overdraw. 
Use these 

Kodak shortcuts: 

The snappy restoration 
shortcut. 

Why waste time retracing 
your old, battered drawings? 
Restore them by making 
sharp, clean photographic 
reproductions on Kodagraph 
film. Weak lines come back 
strong and clear. Stains 
virtually disappear. And in
stead of gray lines on yellow, 
you'll have snappy, con
trasty, black-on-white prints. 

The drop-of-water 
shortcut. 

order a second original on 
Kodagraph wash-off film. 
Then use a drop of water and 
erase unwanted details. 

Draw your design revisions 
on the film and you're done. 

The multiplication 
shortcut. 

Why draw the same detail 
over and over? Kodagraph 
film will do the job for you. 
That way·you draw the de
tail just once. Make as many 
photoreproductions as you 

Why retrace the whole de- need. Cut them out, paste 

Kodagraph film print of the 
paste-up. 

" rn •• le. . .r·; r ;, rr. _ i=~ --~---··· j ..... ·= ··· . (.=._ 

Now you have a superb sec
ond original for subsequent 
printmaking. 

Get the facts 
from Kodak. 

Drop us a line for more facts 
on how you can reduce draft
ing time and save money 
too, with Kodagraph films 
and papers. Eastman Kodak 
Company, Business Systems 
Markets Division, Dept. 
DP850, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. 

sign for a few~~~;~ ;~d:~;sdf ~;·;~;:;ring data systems. (41 
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Raytheon Semiconductor Update 

Tough-minded 
advanced linear technology 
delivers the first 
true Quad 741 Op Amp! 

Several so-called quad op amps have can be used with standard pc-board 
been introduced lately to "replace" layout techniques and automatic 
the standard 741's. The truth of the insertion equipment. 
matter is this: Only Raytheon Semi- Simplicity of design and circuit 
conductor makes a true quad op layout was the objective achieved 
amp that literally replaces four 741 with the 4136. It consists of two 
types - the new 4136. For unlike stages of voltage gain and a class AB 
the other quad op amps, no electrical complementary emitter follower 
redesign is necessary to substitute output stage . 
the 4136 for 741's. The input stage is biased by a 

The 4136 meets or exceeds all constant current source. This stabi-
specifications for the 741. With low lizes DC and AC parameters with 
noise PNP front-end transistor, the wide variations in supply voltage. 
4136 is ideally suited for low-noise Instead of the usual resistive 
signal processing applications. load, a current source was used . 

Its 14-pin dual in-line package This provides a means for obtain-
4136 vs. 741 

Parameter RC4136 741 

Large Signal Voltage Gain 110dB 106dB 

Input Resistance SMO IMO 

Sl ew Rate (Unity Gain) l .2V/ µs O.SV/ µs 

Input Bias Current 40nA IOOnA 

Unity Gain Bandwidth 3M Hz IM Hz 

Channel Separa tion 12SdB -
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ing single-ended differential voltage 
gain. The high output impedance of 
the input stage provides a con
venient node for internal frequency 
compensation with a rela t ively 
small capacitor. 

The input bias current is a 
maximum of 500nA. The PNP input 
configuration performs level shift
ing with a minimum of noise
producing junctions. 

The second stage is a Darling
ton configuration to provide a high
gain common emitter stage. 

The complementary emitter 
follower output stage is short-circuit 
protected. 

In summary, there are at least 
four good reasons why Raytheon 
Semiconductor's new 4136 Quad Op 
Amp should replace 741's. 

(1) The 4136 outperforms 74l's . 
Just look at the comparison table. 

(2) The 4136 is about half the 
cost of four 741's in lots of 1000. 

(3) The 4136 has a true 741 
input stage, so there's no need to 
change your design rules. 

( 4) The 4136 comes in a stan
dard 14-pin dual in-line package for 
commercial and military applica-
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tions - so you need only one 
mechanical assembly step instead of 
four. 

Raytheon Semiconductor deliv
ers the first true Quad 741 Op Amp 
- so you can get twice your money's 
worth with the new 4136. 

Reader Service No. 241 

Raytheon Semiconductor now offers 
a reliable second source for the 54/74 
MSI line. We have more than 24 
types, including these hard-to-get 
ones: 
54/74123 
54/74150 
54/ 74160 
54/ 74161 

54/74163 
54/74174 
54/ 74175 

54/74181 
54/ 74194 
54/ 74195 

In addition, we have our own 
54R/74R products - which give you 
higher performance with no change 
in price or operating requirements. 
If you're an engineer who wants 
more out of the commonplace 54/ 74, 
just place an "R" on your order. 

Reader Service No. 245 

A Look at Our New Hi-Rel 
JAN TXV Transistors 

Microscopic inspection assures defect-free 
hi-rel JAN TXV transistors. 

Raytheon Semiconductor now offers 
you 29 types of hi-rel transistors 
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with "precap" inspection at lower 
costs and with faster delivery. 
Designated JAN TXV, each tran
sistor is 100% inspected with 30- and 
100-power microscopes before it'~ 
hermetically sealed. This precap 
visua l inspection prevents visible 
contamination or defects which 
could affect long-term reliability. 

In addition, for those transis
tors not listed in the military JAN 
TXV listing, Raytheon Semiconduc
tor offers R TXV transistors tested 
to the same standards as JAN TXV. 

For hi-rel as well as standard 
small-signal silicon transistors, take 
a look at Raytheon Semiconductor. 

JAN TXV Devices 
JAN TXV 2N718A 
JAN TXV 2N918 
JAN TXV 2N1613 
JAN TXV 2N2060 
JAN TXV 2N2218 
JAN TXV 2N2218A 
JAN TXV 2N2219 
JAN TXV 2N2219A 
JAN TXV 2N2221 
JAN TXV 2N2221A 
JAN TXV 2N2222 
JAN TXV 2N2222A 
JAN TXV 2N2369A 
JAN TXV 2N2484 
JAN TXV 2N2904 

JAN TXV 2N2904A 
JAN TXV 2N2905 
JAN TXV 2N2905A 
JAN TXV 2N2906 
JAN TXV 2N2906A 
JAN TXV 2N2907 
JAN TXV 2N2907A 
JAN TXV 2N2920 
JAN TXV 2N3019 
JAN TXV 2N3057A 
JAN TXV 2N3250A 
JAN TXV 2N3251A 
JAN TXV 2N3553 
JAN TXV 2N3700 

Reader Service No. 243 

How Hi-Rel Beam Leads 
Can Lower Hybrid Costs 

In the majority of applications 
Raytheon Semiconductor hi-rel 
beam lead devices can reduce the 
costs of your hybrid modules. 

One big factor is bonding . Beam 
lead bonding is far less complicated 
than the bonding operation for con
ventional chips or dice, so your 
operator needs less training. You 'll 
get hi gher yields when bonding 
beam leads, too . That's because 
Ray theon Semiconductor's beam 
lead devices are hermetically sea led 
by nitride passivation. This mini
mizes the chance of damaging the 
chip during the bonding operation. 

With Raytheon Semiconductor 
beam lead devices, the hybrid de
signer can obtain grea ter packag ing 
densities. And more parts per 

~AYTHEON) 

module mean greater manufacturing 
economies. 

If you have a hybrid circuit that 
requires high reliability but you 

Beam lead bonding techniques are simpler 
and permit closer spacing of chips. 

thought you couldn't afford beam 
lead devices, contact us. Raytheon 
Semiconductor may be able to offer 
you the best of two worlds with our 
beam lead know-how. 

Reader Service No. 242 

Attention! 
Now a Military 256-Bit 

Bi-Polar RAM 
Raytheon Semiconductor introduces 
a full MIL 256-bit TTL random ac
cess memory. The device is not only 
guaranteed to operate at specified 
DC parameters but also AC param
eters over the entire temperature 
range of - 55 °C to + 125 °C. 

Designated RR5300, it is a fully 
decoded bi-polar read/write RAM 
organized as 256-words by 1-bit. 
Readout is non-destructive, and data 
is maintained in the array without 
regeneration. 

The access time from address to 
output is 85ns over the full MIL 
temperature range. Power consump
tion is a low 475mW. At present the 
RR5300 is available in a ceramic 
16-pin dual in-line package; a flat 
package version will be offered in 
the future. 

For more information, contact 
your nearest Raytheon Semiconduc
tor sales outpost. 

Reader Service No. 244 

Raytheon Semiconductor, 350 
Ellis Stree t, Mountain Vie w, Cali
fornia 94040. Phone (415} 968-9211 . 
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1. Who ships over two million bridge rectifiers per month and maintains a domestic 
stock of over one-half million bridges at all times? 

2. Whocan deliver bridges in production quantities faster than anyone else can deliver 
rectifiers or bridges in production quantities? 

3. Whose standard delivery time on bridges is 4 weeks? 

4. What is the lowest price you should pay for a quality 1.5 ampere, 400 volt, single
phase bridge? 

5. If and 

I I 
? 

ANSWERS: 1 thru 3: General Instrument. 4: 25¢* (For any one of General Instrument's "W", KBP or KBD 
bridges). 5: Because it will cost you more to buy and assemble the rectifiers into a bridge than to buy an 
assembled bridge from General Instrument. 

(If you scored high , you probably know us. If you didn't, you should.) 

If you have any questions of your own, you can call Bob "Buster" Brown , product line manager, toll -free at 
800-645-1247. In New York State call 516-733-3234. 

• conditions of Sale (Applicable only in the continental United States) : Minimum Order Quantity-10,000 units 
scheduled within 60 days. 

For complete information write: General Instrument Corporation, Dept . B, 600 West John Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 
11802, or call , In New York: 516-733-3333 ; in Chicago: 312-338-9200; in Los Angeles: 213-641 -7411. In 
Canada, ca ll or write: General Instrument Canada , Ltd .. 61 Industry Street, Toronto 337 , Ontario, Canada , 
Tel: 416-763-4133. In Europe, write: General Instrument Europe S.P.A .. Piazza Amendola 9, 20149 Milano, 
Italy. In the U.K .. write General Instrument (U.K.) Ltd ., Cock Lane, Highwycombe, Buckinghamshire, England. 
In the Far East, write General Instrument of Taiwan Ltd ., P.O. Box 22226, Taipei , Taiwan . 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION BOO WEST .JOHN STREET, HICKSVILLE, L. I., NEW YORK 11802 
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New products ___________ _ 

C-MOS forges monolithic analog gate 
New high-voltage process creates chips for common switching functions , 
carrying monolithic technology a step further into industrial system design 

by Laurence Altman, Solid State Editor 

The designers of industrial and pro
cess-control systems are eagerly 
awai ting monolithic versions of the 
analog components to go with the 
digital chips they already use. 
Monolithic designs are clearly the 
way to go for ana log circuits, too, 
because they are cheaper, and the 
great advances in monolithic differ
ential amplifiers, operational ampli
fiers , comparators, digital-to-analog 
converters, timers, and phase-locked 
loops, all testify to this trend. 

One exception stands out: the 
simple analog gate, which generally 
has been built with the more expen
sive module or hybrid techniques 
or, if it does come in monolithic 
form, generally requires a complex 
and expensive technology, such as 
dielectric isolation . An improved 
C-MOS technique has now put the 
analog gate within the reach of 
simple monolithic process ing. Inter
sil, using a high-voltage process, has 
built a family of ga te chips that pro
vides a ll the common switching 
functions: single-pole single-throw, 
single-pole double-throw, double
po le single-throw, double-p~le 
double-throw, and four-po le single
throw (see table) . 

According to Jack Gifford, man
ager of Analog Products at Intersil, 
these devices provide "ease of use 
and performance advantages not 
previously available from mono
lithic solid-state switches." Gifford 
points out that the improved C-MOS 
technology provides input over
voltage capability-±25 volts can be 
applied without damage to the de
vice. This is important because most 
often the switch will be driven by 
the output of an op amp, which nor
mally is as high as ±5 v. 

A key feature of Intersil's IH 
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5040 series of gates is that they will 
not latch up or self-destruct. Latch
up has been a frequent and thorny 
problem with monolithic analog 
gates. Up to now, most analog gates 
and multiplexers manufactured 
with standard C-MOS technology 
have suffered from it ; th~y go into a 
non-operative state and will recover 
only if both the power supplies and 
the input are removed and reap
plied in a specific order. 

Technically, latch-up occurs when 
a negative-going analog signal is ap
plied to either the drain or source of 
an MOS transistor whose negative
potential gates are at zero voltage. 
Since analog switches are frequently 
used to interface with different sys
tems and subsystems, these condi
tions occur surprisingly often, espe
cially if independent parts of the 
system or subsystem have indepen
dent power supplies. To make mat
ters worse, latch-up conditions need 
only occur briefly , as transients, to 
put the freeze on. 

v, 

Floating bodies. During a latch
up condition, a negative potential 
on the analog input or output causes 
a high-current path to exist from the 
source, th.rough the forward-biased 
body of the FET, to the drain junc
tion of the n-channel device. This 
path, coupled with an SCR effect 
that will occur between the n-type 
and p-type field-effect transistors in 
a C- MOS device , causes the latch-up. 

Inter~il 's answer is to enlarge the 
C-MOS process to incorporate an ad
ditional diode in the connection go
ing to the body of the n-channel 
FET. The cathode of this diode is 
then tied to the positive-going gate, 
so that the body is floating (see 
schematic below) . The diode not 
only blocks the big current path but 
also prevents the SCR from turning 
on. As a further precaution, process
ing changes also have been incorpo
rated which reduce to less than I the 
beta product of the npn-pnp C-MOS 
transistor combination (when (3 ex
ceeds 1, an SCR is formed). Now, 

INTERSIL 
PART NO. TYPE RoN 

IH 5040 SPST 75 n 
IH5041 Dual SPST 75 n 
IH5042 SPOT 75 n 
IH5043 Dual SPOT 75 n 
IH5044 DPST 75 n 
IH 5045 Du al OPST 75 n 
IH5046 DPDT 75 n 
IH 5047 4PST 75 n 
IH 5048 Dual SPST 30 n 
IH5049 Dual DPST 30 n 
IH5050 SPOT 30Q 
IH 505 1 Dual SPOT 30 n 
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We've built a variable electronic filter 
that's so precise, it has enabled us to print 

the cutoff frequencies, center frequency, bandwidth, 
noise bandwidth and filter gain, 

for every setting, on top of the instrument. 
Besides being the easiest-to-use filters on the market, 

our 4200 series filters are twice as accurate, 
have less than half the self-noise, 

and provide 10 dB greater outband rejection than 
any other filters . Frequency coverage is 

.01 Hz to 1 MHz. Built-in selectable post-filter 
gain and remote preamplifiers are opt ional. 

A Butterworth response is used in the NORMAL 
mode and a Bessel response in the PULSE mode 
(transient response is superior to conventional 

" RC" or " Low Q " modes of other filters) . 

The price? $695. 

For complete specifications and 
your free copies of our variable electronic filter 

application notes, write to : Ithaca, Inc. , 
Box 818-7R , Ithaca, New York 14850. 

For immediate response, call Don Chandler at 
607-272-7640 or TWX 510-255-9307. 

ITHACO 
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even when an excessive overvoltage 
is applied that could break down the 
blocking diode, the SCR effect will 
not occur. 

It should be noted that before the 
floating-body design, solutions to 
the latch-up problem involved using 
either a more expensive manufac
turing process (like dielectric isola
tion), or external components (such 
as current-limiting resistors), which 
always added complexity and often 
compromised performance. 

Other important features of the 
switch series are: they can switch 
more than 20 v peak to peak from 
±15-v supplies; they are compatible 

ANALOG 
SIGNAL 
INPUT 

Analog switch. Latch-up is avoided by float

ing gate with extra diode (not shown). 

with all commonly used logic-TTL, 
DTL, C-MOS, p-MOS; they have the 
all-important break-before-make 
switching feature; their leakage cur
rent is less than 1 nanoampere; 
they 're fast (less than 1 micro
second), and their on resistance is 
low (only 30 ohms). 

Worth stressing is the 5040 series' 
ultra-low-power operation-quies
cent current requirement is less than 
100 microamperes. The feature 
stems from the low-power, 40-v C
MOS process. 

The break-before-make feature of 
the gates also eliminates the exter
nal logic normally required to avoid 
channel-to-channel shorting during 
switching. It's done by extending 
the on time (typically 500 nanose
conds) so that it exceeds the off time 
(250 ns typically), insuring that an 
on channel will be turned off before 
an off channel can be turned on. 

Large-quantity prices are in the 
$2-per-channel range. 
lntersil Inc., 10900 No. Tantau Ave., Cuper
tino, Calif. 95014 [338] 
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VERSATILITY 
Models to measure Voltage, Current, Resistance, 
Temperature & other transduced parameters. 
20 selectable scan points standard, expandable to 200. 

O Reat-time digital clock with program interval for unattended 
operation, standard. 

D Digital printout arranged for quick, easy reading. 
D BCD and system interlocks brought out to interface 

peripherals such as: comparators, tape punch, and 
mini-computer. . 

D Loss of power indication. 
D All LED long-life displays. 

UNDERS1900 
To see the DigiTec 1200 or 1500 series Data Loggers, simply 
contact your DigiTec representative. Or, you can call or write; 
United Systems Corporation. 918 Woodley Rd., Dayton, Ohio 
45403 Phone ( 513) 254-6251 . 

All DigiTec instruments are available for rental or 
lease through Rental Electronics, Inc. 

UNITED SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

subsidiary 01 Monsanto 
Circle 131 on reader service card 
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The U.S. Savings Bond Program provides an easy and 
safe way for you to plan for the future. And it benefits the 

country, too. 

For the second consecutive year, 
Robert W. Sarnoff, RCA Chairman of 
the Board and Chief Executive Officer, 
has agreed to head the U.S. Savings 
Bond Program in the electronics industry. 

RCA and its employes have been 
enthusiastic supporters of the Program 
since it began. Last year, 88o/o of RCA 
employes participated in this systematic 

RobertWSarnoff method Of Saving. 

So if you want to support a good cause, think about 
yourself and your country. Buy U.S. Savings Bonds. 

Take stock in America. 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds 
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New products 

Components 

DIP houses 
two relays 

Units in tiny package 

can be driven by TTL or DTL; 

contacts rated at 2 amperes 

When equipment design requires 
transistor-transistor or diode-tran
sistor logic to directly drive circuits 
that must switch up to 2 amperes 
(resistive) at up to 150 volts de, a 
dual in-line package developed by 
AMP Inc. and containing two identi
cal high-speed relays may be the an
swer. 

The DIP, which is specially de
signed for mounting on printed-cir
cuit boards, packs two independent 
double-pole, double-throw relays 
into a space 0.9 inch wide, 0.36 in. 
long, and 0.4 in. high for a volume 
of less than 0.13 cubic inches. The 
relay package is priced at $5 each in 
production quantities, and AMP 
claims that it offers the most switch
ing capability per unit volume of 
any device on the market. 

Pull-in time for the high-speed 
electromechanical unit is 5 millisec
onds maximum, including bounce, 
and 4 milliseconds on dropout. The 
coil resistance is 100 ohms, and it is 
rated for a maximum operating 
voltage of 7.5 v. The drive power re
quired is 170 milliwatts. Pull-in volt
age is about 4.1 v, and dropout volt
age is approximately 2 v. 

The relays' low-contact resistance 
and medium-current capability 
make them suitable for multiplex-

Electronics/ April 26, 1973 

ing, as well as for power switching. 
Mounting options include solder, 
Wire-Wrap, and Termi-Point. Lead 
spacing is conventional for a 16-pin 
DIP: the input-output pins are on 
100-mil centers, and rows are 
spaced 300 mils apart. Cross-section 
of the pins is 8 by 20 mils, and 
weight of the device is 0.143 ounce, 

the contact ring by depressing and 
rotating it 90° after fuse insertion. 
Littlefuse Inc., 800 E. Northwest Highway, 
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016 (344] 

the company says. 
Delivery time is six 

weeks. 

T transformer measures 
to eight 

0.75 by 0.75 by 0.6 in. 
AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa (341] 

Air-control components 

perform logic functions 

A series of miniature air-control 
components can perform logic func
tions. The nonmetallic devices, 
called Minivalves, fit into standard 
electrical control boxes and limit
switch housings, and they mount be
hind electrical push buttons. Thirty 
components plus regulator and 

pressure gauge mount in a l 7-by-
20-inch panel box. Taper-lock fit
tings connect valves to a 1/.i-inch 
plastic tubing. 
ir Valves Division, Rexford Inc ., 1760 Ma

plelawn Blvd., Troy, Mich. 48084 (345] 

Fuseholder protects 

against shocks 

A shock-safe fuseholder , type 
345001 , is designed with an electri
cal insulating shield that completely 
encloses the contacting-ring section 
of the fuseholder side terminal. 
Electrical continuity is established 
by a bayonet-style fuse-extractor 
knob through a slotted section of 
the electrical insulating shield . The 
fuse-extractor knob is connected to 

A precision Scott T transformer, 
model 12393, converts synchro in
formation into resolver information 
and is used for synchro-to-digital, 
digital-to-synchro, synchro-to-linear 
outputs, and similar computer inter
face operations as well as analog-to
digital applications. Measuring 0.75 
by 0.75 by 0.6 inch, the unit oper
ates over the temperature range of 
from -55 to + 125°C and input is 
11.8 volts rms line-to-line. With 400-
hertz synchro information, standard 
output is 6 v sine- and cosine
resolver information. Price is $19 
each in 100 lots. 
Magnetico Inc ., 6 Richter Ct. , E. Northrup, 

N.Y. (343] 

Momentary-action switch 

uses LED light source 

The series 913 miniature momen
tary-action switch has a light-emit
ting diode for its light source and 
operates from a 5-volt de supply, 
but external resistor can supply volt
ages over this rating. The switch is 
suitable for application where extra
long life or low power is required. It 
is available in either normally open, 
normally closed, or two-circuit ver
sions, and it is supplied with a long 
cylindrical lens cap with an internal 
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GJVew 
§IAulti-Octave 

CVouble c:Balariced 
§IAixers 

0.5 to 12 GHz 

Excellent noise performance is maintained over several 
octaves along with low IM distortion and high isolation. 

MULTI-OCTAVE• OCTAVE MODELS 
Model No Freq (GHz) NF(db) Price 

OM 1-4 1.0 to 4.0 7 .5 $325 
OM 1-8 1.0-to 8.0 8.5 345 

OM 1-12 1.0 to 12.0 10.0 425 
OM .5-12 0.5 to 12.0 10.0 450 
OM 1-18 1.0 to 18.0 10.0 595 

OM 1-2 0.8 to 2.2 7 .2 295 
OM 2-4 1.8 to 4 .2 7.5 295 

OM 4-8 3.7 to 8.2 8.2 325 
OM 8-12 7.8 to 12.2 10.0 345 
OM 12-18 11.8 to 18.2 10.0 495 

NOTES: 
!. LO-RF isolation 20 db. 3. RF & LO VSWR: 2.0:1. 
2 . Based on 1.5 db IF N.F. 4. LO injection : + 5 to + lo dbm. 

Mixers are available with or without built-in low noise 
preamplifiers - one group of hundreds of standard RHG 
waveguide and coaxial mixer-preamplifiers . 

Write for technical performance curves and detailed data 
sheets . •u.s. Pat. #3,652,941 
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Fresnel ring for uniform light distribution. Price is $2.59 
each in 1,000 lots for normally open and normally 
closed types and $2.73 for the two-circuit versions. 
Dialight Corp., 60 Stewart Ave ., Brooklyn , N.Y. 11237 (346] 

Trimming capacitors are 

microminiature types 

The Thin-Trim is a microminiature variable capacitor 
for applications from quartz-crystal watches to phased
array microwave ICs. The model 9402-4 has a capaci-

... 

Price is $3.05 in 1,000 lots. 

tance range of 
3.0 to 12.0 pi
cofarads and a 
Q of less than 
750. It is 0.140 
inch in diameter 
and 0.030 inch 
thick. It is tuned 
from the top 
with a miniature 
dielectric tool. 

Johanson Manufacturing Corp., 400 Rockaway Valley Rd ., Boonton , 

N.J. 07005 (347] 

Molded inductors provide 

electromagnetic shield 

The model IMS-5 molded inductor meets the require
ments of MIL-C-153050, Grade I, Class A, and is pro
vided with an electromagnetic shield. Inductance range 
is from 0.10 mi
crohenry to 
l 00,000 µ.H, and 
inductance tol
erance is ± l 0%. 
Self-resonant 
frequencies are 
from 250 to 0.1 I 
megahertz, and 
rated de current 
is from 1,790 IDA 

to 11 m. The IMS-5 is 0.410 inch long by 0. I 62 in. in 
diameter. Price is 46 cents each in quantities of 1,000. 
Dale Electronics Inc ., Dept. 860 , Box 609, Columbus, Neb. 68601 
(349] 

Flat-top lamps mount 

on circuit boards 

The T-2 TU-PIN series of subminiature fiat-top lamps 
for status indication and related systems are for mount
ing on printed-circuit boards. They may be used in a va-
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The Big SlNeep 
100 kHz·18 GHz. 

• 

It's a whole new 
generation of solid 
state sweep oscil
lators from Singer. 

The 6600 Sweep 
Oscillator with its 
wide selection of 
plug-ins covers the 
100 kHz to 18 GHz 

u range. Below 1000 
MHz, you have as 
many as three units 

from which to choose the one best suited to your 
application. One model includes a power-set meter 

V'" !l~!l>O 

"""''""' 
0 

adjustable over a 140 dB range for applications 
requiring sweeper and signal-generator-like perform
ance. Microwave plug-ins are pin-leveled, internally 
or externally, all the way up to 18 GHz. And wi th a 20 
dB power control range. But there is much more 
than exceptional performance to the 6600. 

The uncluttered front panel with its lighted, push
button controls , makes operation self-evident and 
confusion-free. With four sweep modes, full band, 
marker, 6 F, and manual -each with frequency 
markers - the 6600 sets a new standard for ease and 
flexibility of operation. 

Take a little time to find out more about the big 
sweep. Write for complete data bulletin now. 

1 'lt' 1 1 '·*"I I 1-lll' 1 1 

• • • 

Solid State Sweep Oscillator Model 6600 

SINGER 
INSTRUMENTATION 

The Singer Company, Palo Alto Operation • 31 76 Porter Drive, Palo Alto , Cal if. 94304 • Telephone (415) 493-3231 
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The new Hickok 3420 is different: 
it's a full 5-diglt counter to 20 MHz 
and it also measures DC/ AC voltage 
from 10 ,, V to 1 kV, and resistance 
from 10 mo to 10 Mo with 4-digit 
resolution. Frequencies are measured 
to 0.01-Hz resolution, accurate to 
1x10-& for 1 year. Sensitivity of 
100 mV and the 20-MHz bandwidth 
make the 3420 useful in logic circuitry 

and communications systems 
testing. Internal rechargeable battery 
is optional. Price, only $750. 

HICKOK 
the value innovator 
Instrumentation & Controls Division 
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. 
10514 Dupont Ave.• Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
(216) 541-8060 • TWX: 810-421-8286 

S-di9it counte1 & 4-diC)it 
multimeter in one 

Circle 161 on reader service card 

The new Hickok 5310 gives you high 
performance at a low ·price -
performance like ultrastable trig
gering to 15 MHz, 5 mV/cm sensitivity 
and full overload protection. Even 
for low repetition rate signals, the 
CRT display·ls clear and sharp 
because of the high accelerating 
potential and P31 phosphor. For 
broadcast work, the 5310 has an 

easy-to-use automatic VITS 
capability. Also, trace invert and 
beam finder. 

HICKOK 
the value innovator 

Instrumentation & Controls Division 
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. 
10514 Dupont Ave.• Cleveland,Ohio 44108 
(216) 541-8060 • TWX: 810-421-8286 
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riety of applications, such as panel
display of logic functions and busy
lam p applications. The fiat-top bulb 
allows maximum end viewing. Sev
enteen voltages from 4 to 48 v are 
offered, with current ranges from 17 

l 
to 80 milliamperes. Mounting con
struction makes the T-2 series inter
changeable with Sylvania's T-1 34-
inch bi-pin types. Price is 36 cents 
each in 1,000-lots, and delivery is 
from stock. 
Sylvania Miniature Lighting Products Inc., 
West Main St. , Hillsboro, N.H. 03244 [348) 

Miniature indicator light 

incorporates resistor 

A line of miniature indicators pro
vides intense neon brightness with 
application of 115 volts ac. The en
tire unit is comprised of a Mini
Brite housing, a standard wire-lead 
neon lamp and snap-on caps. The 

subminiature housing also incorpo
rates a Ys-watt encapsulated resistor 
with various life expectancies. Price 
is $1 .30 each for one to 99 pieces. 
LVC Industries Inc., Bloc-Lite Division , 135-
25 37th Ave ., Flushing, N.Y. 11354 [350) 
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E.HPLOY.HENT 
OPPOllTUNITIES 

POSITION VA CANT 

Communication / M icrowa~e / Electro
Optical Engineers- $15-$25,000. Imme
diate nationwide Design opportunities 
for engineers with expertise in : RF Circuit, 
Video Circuit, VHF / UHF, Stripline 
Components, Microstrip, Test Equ ip
ment , ECM Systems , EW Systems, An
tenna, Rada r Systems, Power Supply, 
E/ 0 Systems, E/O Components, Laser 
Systems, Disp lay Systems, or CATV 
. . . For confidential consideration, rush 
you r resume incl uding curren t sa lary: 
Dun hill Search, 22 E. Mitchell Dr. , Phoe
nix, AZ 85012 or 1922 T he A lamed a, 
San Jose, CA. 95126- 100% Employer 
Retained . 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

E~~~ ~~ lo~~o~T~N ~T~E~IO N 
USED OR SURPLUS EQU IP MENT 

MIN IATURE HIGH -VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 
Soll<J Stille power supply lof 6929 tube & 9902 Metascooe Input I 34 vdc (R M-IR 
~ttery !. Output 12.0'.Xl vdc S11e Io- d1a ~ 2 5 long lsl·Ouality l•st \35000 

BRAN D NEW ••. ONLY $l4.t5 ppd. 

COMB/HAT/OH OFFER: 6929 Tube' Power Supply ... $99.95 ppd. 
COMPLETE METASCOPE INFRARED VIEWERS 

Model 9902 Late-d<tte Viewer u!i111mg 6929 tube Military version ol and 1dent1ca1 to 
S5CKlC Metascooe Complete with ll1ht so 1.11ce Ready to use Current list $675.00 

l ike-New Surplus •.• $.225.00 ppd. 

McNEAL ELECTRIC & EQUIPMENT CO 
4 7 J fi 0 •• S • S • L ou'> M o 631 0 8 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Minis & Peripherals 

DEC-HIS 
SEL-HP-NOVA 

Card, Printer, Tape, Disk 
TELETYPES 
33,35,37 

For Sale/Rent 
617/261-1100 

Send For FREE Price list 
AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP. 

15 School St.. Boston . MA. 02108 

CIRCLE 952 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

RESU M E KIT 

Free Engineer 's Resume Kit for Electrical 
Mechanical and Industrial Engineers. 
Scientific P lacement, Inc ., Employ ment 
Service 5051 Westheimer, Houston , TX 
77027. 

R EAL ESTATE 

Ideal 5-Acre Ranch. Lake Conchas, New 
Mexico . $3,475. No Down . No Interest. 
$29/ mo. Vacation Paradise. Money 
Maker. Free Brochu re. Ranchos: Box 
2003YD, Alameda, California 94501 . 
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~" 
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Printed circuit 
manuf9cturing 

engineer. 
Pacific Northwest Opening . 
The Boeing Aerospace Company has an immediate 
opening for a Printed Circuit Manufac turing Engi
nee r. Applicants should have a thorough knowledge 
of all process requirements in fabrication of printed 
c ircuit boards including multilayer. This position 
requires interface with design engineers , faci lity and 
equipment coordination and interface w ith shop 
personnel. 

You 'll enjoy the wholesome environment of the 
Pacific Northwest. Live minutes from wo rk. Rel ax 
on the water, in the mountains or in the cool green 
of your own backyard . Salary is commensurate with 
experience. A full range of company benefits is 
available. 

Please send your resume to the Employment Office, 
The Boeing Company , P.O. Box 3707-EBB , Seattle, 
WA 98'124. An equal opportunity employer . 

.BOEING 
Getting people togeth er . 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

AUTOTRACK MOUNT 
AUTO TRACK 
SCR - 584 RADARS 
360 degree :u imuth. 210 
degree eleva tion s"eep wi th 
better than I mil. accu racy . 
Mi ss ile velocity acceleration 
and s lewing rates. Ampli
d) ne and servo con tro l. Will 
handle up 10 20 rt . di>h . Sup· 

~~i~~~ .~~~LIS~ ~i~~~kntr~J 
cm. van mounted radar S):-. 

tem . Conic:.il !\Can . PPI. 6 rt. 
c-.--:- _ _Jh ·~ di-.h . ldc<.11 for S band tele-
~ - mct r)'. " eat hcr. bi.Jloon lrk . 
mi-.:-.i le trk . rocket trk . ECM range . \\<ri te for complete 
d<lla . 600 pg. in~ tr. bk . a\'ail. at S25 ea . 

1 MEV LINEAR ACCELERATOR 
Dual Mode. Ion or Electron. RF Drive. 300 KH Z at 45 
KW . Includes control console . RF unit. acce lera to r. e tc . 

MOD IV HIGH RESOLUTION TRACKER 
Instrumentatio n radar : freq . 8.5-9.6 G Hz. Pwr: 150 
KW . . I mil track ing accuracy. 6' Fresnel len s ante nna 
with 4 horn monopu lse feed . Track ing range 50 or 200 
miles. Fo rmerl y used as range safel ) rada r at Cape 
Kenned y. 

MIT MODEL 9 PULSER 1 MW- HARD TUBE 
Output 25kv 40 a mp .. JOkv 40 amp. ma'< . Out) C) .. 002. 
. 25 10 2 micro:-.ec. Abo 5 to 5 micro3ec . and . I to .5 mi 
c ro:-.ec . u~e:-. 6(21. Input I 15v '60 C)clC AC. Mfg. GE. 
Complete "ith dr iver and high voltage pU\\Cr wppl) . 
Ref: MIT Rad . Lab . Serie:-. . Vol 5. p. 15 2. 

2 MEGAWATT PULSER 
Output JO kv at 70 amp. Dul) cycle .001 . Rep. 
rates. I microsec. 600 pps. I or 2 msec. JOO 

RECON DRONE CONTROL RADARS 

~o~inn: b3J;~~~3F~~l~o~~cb~ l:~~n~~~~~l~d.mJ/~~~ ;~11~ 
'\ lanl range. a ltitude data . Ground to air control tinb 
;ind bt.!acon~ abo in stoc k. AN / MPQ-29 & AN / 
UPW-1 

PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 
Collins t ype. 2.3 G h t. JO Mh t band width . 1.7 OB noi!-.C 
ri gu re. 20 OB gain. 5-way power splitter o utput. 

SPARE PARTS IN STOCK 
~~ks.1~/l'.'1)!,'.~~ S~SS.u~c·R~si3·Hj'J,~SRl9. TPS-1 D. 

RADAR & RF PKGS. 
.l4ghL 40k" Pul >c RF pk~ 
24g hL 40k" Pul!\e bo m b to~'..,~ ...iem 
1 6~ h L 130 k" Pul~c 8 -58 searc h radar :-.)"tern 
X BAND SEARCH 40 KW PULSE WEATH ER RADA R 
X llAND AUTOTRACK ZSOKW PULSE M-33 

com pl v. / plot board!\ 
X BAND BEACON 400W PULSE AN/DPN-62 
X BAND AUTOTRACK SOKW PULSE B-47 

fire control complete 
C BAND WEATHER RADAR 250 KW PULSE 
C BAND HEIGHT FINDER 

f\/\j / FPS- 26 5 mc~ <.rnalt ou tput. 
AN / TPS-37, I mcgawall ou tput. 

(BAND I MEGAWATT AUTOTRACK 
IOfl di ... h mortar locator M PQ-2 1 

C BAND Z8SKW PULSE Sea rch AN I SPS-S 
SBA D AUTOTRACK 500 KW PULSE 10' DISH 
S BAND I MEGAWATT COHERENT A N / FPS-18 
S BAND I MEGAWATT PULSE NI KE ACQ . 
S BANDS MEGAWATTHEIGHTFI NDERAN/ FPS-6 
S BAND BEACON I KW PULSE 

~ =~~g ~~~~~u~~~s't I TPS- 1 DI E 
400mh1 IKW CWAN ./ FPS-23 

225 mhL I MEGAWATTPULSEAN / TPS 28 
2-30mh1 IOOK II PU LSE pps. Uses 5948 hyd rogen th )ralron . Input 

I 20 / 208 V AC 60 cycle. M fr . GE. Complete 
with hi j!:h vo lt age po wer suppl y. 

HUHDUDS MORl IN STOO! CW .950-5gh1 150 WATTS 

17 MEGAWATT LINE PULSER 
Output 17KV at 1000 Amps. Rep. rate 150-
2000 PPS 2.5 Microsec. Keyer tube 5948 thy
ratron. Pwr: 208V. 3Ph. 60 HZ. 38 K VA . 

HV POWER SUPPLIES 
6.3 KV @ 5. Amp; 20K v@ t.3 Amps; 35KV@ 
1.5 Amps: 28 KV. 70MA : 12KV ~ 800M/\ 
18KV ~ 2.25 Amps; 17.SKV 1.8 Amp,. 

LAIGUI IAOAR C W I .5mhL-I 0 . 5~ h z 5 WATTS 
lllVlNTOIY C W 7.4GHZ 2 KW 

111 WORLD. AN / GPG- 1 SKYSWEEP TRACKER 
lo\ Wllll J J c m . au 10. tracking rada r system . Co mp. 

fOR pkg. " / ind icato r S)S . Full target acqui3i-
<A1AlOG tion & au to . tracking. In put I 15v 60c> . ne" . 

ON YOUI In ~tock fo r immed . de!. En lire 3ys . 6 x J' x 
llllntfEAO : 10_' . ~dea l for infrared trac ker . drone trac ker . 

m1ss 1\e tracker. R & D. 

Radio-Research Instrument Co.1Nc. 
--- 3 Quincy St., Norwalk, Conn. 06850 • 203-853-2600 -----• 
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RCA introduces its 
one-transistor Darlington. 

No we haven't changed the Darlington 
circuit. We've just turned it into the 
Darlington transistor. By putting the 
whole circuit on a single monolithic 
chip. 

In the RCA Dari ington transistor 
design, optimum use of the si I icon real 
estate and single level metallization 
provide improved performance charac
teristics. You get greater control over 
parameters and increased peak current 
handling capacity ... up to 15 amps. 

It's all spelled out in black and 
white. IS/B Es/B and Thermal Cycle 
ratings are all specified ... even the 
output diode is characterized. 

And they don't come any more rug
ged. All stee l (T0-3) package, con
trolled solder chip mounting and 
heavy duty clip connections make the 
RCA Darlington transistor a depend
able workhorse in your system. 

So if you're working with discretes, 
you can now get higher packaging den
sities, lower your overal I system cost 
and, at the same time, increase system 
reliability by reducing the number of 
external connections. 

Why not give your system the ad
vantage of al I these benefits by swi tch 
ing from the Darlington circuit to the 
RCA Darlington transistor. It's at your 

distributor, waiting for you right now 
in the following configurations: 

TO 3 pkg. To@25°C VERSAWATT T 0 @2s0 c VcEo(sus) 
plastic pkg. VcER{sus ) 

2N6385 lOOW 2N6388 40W sov 
2N6384 100W 2N6387 40W GOV 
2N6383 100W 2N6386 40W 40V 

Want more data? Write RCA Solid 
State, Section 70D26/UTL37, Box 3200, 
Somervil le, N .J . 08876. Phone (201) 
722-3200. 

Ren Solid 
State 

products that make products pay off 

Internat ional : RCA , Sunbury-on-Thames, U .K ., or Fuji Bu ilding , 7 -4 Kasumigaseki , 3-Chome, Chiyoda-Ku , Tokyo , Japan . In Canada : RCA Limited , Ste-Anne de Bellevue 810, Canada. 
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New products 

Instruments 

Probe built 
for C-MOS 

Unit designed for logic 

families from 5 to 15 volts; 

uses three-lamp readout 

Now that complementary-MOS 1s 
being used more extensively in 
equipment, there's a need for a 
C-MOS-logic probe to give engineers 
and technicians the capability for 

fl"' 

•· 
fast system-checkout in field service, 
quality control, bench service, and 
some design steps. 

Kurz-Kasch Inc. has developed 
such a probe- the LP-570, designed 
for positive logic families from + 5 
to + 15 volts. Like earlier Kurz
Kasch probes, this new version uses 
a multilamp display concept, and 
the three-lamp incandescent display 
located near the probe-tip flashes 
white for logic lows, red for logic 
highs, and blue for positive- or neg
ative-going excursions, says Tom 
Barth, general manager of the firm's 
Electronics division, Dayton, Ohio. 

"Crossover points float with the 
power supplies," Barth explains. 
"Logic lows are 0% to 30% of a Yoo, 
and logic highs are 70% to 100% of a 
V oo." The probe will detect open 
circuits and will identify deadband, 
that is, there is no display for logic 
levels from 30% to 70% of V 00. 

Input impedances are greater 
than 10 megohms at either logic low 
or high and "on a test bench setup, 
we're able to capture pulses of 100 
nanoseconds in duration, indepen
dent of rise and fall times, for a fre-
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quency response of about 9-mega
hertz bandwidth," Barth says. 
Internal circuitry, including two 
RCA cos MOS chips and a handful of 
discretes, stretches narrow pulses to 
200 milliseconds for display. 

The probe clips onto the appro
priate power pins and derives its 
power from the system under test. 
Current drain is 20 milliamperes in 
standby; maximum drain for full 
display is 140 mA. Kurz-Kasch 
plans an all-solid-state LED version, 
the LP-575, featuring a total max
imum drain of 30 mA under full dis
play conditions, at some sacrifice in 
display. Both probes are protected 
for lead reversal and overvoltage. 

The insulated probe, which is 
magnetically shielded, is % inch in 
diameter by 53/.i in. long, with a test
probe tip 0.08 in. in diameter, taper
ing to a needle point. The firm of
fers a series of probe adapters for 
various wire-wrap configurations. 
Power leads are 26 3/.i in. long and 
are terminated in miniature alliga
tor clips. 

The LP-570, available June 15, 
will sell for about $80, and the LP-
575 will be in stock 60 days later at 
about $90. 
Kurz-Kasch Inc., 2876 Culver Ave., Ketter
ing , Ohio 45429 [351] 

Analyzer displays logic 

states in real time 

The oscilloscope is the time-honored 
tool for displaying analog wave
forms for examination. For digital 
waveforms, however, it leaves some
thing to be desired. How, for ex
ample , does one examine the 

343 ,929th bit of a digital data 
stream on an oscilloscope? Or how 
does one examine the bits immedi
ately preceding an error condition if 
one doesn' t know where in the bit 
sequence the error occurs? 

Produce 
Flatter 
Panels 
With 

Nurl-Loc® 
Wire-Wrap® 
Terminals 

*Pat. No. D·223, 109 

• Time-proven Nurl-Loc features a 
knurled cylinder for greater torque 
resistance; distributes pressure evenly 
to avoid board warp ; permi ts removal 
without damage to board . 

• Funnel-Entry•• (pat. pend.) 
facilitates loading IC's by automatic 
equipment. 

• Low profile: only .046 above PC board . 
• 4-Finger contact assures a positive 

electrical contact. 
• Terminals available separately or 

assembled in panels . 

Write, TWX or Phone for 
Computer Products Catalog 

CALL TOLL-FREE : 800-556-6969 
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New products 

One answer to these problems, 
and many others that involve the 
display of digital logic states vs time, 
is Hewlett-Packard's 5000A logic 
analyzer. Loosel y speaking, the 
analyzer is the digital equivalent of 
an osci lloscope. Instead of an inter
nal time base, it uses the master 

clock of the system under test, so it 
displays logic levels as functions of 
clock intervals- regardless of the ac
tual repetition rate of the clock. 

The analyzer's analog of a scope's 
vertical axis is a pair of inputs that 
are connected, through high-input
impedance amplifiers, to two rows 

140 

INTELMICRO 
COMPUTER WORKS 
IN INFOREI 
CHECK PROCESSOR 

lnforex is using an Intel micro computer in a system that processes 
incoming bill-paying checks for banks, retail stores, credit card 
companies and the like. The system reads the return portion of the 
bill with a numeric optical scanner, endorses the check for deposit 
and records the entire transaction on magnetic tape. By performing 
several clerical tasks at one station under the control of one operator, 
the system speeds processing and greatly reduces clerical costs. 

An Intel one-chip computer performs as a micro processor in the 
character recognition system for the optical scanner. 

lnforex says the one-chip computer does the work of about 100 
discrete components and replaces an entire 9" x 10" PC board 
otherwise required. They estimate that the micro computer reduces 
the cost of the character recognition system by about 20%. 

in~· 
delivers. 
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of 32 light-emitting diodes. After re
ceiving a trigger signal, the analyzer 
usc:s the clock input to strobe the 
data inputs and display their logic 
states on the LED arrays. A turned
on LED indicates a logic I , a turned
off LED indicates a logic 0. 

To examine a 32-bit sequence far 
downstream from the trigger input, 
the analyze r is equipped with a de
lay register that acts like an oscillo
scope's delay generator except that 
it counts clock periods instead of 
time. And, because the analyzer is 
constantly monitoring and storing 
the input data while waiting for a 
trigger signal, it can display the 32 
bits preceding the trigger- if the 
user wants to examine the events 
that led up to a particular error con
dition , fo r example. 

The analyzer's voltage threshold 
levels are adjustable to make it com
patible with all popular logic lev
els- RTL, DTL, TTL, HTL, ECL, MOS, 
and C-MOS. Input impedance of the 
basic instrument is I megohm in 
parallel with 25 pF. Divider probes 
can raise it to 10 megohms in paral
lel with 10 pF. Maximum system 
clock rate is I 0 MHz. 

Inquiries Manager , Hewlett-Packard Co., 

1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto , Calif. 94304 
(352) 

Programable filter system 

handles up to 16 channels 

A programable multichannel analog 
filter system is meant primarily for 
band-limiting sig n als prior to 
sampling and a-d conversion. Up to 

-·· 1.u11D 

g;V" j · __ __,r 
L---

16 filter channels with cutoff fre
quencies from I 0 to 150 kilohertz 
are provided. Roll-off is 48 decibels 
per octave. 

The standard Butterworth low
pass configuration of the System 816 
can be altered to high-pass, making 
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it possible to form bandpass and 
band-reject filters by cascading two 
channels. 

The system mainframe is priced 
at $750. Each filter card costs $650. 
Deliveries begin in June. 
Rockland Systems Corp., 230 West Nyack 
Road, West Nyack , N .Y. 10994 [ 401] 

Electrolytic recorder 

has 1 28-kHz bandwidth 

When standard facsimile recording 
techniques are combined with an ar
ray of 512 individually addressable 
fixed recording styli, the result is a 
chart recorder that adds high speed 
to intensity modulation. The model 
200 electrolytic recorder offered by 
ITT Electro-Physics Laboratories 
Inc. has a passband extending from 
de to 128 kilohertz, an input resist
ance of 3.3 kilohms, and an all-elec
tronic, adjustable sweep-control sys
tem. Sweep rates can be varied from 
500 microseconds per inch to 200 
milliseconds per inch in 10 over
lapping ranges. 

The 512 fixed recording styli are 
spaced over an 8-inch recording 
span at a uniform density of 64 to 
the inch. Each stylus is powered by 
an individual driver circuit, which 
weights the marking current pro
portional to the input voltage. This 
configuration gives the recorder a 
great deal of flexibility. It can, for 
example, be used in radar imaging 
applications with radar range mea
sured along the X-axis, return signal 
strength plotted as intensity, and 
time measured along the Y-axis. It 
can also record the spectrum analy
sis of a comb-filter response. 
ITT Electro-Physics Laboratories, Inc ., 9140 
Old Annapolis Road , Columbia , Maryland 
21045 (340] 

Frequency counter measures 

from 5 Hz to 220 MHz 

The model 15 lA is a small crystal
controlled frequency counter ca
pable of measuring from 5 Hz to 220 
MHz. The counter provides display 
storage with a memory circuit that 
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holds the prior count as a new one is 
being made. Display is a seven-digit 
LED array with a built-in self check 
and a half-life reliability of 100 
years. The unit is equipped with two 
inputs, selectable by a de switch on 
the sensitivity pot mounted on the 
front panel. Gate time choices of 

INTELMICRO 
COMPUTER WORKS 
IN SEIKO'S 
DESK·TOP COMPUTER 

An Intel micro computer put the full calculating power of a computer 
in a simple-to-operate machine no larger than a typewriter. 

Seiko's S-500 is a sophisticated computer that can be operated 
without learning a complex programming language. Most function 
keys are coded in the universal language of mathematics. Program
ming is accomplished by inserting magnetic cards. Results are 
printed out in two colors. Most people can begin to use the machine 
effectively after only a few days practice. 

Seiko designed the machine from the ground up to use Intel 's 
MCS-8 micro computer. The micro computer performs all calcula
tions, controls the keyboard , reads and writes the magnetic cards, 
generates displays and controls the printer. 

Seiko estimates they saved 1 to 1 V2 years in development time by 
using an Intel micro computer in place of a conventional TTL des ign. 
They say that the Intel 8008 one-chip computer replaced about 200 
TTL packages and cut costs in half for that part of the mach ine. 

inf-el· 
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New products 

100 ms and I s are available. The 
15 IA is 4Yi in. wide, 2 in. high, and 
8Y2 in. deep. Price is $795 , and an 
optional 10-hour battery pack with 
charger is priced at $200. 
United Systems Corp ., a Subsidiary of Mon

santo, 91 8 Woodley Rd ., Dayton, Oh io 
45403 (353] 

Component tester handles 

to 1 ,000 units per hour 

A components tester for incoming 
inspection, laboratory, or assembly 
line is used for measuring, matching 

INTELMICRO 
COMPUTER WORKS 
IN HELENA LABS 
BLOOD ANALYZER 

Helena Laboratories is using an Intel micro computer in an instru
ment that measures the protein content of blood , printing a separate 
quantitative reading for each of several different proteins. 

The Intel micro computer translates the raw data from a sensing 
instrument into medically meaningful numbers. 

The people at Helena Labs say that the micro computer on one PC 
board replaced three PC boards plus a power supply, cutting the over
all size of the electronics package in half. They estimate that using 
the micro computer reduced the cost of the electronics about 30%. 

intel· 
delivers. 
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and rejecting components. Desig
nated the E-2 comparison bridge, 
the unit allows about 0.1% error and 
handles up to 1,000 components per 
hour. 
Hathaway Industries, Box 45381 , Southeast 
Station , Tulsa , Okla . [354] 

Transmission level tester 

works from 50 Hz to 1 5 kHz 

The model 420 transmission-line 
test set weighs 35 pounds and is de
signed for easy operation. The in
strument measures return loss, at
tenuation, impedance, frequency re
sponse, and noise. Test results are 
displayed on a built-in oscilloscope. 
Features include swept or single fre
quencies from 50 Hz to 15 kHz, 
stepped attenuation control on both 
transmitter and receiver, and lighted 
display grid. Price is $1,995. A 

• • 
' 

• • • ' . 

noise-measuring option is priced at 
$345. 
Wavetek, Box 651 , San Diego, Calif. 9211 2 

(355] 

Frequency response analyzer 

covers 0.005 Hz to 10,000 Hz 

Measuring amplitude ratio in deci
bels and phase shift in degrees, the 
model 91 IA-DS single-channel fre
quency-response analyzer covers the 
range of 0.005 to 10,000 Hz, with 
over I 00: I rejection of noise and 
harmonics. The unit can sweep fre
quencies and simultaneously plot 
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the amplitude ratio and phase shift 
versus log frequency. 
Bafco Inc ., 717 Mearns Rd ., Warminster, Pa . 

18974 [356] 

Modules measure ratio , 

rate, time interval 

A digital line of rate, ratio and time
interval measurement indicators in 
modular packages provides the user 
with the functions required to speed 

1?:I 
--~1· .... 

up machine operation without great 
expense. Units are available with 
speed readout or ratio readout or 
both. Other units provide time in
terval or speed difference or draw 
indication. Applications include 
counting parts per minute and cycle 
times. 
Dynapar Corp., 1675 Delany Rd ., Gurnee, 

Ill. 60031 [358] 

ROM programer built for 

Signetics 256-bit device 

A portable field programer for the 
Signetics 8223 256-bit field-pro
gramable ROM is called the PR-23A 
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and allows manual programing of 
the Signetics device in the labora
tory or in the field . To program one, 
the operator places a blank device 
in the test socket, selects the proper 
octal word address, and presses one 
of eight output push buttons to open 
the selected fusible link. The pro-

gram sequence is automatic and in
dependent of operator timing, to en
sure uniform program conditions. A 
typical pattern can be programed in 
about five minutes. Price of the 
programer is $ 199.50. 
Curtis Electro Devices Inc ., Box 4090, 
Mountain View , Calif . 94040 [359] 

INTELMICRO 
COMPUTER FOR 
PITNEY BOWES·ALPEX 
POINT-OF-SALE TERMINAL 

Pitney Bowes-Alpex is incorporating an Intel micro computer in 
their SPICE"' point-of-sale terminal to perform arithmetic and data 
processing functions. 

The terminals are now in use at retail stores and supermarkets 
nationwide. Operating in conjunction with an in-store controller, the 
te rminals can automatically read price tags with a scanner, print 
sales slips, adjust inventory and even check the customer's credit. 

The people at Pitney Bowes-Alpex say they selected Intel micro 
computers in order to reduce package size, cut the IC count, 
shorten development time and lower costs. 

Size reduction, compared to space required using conventional 
off-the-shelf ICs, is estimated to be about 35%. 

Cost reduction , compared to alternative techniques, is estimated 
to range from 20% to 30% for the arithmetic and data processing 
functions performed by the micro computers. 

Development time was cut an estimated 25%, compared to the 
time required using conventional methods. 

inter 
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New products 

Packaging & production 

Test system 
is modular 

Programable checkout 

isolates faults in cards, 

LSI arrays, and subsystems 

Equipment manufacturers seeking a 
low-cost programable tester may 
find it in the Data Test Corp. model 
570, which will be introduced at the 
National Computer Conference, 
June 4 to 8, at the Coliseum in New 
York City. The model 5700 isolates 
faults in mixed-logic cards, screens 
LSI arrays, tests cables, and exercises 
such subsystems as line printers, 
disk memories, and chip sets. 

The minimum version tests TIL, 
DTL, and low-voltage MOS with 
pulse patterns generated by a 40-
line code generator at rates to 2 
megahertz . The test program , 
loaded manually into a 1,024-word 
memory, runs 128 drive, sense, and 
power-supply-pin circuits. This ver
sion costs about $18,000. 

Testing capability can be added 
modularly to a capacity of 16,384 
words of memory, a maximum of 
1,024 pins, pin circuits to test ECL 
and other devices, a dozen program
able power supplies and instru
ments, a tape-cassette reader for 
bulk program storage, and a mini
computer. Computer options in
clude an on-line Nova, a Nova time
shared by several testers, and a 
modem through which any com
puter can be time-shared. 

If a computer isn't used, the con
sole displays fault signatures to indi
cate which outputs of the device un
der test were false during an 
exercise sequence. A fault-signature 
dictionary lists the predictable sig
natures and their causes. Data Test 
says that about half of all faults 
found in typical logic assemblies can 
be identified by signatures. 

Unpredictable faults are isolated 
manually by attaching test probes to 
the device in the assembly, exercis
ing the unit, and counting pulse 
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transitions at each node. The oper
ator simply probes back along the 
path from the faulty output until the 
probe head displays a count that 
matches a count recorded at the 
same node when a good unit was 
exercised during a setup run. 

A computer will make these com
parisons automatically. It can also 
be programed to guide placement of 
the probes by the operator, make 
discrete tests, and test internal nodes 
through the probe head. The latter 
method is used when nodes cannot 
be fully tested through the normal 
input-output pins. 

Testing can be simplified by a cy
lindrical test head that rotates 
through a 120° arc. A board plugged 
into the head can be flipped be
tween a lap position, handy for 
probe attachment, and an easel po
sition for inspection of wiring under 
the board. Most malfunctions in 
board assemblies are caused by sol
der bridges, which can be removed 
in the easel position while the oper
ator checks to make sure the re
moval clears the malfunction. 

Two test heads may be used to 
test large boards with two edge con
nectors. If one head is put atop the 
cabinet and rotated down to face 
the one in the cabinet, the board can 
be checked in the easel position. 

Data Test supplies test-executive, 
assembly, encoding, and setup pro
grams with computer-controlled 
configurations of the system. 
Data Test Corp., 822 Challenge Dr., Con
cord , Cal if. 94520 (391] 

Programable solid-state load 

dissipates up to 1 ,000 W 

Working in a constant-current mode 
to test de power regulators, a pro
grama ble solid-state load dissipates 
up to 1,000 watts in the voltage 

range of 2 to 50 v de and a max
imum current of 110 amperes when 
derated per the power-dissipation 
curve. If higher current-level testing 
is desired, units can be hooked up in 
parallel. There are two modes of op
eration: constant-current and con
stant-resistance, which can be used 
independently or with one as a limit 
for the other. The two modes have 
amplifiers and control circuitry that 
are coupled in parallel. 
Acme Electric Corp ., Cuba, N.Y. 14727 

(394] 

Connector series designed 

for solderless wrapping 

For programed solderless wrapping 
applications, 0.100-grid printed-cir
cuit-board connectors have 0.025-
inch-square terminals. The connec
tors are designed to be inter-

changeable with commonly used 
components. The series 186-295 
units are available in position sizes 
5110 through 601120, and have a 
low-contact-resistance bifurcated 
bellows-form contacts. 
Methode Electronics Inc ., 7447 W. Wilson 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60656 (396] 

Dual-pin plug requires 

no patch cords, jumpers 

A dual-pin plug for Sealectro's 
matrix-board programers is avail
able with shorting-type and skip
type pins, which reach selected junc
tions on multiple decks. The unit 
permits rapid connection between 
buses without the need for patch 
cords or wired jumpers. The mod
ules are secured in place by detent
type pins, which are silver-plated; 
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THE MICRO COMPUTERS 
Intel 's 4004 4-bit central processor typically re
places about 90 TTL MSI and SSI packages. It's 
the heart of the MCS-4 set of four micro computer 
devices - which includes a 2048-bit ROM with a 
4-bit 1/ 0 port, a 320-bit RAM with a 4-bit output 
port and a 10-port shift register for 1/ 0 expansion. 
They fit together without any interfacing circuitry to 
make complete systems with 32K bits of ROM and 
SK bits of RAM . Using a few simple interfacing de
vices, you can build much larger systems with up 
to 96K bits of ROM. 

Intel's 8008 8-bit central processor typically re
places about 125 TTL MSI and SSI packages. It 's 
the heart of the MCS-8 micro computer set-which 
includes standard Intel ROMs, RAMs and shift reg
is ters. The central processor can directly address 
16,000 8-bit bytes stored in any combination of 
these memory devices. The processor has interrupt 
capability, operates asynchronously or synchro
nously, and can perform as many as seven nesting 
sub-routines. Systems require some interfacing 
circuitry. 

SUPPORT THAT MAKES 
SYSTEM-BUILDING EASY 

FOR MCS-4 ™ SYSTEMS 

1. Prototyping Board, SIM4-01. Forms operational micro· 
programmed computer with Intel erasable PROMs in 
place of mask-programmed ROMs. Holds up to Bk bits 
of PROM and 1280 bits of RAM. 

2. Larger Prototyping Board, SIM4-02. Like SI M4·01 above, 
but it holds 32k bits of PROM and 5k bits of RAM . 

3. 4008/4009 Standard Memory and I /0 Interface Set. 
Provides direct interface between the 4004 and standard 
Intel PROMs, ROMs, and RAMs for program storage, and 
increases the available number of 1/0 ports. 

4. PROM Programmer, MP7-03. Intel erasable PROMs plug 
into this board for programming using a teletypewriter. 

5. SIM4 Hardware Assembler. Four PROMs plug into either 
SIM4 prototyping board, enabling your micro computer 
prototype to assemble its own programs. PROM types 
A0740, 741, 742, and 743. 

6. SIM4 Hardware Simulator on PROMS. Enables prototype 
to simulate its own operation. 

7. System Interface and Control Module. Interconnects all 
other support hardware and a TTY for program assembly, 
simulation, PROM programming, prototype operation 
and debugging. MCB4-10 for SI M4-01 and MCB4-20 for 
SIM4-02. 

8. Fortran IV Assembler. Gives you the assistance of any 
general-purpose computer in developing MCS-4 programs. 

9. Fortran IV Simulator. Permits any general-purpose com
puter to simulate the micro computer you are designing. 

10. Users Manual for MCS-4. This 176 page manual tells you 
all you need to know to use MCS-4 components success
fully. 

1. Library of Programs. Contributed by users, free to users. 

FOR MCS-8™ SYSTEMS 

1. Prototyping Board, SIMB-01. Forms operational micro
programmed computer with Intel's erasable PROMs in 
place of mask-programmed ROMs. Holds up to 16k bits 
of PROM and BK bits of RAM. 

2. PROM Programmer, MP7-03. Intel erasable PROMs plug 
into this board for programming using a teletypewriter. 

3. SIMS Hardware Assembler. Eight PROMs plug into SIMS 
board, enabling the prototype to assemble its own pro
grams. 

4. System Interface and Control Module. Interconnects all 
other support hardware and a TTY for program assembly, 
simulation, PROM programming, prototype operation, 
and debugging. Intel MCBB-10. 

5. Chip-Select and 1/0 Test Program. On PROM which plugs 
into prototyping board, Intel A0801. 

6. RAM Test Program. On PROM that plugs into proto
typing board, Intel A0802. 

7. Bootstrap Loader . Enables you to enter data or a pro
gram into the RAMs from a teletypewriter paper tape or 
keyboard, and execute the program from the RAMs. 
Consists of three PROMs (A0860, 861 and 863) that 
plug into the prototyping board . 

8. Fortran IV Assembler. Gives you the assistance of any 
general-purpose computer in developing MCS-8 programs. 

9. Fortran IV Simulator. Permits any general-purpose com
puter to simulate the micro computer you are designing. 

10. Users Manual for MCS-8. This 128 page manual tel Is you 
what you need to know to use MCS-8 components 
su ccessfu II y. 

11. Library of Programs. Contributed by users, free to users. 

in!er 
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Micro Computer Systems Group 

3065 Bowers Avenue 
Santa Clara, California 95051 

(408) 246-7501 
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LIGHTED DECORATOR 
PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES • 

. 250,000 
colorful operations 
per button. 

These Grayhill 1/ 4 amp lighted 
decorator push button switches offer 
a wide selection of popular styles and 
colors. Square or round, front or sub· 
panel mounts. Full range of colors, single 
or two-tone. Legends to order. 

And that's only on the surface of 
things. There 's an equally imposing variety in 
the circuitry available. SPST, momentary 
N.O. or N.C.; SPOT, momentary or alternate 
action ; and DPDT, momentary or alternate action. 

And every Grayhill lighted decorator push button 
switch variation has a tested life expectancy of 
250,000 operations. 

To learn more about these and other Grayhill quality 
products, write for our latest Engineering Catalog. 
Grayhill, Inc., 523 Hillgrove Avenue, ,/"\., 
La Grange, Illinois 60525. A ), I ell 
(31 2) 354-1040. '1Wy11111 

C ircle 146 on reader service card 

EXCLUSIVELY TO JAPAN 
ELECTRICAL MATERIALS, EQUIPMENTS, 
PARTS , CHEMICALS FOR ELECTRICAL USE, 
ETC. WHICH ARE NEWLY DEVELOPED OR 
PATENTED IN USA. WE ARE WHOLESALERS 
AND IMPORTERS OF ALL KINDS OF ELEC
TRICAL MATERIALS, ETC . IN JAPAN. HAV
ING BRANCHES ALL OVER JAPAN, TOKYO, 
NAGOYA, FUKUOKA, SHIKOKU, KASHIMA, 
HIROSHIMA, ETC . OUR MONTHLY TURNO
VER IS ABOUT US$2,400 ,000.00. OUR 
BANKERS: SUMITOMO, FUJI , KYOWA. DAI 
ICHI KANGIN, KOBE. PLEASE CONTACT US 
DIRECTLY. 

Z. KURODA & CO., LTD. 
56-2, 5-CHOME KIGAWA HIGASHINOCHO 
HIGASHI YODOGAWAKU OSAKA, JAPAN 

TELEX: 523-8426 CABLE: KURODEN OSAKA 

146 Circle 230 on reader service card 

"' NEED INFORMATION ON a... connectors? 

0 Who makes them? 

I 
, Where to get them? 

0 PICK UP YOUR PHONE 

AND DIAL TOLL FREE 

Q) 800-645-9200 

c (or, in New York State, call collect (516) 294-0990) 

this service is c FREE 

0 
use it whenever you're about to specify 

any electronic product 

eem 
0 645 Stewart Ave ., Garden City, N. Y. 11530 

Circle 193 on reader service card 

WHISTLIN& IN THE DARK •.• 
if you think that heart disease and stroke 
hit only the other fellow's family. 

GIVE ... so more will live 

HEART FUND 
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New products 

gold is available on special order. 
Sealectro Corp., 225 Hoyt St. , Mamaroneck, 

N.Y. 10543 [397) 

Conformal coater for pc 

boards has two nozzles 

An automated self-cleaning spray 
unit applies conformal coatings on 
assembled printed-circuit boards. 
Two reciprocating nozzles are 
angled to coat evenly around com
ponents. Circuits travel on a paper 

throw-away conveyor, which unrolls 
from the loading end and is rerolled 
at the unloading end. An air-dry 
process follows the spraying appli
cation to level and drive off fast sol
vents. 
In-line Technology Inc ., 30 Mill St. , Assonet , 

Mass. 02702 [399) 

Multicontact connectors have 

hermetically sealed mounts 

A line of ultraminiature 4-, 7-, and 
12-contact connectors features her
metically sealed panel mounts and 
are designed for applications in 
high-density packaging, aerospace 
systems, integrated circuits, instru
mentation, transducers, and medical 
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Sure, we have a fine product, we think it's the 
best in-circuit component test system on the market, 
but what sets us apart from all others is our outstand
ing people. 

Our people back up our FFlOl test system with 
their experience, qualifications, and integrity. Our en
gineers started in-circuit testing back in 1954. They 
refined the product through ten generations and have 
more in-circuit testing experience than anyone in the 
industry. 

A thorough understanding of our testing technol
ogy requires formal training and specialized knowledge. 
That's why you'll find so many EEs at Faultfinders, in 
management, sales, programming and product appli
cation. No one is better qualified than our engineers 
to explain the practical advantages of using in-circuit 
testing and just what the FFlOl can do to solve your 
particular problems. They will make no exaggerated 
claims. They have a personal integrity you can rely on, 
under any circumstances. That means a lot when you 
have a production schedule to meet and need reliable 
information. 

Our people will keep you happy long after the 
sale is made. They'll be there when you need them 
most. That's important to you, and also to us, because 
we realize that our best salesmen are our many satis
fied customers. Call us, we can arrange for you to talk 
to the ones in your area. They can tell you more about 
Faultfinders people ... the kind that make a product 
great! 

WE HELP MANUFACTURERS MAKE BETTER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 



at the bottom ••• 
of every portable low-voltage 

operated instrument, tape 

recorder/player, calculator, 

garde·n tool, toy, etc. is a 

WALL PLUG-IN 
CHARGER/ CONVERTERS 

designed and built by DYNAMIC 

I> 

t 

... with each manufacturers' product 
having specific requirements demanding 
careful planning and design ing to match 

the required performance 
to the usage demand. 

DYNAMIC's close cooperation with the 
battery manufacturers keeps them right 

ON TOP of all th_e latest requirements 
of the battery you choose. Mass-produced 

to specific needs at highly competitive 
prices and designed within U/l and CSA 

Standards, makes DYNAMIC's low·voltage 
power supplies, chargers and converters, 

the most widely used 
throughout industry today. 

Feel free to call our Engineering staff 
for a complete discussion of your needs 

- just ask for Sales Engineering and . 
get "to the bottom" of your pro· 

~ 

right at the 

DYNAMIC INSTRUMENT CORP. 115 E. Bethpage Rd. , 

Plainview, N. Y. 11803 
MANUFACTURERS OF POWER CONVERSION AND 

BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEMS TO THE 
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER 516 - 694-6000 
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equipment. Simplified assembly is 
also a feature, made possible with 
factory-preassembled parts requir-

ing a mm1mum number of oper
ations. Price is as low as $2.75 in 
quantities over 1,000. 
Microtech Inc., 777 Henderson Blvd ., Fol
croft , Pa. 19032 [398) 

Console provides both 

stereo plotter, digitizer 

A digitizer console, called the model 
GDC/5000, combines all the cir
cuitry needed for a stereo plotter 
and digitizing table operation in a 
single cabinet. The unit consists of 
an alphanumeric keyboard, verifier, 
three-axis display, fixed address, 
three axes preset, utility counter, 
and magnetic-tape unit. Four modes 
of operation are possible. 
lnstronics Inc., Bridge Plaza, Ogdensburg, 
N.Y. 13669 [400) 
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And here's another 
of our 

low-cost solutions 
to your 

conversion problems. 

If you 're converting for a remote 
display, or if you've got a special 
display requirement, this con
verter was made for you. 
Maybe you're timesharing a dis
P lay with severa I data sources. 
Or rescaling the converter out
put to display pounds, gallons, 
rpm, or other engineering units. 
Or using a special display you 
designed yourself. 
Then meet the ADCl 100. A dual
slope converter with a 3%-digit 
BCD-plus-sign output and auto
matic zero correction. It'll give you 
normal mode rejection of 40dB (up 
to 120dB with a phase lock loop 

This 5-volt A/D converter gives 
you dual-slope noise immunity and 

BCD-plus-sign output for only 
$67/lOO's. The ADC1100. 

circuit). Plus 5VDC operation and 
guaranteed monotonicity. And the ADCllOO 
is equally well suited for feeding a computer. 
That's an awfu I lot for only $67 in lOO's. ($99 in 
singles.) 

But after all, we're the people who wrote the 
book on converters. So you expect a lot from us. 
And here's what else you can expect. 
Two high-resolution, high-accuracy, AID 
converters that can save you time and 
money. Both with parallel and serial outputs, 
both with user-selected input ranges. The 
ADClOZ has 10-bit resolution and accuracy, 
20 µ,Sec (max) conversion time, for $67 in 
lOO's. The ADC12QZ converts in 40 µ,Sec 

r.ANALOG 
_..DEVICES 

Call 617-329-4700 

(max), gives you 12-bit 
resolution and 

accuracy-$92 in lOO's. 

Two low-cost general
purpose D/A converters. 

The DAClOZ provides 10-bit 
resolution and accuracy, built

in IC output amplifier, uni
polar or bipolar outputs-only 

$27 in lOO's. The DAC12QZ 
gives you 12-bit resolution and 

accuracy and five user-selected 
output ranges for only $47 in 

lOO's. 
A low-cost sample and hold 

amplifier. For $32 in lOO's, the 
SHA 5 will hold your attention, 
too. The perfect companion to 

our low-cost converters. 

For more informa
tion on what you can 
expect from us, give 

us a call. We can 
send you samples, 

comprehensive 
data sheets, and, for 

only $3.95, a 400-
page handbook on 

A-D conversion. 

Analog Devices, 
Inc., Norwood, 
Mass. 02062 

for everything you need to know about A-D converters. 
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Now . .. High Efficiency, Switching Regulated Power Supplies 
The new Switching Regulated Series is the most recent addition to the expanding line of Hewlett
Packard Modular Power Supplies. The MIGHTY MODS started with the 62000 Series - a com
plete line of modular power supplies with coverage from 3 to 48 volts, up to 192 watts. 
The new Switching Regulated Supplies, Series 62600, feature advanced transistor switching design 
with up to 80% efficiency. You get more power in a smaller, cooler operating package ... with 4 to 
28 volts, up to 300 watts, 0.2% combined line and load regulation , 20mV rms/30mV p-p ripple and 
noise. And, HP thinks ahead to give you all the protection you need: overvoltage, overcurrent, over
temperature, reverse voltage and protected remote sensing. What it all adds up to is: selection, 
performance, reliability plus competitive pricing (with quantity and OEM discounts). Whether it's a 
modular, laboratory, or digitally programmable power supply - be confident when you specify ... 
specify HP. 
For detailed information, contact your local HP field engi- C D 
neer. Or write: Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304. HEWLETT ii..npj PA KAR

21303 In Europe, Post Office Box 85, Meyrin-Geneva. Switzerland. -
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New products 

Subassemblies 

Hybrid design 
shrinks converter 

Synchro-digital devices 

also consume a third less 

power than discrete designs 

Applying hybrid-circuit technology, 
ILC Data Device Corp. has pro
duced a line of synchro converters 
that are dramatically smaller and 
consume far less power than dis
crete-component equivalents. Data 
Device's new H-series is a tenth the 
size of the modules in its conven
tional A-series line. And power con
sumption is reduced by two thirds
to less than 1 watt for a complete 
synchro-to-digital converter chan
nel. 

Both tracking synchro-to-digital 
and digital-to-synchro converters, 
using the same type II servo-loop 
approach as in the A-series, are 
available. The s-d converters come 
with 14- or 16-bit resolution, result
ing in accuracies of ±5.3 minutes 
and ± 1 minute respectively. Parallel 
digital output voltage levels are 
compatible with diode-transistor 
and transistor-transistor logic. 

Input rates for the 14-bit con
verter can vary to 1,440° per second 
with full accuracy; up to 360° per 
second for the 16-bit unit. Either 
positive or negative power-supply 
voltages can be specified. D-s con
verters are also available in 14-and 
16-bit designs, with worst-case accu
racy to within ±4 min. 

Five separate hermetically sealed, 
24-pin dual in-line modules-mea
suring 2.2 by 0.6 by 1.5 inches 
high- are combined to form an s-d 
converter. The modules consist of 
most-significant-bit and least-sig
nificant-bit function generators, oc
tant switch, error processor, and up
down counter. A solid state Scott-T 
synchro-input module in a 16-pin 
dual in-line package is also in
cluded. A complete d-s converter 
can be made up of four of these 
same modules. Multiplexed hybrid 
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synchro converters are also avail
able. 

Operating range for the H series 
units is -55 ° to + 105°C. And 
they're supplied to MIL-STD-883, 
level C requirements; level B quali
fication is available at extra cost. In 
addition, the modules meet the di
mensional requirements of the stan
dard hardware program sponsored 
by the Naval Avionics Facility at In
dianapolis, points out Stephen A. 
Muth, product manager for data 
converters at DDC. 

Key to the hybrid design is the 
availability of complementary 
metal-oxide-semiconductor chips, 
he says. Without them, the "circuits 
would have run very hot and we 
would have had to divide up the 
converters into more modules to dis
tribute the power. Or we would 
have had to rely on different pack
aging with more heat sinking." 

Most difficult was the design of 
the up-down counter. It's a straight
forward circuit, but "it calls for five 
layers of conductive patterns be
cause of the number of inter
connection wires," Muth explains. 

Another point he makes is that 
the hydrid design is easier than the 
discrete to produce. "There's not as 
much trimming required on the pro
duction line compared with the dis
crete modules." 

Price of the hybrid H-series is rel
atively high- $1,800 for a complete 
s-d channel compared to $990 for an 
A-series unit. But Muth expects the 
price to come down as volume picks 
up. Eventually, a channel might sell 
in the $200 to $300 range. 
ILC Data Device Corp., 100 Tee St. . 
Hicksville , N.Y. 11801 (381] 

Nine-digit panel display 

is MOS LSI-compatible 

A nine-digit numeric display panel, 
with 1/4-inch-high characters and 
multiplex operation, interfaces di
rectly with MOS LSI circuits. Planar 
in configuration, the display is 
aimed primarily at hand-held and 
desk calculators. However, it is ap
plicable to a variety of multidigit 
equipment applications such as fre-

NEW 
SHORTER 

CASE! 
SCHAUER 

1-WATT 

ZENERS 
.160 MAX. All welded 

DIA. and brazed assembly 

No fragile 
L nail heads 

/ ~ High pressure 
·.:J<o molded case 

.028 DIA. 

"'•-1: \7 
GOLD PLATED 
NICKEL CLAD 
COPPER LEADS 

U.S.A. Made 
ALKYD RESIN 

CASE LENGTH 
0.320" MAX.---

1t .!. 1~ 

SAME LOW PRICES FOR 
1 % TOLERANCE ZENERS 
ANY VOLTAGE 
FROM 2.0 TO 18.0 

Quantity Price Each 
1-99 $1.07 
100-499 .97 
500-999 .91 
1000-4999 .86 
5000 up .82 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 
Send for rating data and 
20%, 10%, 5% and 2% 
tolerance prices. 

Semiconductor Division 

SCHAUER 
MANUFACTURlNG CORP. 

4514 Alpine Ave ., Cinci nnati, Ohio 45242 
Tel.,phone 513/791-3030 
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.. . switch, indicator, and 
· circijit protector all in a 
single compact package. 
AIRPAH™ Tr~E 
Electromagnetic 
Circuit 

Protector 
Airpax Type 203 Electromagnetic 
Circuit Protectors offer a choice of 
many mechanical and electrical con
figurations for maximum versatility. Series, 
shunt, and relay trip internal circuits are available 
and can be combined in single, two and three-pole 
versions. Current ratings from 0.02 to 20 amperes at 120V ac 
and 0.02 to 10 amperes at 250V ac. Inverse time delay or instant 
trip. 

LOW 
MAINTENAN CE 

Here's why Kappa Scientific selected 
Airpax Type 203 Circuit Protectors for their 
new High Voltage Pulse Generator. 
We quote:" ... because it features a 
switch, indicator, and circuit protector all 
in a single compact package. This is an 
advantage because we require switching, 
indication, and protection for both input 
power and high voltage. Especially 
important is that total cost is competitive 
with individual switch, light, and fuse 
components. This approach eliminates 
unsightly fuseholders and fuse replace
ment, but better, prevents the not
uncommon practice of substituting high 
amperage fuses (the penny-in-the-fusebox 
remedy) with subsequent circuit damage." 
Shouldn't ~our next design 
include a Type 203? 
Write for full specifications. 

Airpax Electronics I CAMBRIDGE DIVISION I Cambridge, Md. 21613 I Phone (301) 228-4600 
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quency counters. The display reads 
out in orange, and red is available 
through the use of filters. Price of 
the panel display is $15. 70 in quan
tities of 1,000. 
Sperry Information Displays, Box 3579, 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 85257 [383) 

A-d converter does 4-bit 

conversion in 40 ns 

The model ADC-4B25-MHz analog
to-digital converter can be used in 
video-digitizing, pulse analysis, 
high-speed data-handling and X-ray 
analysis applications. The converter 
is 3 inches wide by 5 inches long by 

1 inch deep, and it uses a paral
lel/ seri all parallel conversion 
scheme. The unit can handle a four
bit conversion in 40 nanoseconds 
(throughput rate is 25 MHz). Price is 
$1,250. 
Datel Systems Inc ., 1020 Turnpike St. , Can
ton , Mass. 02021 [384) 

Remote display is 9 / 16-inch 

thick, mounts on panel 

The Slimline remote display pro
vides up to six digits of 0.270-inch
high LEDs from any TIL-DTL source 
of parallel 1,248 positive true BCD 
data. The display is 9116-inch thick 
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The Color Guard 
• comes on strong 1n 

color control. 
Get the brights, with a rainbow 
of Silikrome® color filters that 
slip easily over clear mini
ature lamps, automotive 

And for 
applications 
where light 

is critical, they 
come on strong two 
ways-as a seal of 

safekeeping against 
light leakage, and as 
shockmounts for sen
sitive lamps. All this, 

lamps, even potted 
lamps ... to make 
them any color you 
want. The inter
changeable, 
field-replaceable 
silicone rubber 
boots stay color
fast and pliant, 
even after 1000 
hours at 500°F, 

~-'-'~with no plastic caps to 

so you can put 
color to work V 
when you 
want it, 
where you 
want it, 
as long as 
you want it. 

THE 
CLEAN 

FIGHTERS. 

melt or crack, no 
coated bulbs to fade 
or chip, no mounting 

hardware needed. 
Find out more-

write or phone today 
for free literature, 

price information and 
samples: APM-Hexseal, 

44 Honeck St., 
Englewood, N.J. 07631; 

(201) 569-5700. 

~IW,M:W§~ 

Circ le 196 on reader service card 

When it comes to 

TRANSIENT 
VOLTAGE 
PROTECTION 

~~nol.it, wrote 
the book! 

And, It's Yours FREE/ 
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New products 

and mounts on the panel so that no 
space is required behind the panel. 
The unit is available in a variety of 
formats for display of data from 
digital clocks, counters, and stop
watches. Power requirement is 5 v 
de ±1% at 300 mA. 
Nationwide Electronic Systems Inc ., Rte. 53 , 

Itasca, Ill. 60143 [386] 

Modular power supply 

delivers 500 watts 

over the opera ting tern pera tu re 
range of - 20°C to + 40°C with no 
moving air required. Efficiency is 
70%, and combined line and load 
re~ulation is ±0.2%. The model 
668A-05 offers 5 volts at 100 am
peres output and accepts I 02 to 130 
v ac or 198 to 256 v ac input with
out circuitry changes required. Price 
is $750. 
Trio Laboratories Inc ., 80 DuPont St., Plain

view, N.Y. 11803 [389] 

Sample-and-hold module 

offers low feed-through 

With a low feed-through of I milli
volt maximum for a 20-v step, the 
model 4853 sample-and-hold ampli
fier provides an aperture time of ± l 
nanosecond. Acq uisi ti on time is 
rated at less than l microsecond to 
0.0 l %. Applications include multi
channel data-acquisition and distri
bution systems, pulse stretchers, d-a 
and a-d converters, and digitally 
controlled process-control systems. 

FOR YOU TO COMPARE 

CM20R $729.00 

• 5Hzto515MHz 
• 50 mV sensitivity 

• Units Annunciation 

• 5 Gate Times 
• LED Display 
• Lead ing Zero Suppression 

• Optional Snap-on Battery 
• High Stability TCXO's 

AND DECIDE 

analog digital research 
1051 Clinton St reet 

Buffalo, N. Y. 14206 
Circle 197 on reader service card 

s. s. HOPE, M.D. 
Doctor .. . teacher ... friend to, 
millions on four continents
this floating hospital is a 
symbol of America 's concern 
for the world 's disadvantaged. 

Keep HOPE sailing. 

PROJECT 

~~ 
Dept. A, Washington, D.C. 20007 
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,,4~ introductory offer to new members of the 
ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL NGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 

286/ 515 
404/445 INTEGRATED 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS: 
CIRCUITS A Basic Course 
MANUAL for Engineers 
by J. Markus and Technicians 
Pub. price, $19.75 by R. G. Hibberd 
Club price, $15.75 Pub. price, $9.95 

Club price, $8.45 

637/ 458 162/212 
DESIGNING INTEGRATED 
WITH TTL CIRCUITS & 
INTEGRATED SEMI-
CIRCUITS CONDUCTOR 
by Texas DEVICES 
Instruments by Deboo & Inc. Burrous 
Pub . price, $18.50 Pub. price, $13.95 
Club price, $13.50 Club price, $10.50 

404/437 
313/ 059 

HANDBOOK OF SOURCEBOOK SEMI· OF ELECTRONIC CONDUCTOR CIRCUITS ELECTRONICS, 
by J. Markus 3/e 
Pub . price, $19.75 by P. Hunter 
Club price, $14.75 Pub. price, $27.50 

Club price, $21.50 

259/ 607 287/341 

COMMUNICA- STANDARD 
TION SYSTEM HANDBOOK OF 
ENGINEERING ENGINEERING 
HANDBOOK CALCULATIONS 
by by T. G. Hicks 
D. H. Hamsher Pub. Price, $18.50 
i'ub. price, $29.50 

Club Price, $14.25 
Club price, $22.50 

124/035 
388/458 HANDBOOK OF 
MAGNETIC PHYSICS, 2/e 
RECORDING by Condon and 
by C. E. Lowman Odishaw 

Pub . Price, $14.50 Pub. price, $34.75 
Club Price, $9.75 Club price, $14.95 

Save time and money by joining the fJ~~ 
Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club • 

HERE is a professional club designed specifically to meet your 
day-to-day engineering needs by providing practical books 

in your field on a regular basis at below publisher prices. 

How the Club operates: Basic to the Club's service is its publi
cation, the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club 
Bulletin, which brings you news of books in your field. Sent to 
members without cost, it announces and describes in detail the 
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selections 
w!1ich are available at special members' prices. 

When you want to examine the Club's feature of the month, 
you do nothing. The book will be mailed to you as a regular part 
of your Club service. If you prefer one of the alternate selec
tions-or if you want no book at all for that month-you notify 
the Club by returning the convenient card enclosed with each 
Bulletin. 

As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four 
books over a two-year period. Considering the many books pub
lished annually in your field, there will surely be at least four 
that you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club, you 
save both money and the trouble of searching for the best books. 
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o1 these 

tot $ 
on\Y 

FR
OM $9.95 to $34.75 

VALUES 

Special $1.00 bonus book 
comes to you with your 

first club selection 

by C. N. Herrick 
Pub . price, $13.95 
Club price, $10.50 

349/ 428 

TRANSISTOR 
AND 
INTEGRATED 
ELECTRONICS, 
4/e 
by M. S. Kiver 

Pub. Price, $12.50 
Club Price, $9.75 

649/170 

OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIERS 
by Tobey, 
Graeme & 
Huelsman 
Pub. price, $15.00 
Club price, $11.50 

209/ 731 

STANDARD 
HANDBOOK FOR 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS, 
10/e 
by Fink and 
Carroll 
Pub. price, $32.50 
Club price, $24.95 

MAIL ATTACHED POSTPAID CARD 
(If card removed, send coupon below) r-------------------------, 

I 

ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 
582 Princeton Road , Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and Control Engi
neers' Book Club and send me the two books indicated below. I am 
to receive the bonus for just $1.00, and my first selection at the 
s pecial Club price shown. These books are to be shipped on ap
proval, nnd I may return them both without cost or further obliga
tion . If I decide to keep the books , I agree to purchase as few 
as four books during the next two years at special Club prices (at 
least 15% below lis t). 

Write Code No. of 
bonus book 

here 

Write Code No. of 
first selection 

here 

Name _ _________________ __ _ 

I Add ress __________________ _ 

I City ____________________ _ 

I State Zip. ____ _ 

! E 33221 
--------------~-----------~ 
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Youfown personal timing motor. 
Every Hansen synchronous timing Many speeds. Torque from 8 to 98 
motor is built for a designer like you. oz .-in . at 1 rpm. All competttively 
To specific requirements, with our priced. 
confidential. help. Add Hansen to your design staff. 

We have several thousand models Call Qt" write for complete $pee&, Qr 
designed, tooled, and ready-tt>-build co/itact one of 'dUr representativ&s 
in any quantity, In five majOr stvtes. bek>w. 

l~md·ml I)' r~=-~~:t~.BING co. 

Ha1t5en ~tim; _.,. ~. liouston ii» Dalras, il'exas; 
R. S. ~Ce., Slierman O'm, Asseciales, Ille:., 
San Carlos, Cafff.; De ffGlllll CC.., r~M; IU.; JOha Off Auocfltes, 
Grand Rapid$: iliclt.~ ft C. lehsn i;encJ, lnc.; Roche$1er, JU.; 
WlnSlow EJectrfc Ce .• EsseJ1, Colll!.; Uey~Q .. Villanova, Pa.; 
and Hetllert ,Rude Assoclales, Ille: .. Teaneck, N..J., 
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Price is $125 each in small quan
tities, and this drops to $99.50 in 
100-lots. 
Teledyne Philbrick , Allied Dr . at Rte. 128, 
Dedham , Mass. 02026 [385] 

Uninterruptible power supply 

is for volatile memory systems 

Aimed at volatile semiconductor 
memory-systems applications, an 
uninterruptible power supply is part 
of the PM 2400 line of OEM mul
tiple-output computer power sup
plies. The model 2412 is a 140-watt 

convection-cooled converter that 
provides power for up to 32,000-
word-by- l 8-bit or 65,000-by-9 MOS 
RAMs at worst-case temperatures. 
The unit furnishes no-break power 
over power outstages of 20 millisec
onds or longer. 
Pioneer Magnetics Inc., 17 45 Berkeley St., 
Santa Monica, Calif. 90404 [388] 

Analog multiplier has 

accuracy to within 0.1 % 

The model 4200 pulse-modulation 
analog multiplier provides an un
trimmed accuracy guaranteed to 
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within 0.2%, and external trimming 
improves this specification to within 
a guaranteed 0.1%. Maximum total 
error drift over the .full operating 
temperature range of -25°C to 
+ 85°C is 0.02%/°C and 0.005%/% 

supply change. The unit features an 
absolute maximum input rating of 
±30 volts, and rated output is ±10 v 
at ±5 milliamperes minimum. All 
semiconductors in the multiplier are 
hermetically sealed to ensure relia
bility.Small-quantity price is $129. 
Burr-Brown Research Corp. , International 
Airport Industrial Park, Tucson , Ariz. 85706 
[387] 

Low-priced double-balanced 

mixer is broadband 

Priced at $7 for a single unit, the 
model MD-108 broadband double
balanced mixer is packaged in a 
subminiature , eight-pin, relay
header configuration. The unit pro-

vides local-oscillator and rf port 
bandwidths of 5 to 500 megahertz 
and an i-f port bandwidth of de to 
500 MHz. Conversion loss is 7.0 dB 
maximum from 5 to 150 MHz and 
9.0 dB maximum from 150 to 500 
MHz. The unit can be microstrip- or 
stri pline-moun ted. 
Anzac Electronics, Division of Adams-Rus
sell, 39 Green St., Waltham, Mass. (389] 
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VP Series 
1595 

A high power, economical systems 
supply that powers and protects critical 
and sensitive IC circuits. 

Up to 30VDC Up to 135AMPS 
in your choice of ranges 

• Adjustable current limiting 

• Low Noise 

• Meters and Overvoltage Protection 
optionally available 

FEATURES • Standard ratings are 5V/135A, 12V/ 90A, 15V/ 

85A, 24V /60A, 28V /50A •automatic load share paralleling• low 

output impedance • remote sensing and programming • 0.02% 

line regulation .• 0 .05% load regulation • less than 1mV RMS 

ri pple ... all for only $595. 

Write directly or call your local Scientific-Devices sales office for complete 
specifications and applications. 

TRYGON ELECTRONICS 
SUBSIDIARY 

SVSTRON ~DONNER 
COlltPOl'tATION 

1200 Shames Drive, Westbury, N.Y. 11590 (516) 997-6200 

The Systron -Donner Instruments Group : 

Concord Instruments O Computer Systems O Do lopulse 0 Kruse Electronics 0 Microwave 0 Trygon Electronics 
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FOR SMALL PC MOUNTED 
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 

We can cool 'em 
. ~· Ott 
TO-S's 
Complete line includes ex
clusive 2-piece heat sinks 
in 3 models from economy 
to high performance. Also 
low cost press-on and clip
on coolers. 

ALL ARE AVAILABLE 

T0-3 and T0-66's 
Unique fin design (left) uses 
slanted van fins. Highly effi
cient and lightweight. Dia
mond-shaped cooler (right) 
is designed for high-density 
applications. All available in 
variety of finishes and fin 
heights. 

FROM YOUR LOCAL THERMALLOY DISTRIBUTOR 

Thermalloy's other products include coolers for plastic packaged and 
disc compression devices. Write for FREE CATALOG. 

~ 
Therm alloy 
P.O . Box 34829/ 2021 W. Valley View Lane/ Dallas, Texas 75234 
Phone 214·243 -4321 / TWX 910 -860 -5542 
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The HS-2005 ... a wire memory offering 
speed, capacity, cost and reliability 

of ample proportions. 
This is our latest wire memo ry. It gives you access time of 180 ns and 
cycle time of 250 ns. Memory elements, of co urse, co nsist of our own 
special development, magnetic wires. Non-destructive read-o ut is 
featured . H5-2005 means maximum reliability at minimum cost. In 
fact, you get a 65 kilo-byte assembly with an MTBF figure of 10,000 
hours. H5-2005 is a com ponent precisely matched 
to computers .of the new age. 

Wire Memory System HS-200S Specifications 

1. Memory elements Non-destructive read-out 
2. Storage capacity 8 kwords/80 bits, 16 kwords/ 
40 bits, 32 kwords/20 bits 3. Access time 180 
nanoseconds 4. Cycle time Write-in Read-out 
250 nanoseco nds 5. Interface levels TTL logic ... 
H +2.4- + SV L - 0.5-+0.SV 6. Dimensions 
500x300 x 112mm (Basic unit capacity is 65 
Kbytes. Expansion to one megabyte is possible. ) 
7. Required power +30V, + 15V, + 5V, - 15V 

Please co ntact our sa les department if you have 
spec ial requirements. . 
r~. ~ I ! 2.~.~~e. ·H~·~a:a. Ohl3·ku, Tokyo, ):pan 

NPw York : Toko New Yortc Inc. 
• 350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1co:n U.S.A. Tel: 565·3767 
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Los Angeles: Toko, Inc. Los An3eles Liilison Office 
3440 Wil shire Blvd., Tishman Building. Suite 1106 Los Angeles, Calif. 
90010. U.S.A. Tel' 380·0417 

Diisseldorf: Toko, Inc. Europe Li~ison Office 
4 OUsseldorf, Koiner StraSe 246, OUsseldorf, W. Germany Tel : 78·7064 

Circ le 199 on reader service card 

New products/materials 

A two-part gold epoxy, designated 
Epo-Tek H-81, is for chip bonding 
in microelectronics applications. 
Conductivity rating is from 0.0005 
to 0.0009 ohm-centimeter. The ma
terial cures in five minutes at 150°C, 
15 minutes at 120°C, or 90 minutes 
at 80°C. Pot life is two days, and 
shelf life is a minimum of two years. 
Price is $80 for a Yi-ounce eval
uation kit. 
Epoxy Technology Inc., 65 Grove St, Water
town, Mass. 02172 [476] 

A family of laser-trimmable thick
film resistor compositions, called the 
Certi-fired 1300 series, has a ther
mal resistance coefficient of less 
than 250 parts per million per de
gree centigrade over the range of 
-55 to + 125°C. Trimmed resistors 
drift less than 1 % in sheet resist
ivities, and individual compositions 
can be blended to obtain resistivities 
intermediate to the six values of
fered. 
DuPont Co .. Wilmington , Delaware [477] 

Ultra-Bond 52 is a single-compo
nent 3,000°F alumina-base adhesive 
with the ability to bond to ceramics 
and metals, such as stainless steel, 
aluminum, and copper. The mate
rial comes in a premixed paste and 
can be used after drying at room 
temperature. It works in almost any 
atmosphere, including hydrogen, 
and has a dielectric strength of 250 
volts per mil. Price is $25 per pint or 
$40 per quart. 
Aremco Products Inc .. Box 145, Briarcliff 
Manor, N.Y. 10510 [478] 

Encapsulation of semiconductor and 
solid-state devices without the use of 
a junction coating to separate the 
device from the encapsulating me
dium is provided by Eccomold 4119 
and 4125 molding powders. This is 
possible because the materials ex
hibit low ionizable extractables in 
water, thereby eliminating corrosion 
of the devices while providing a 
moisture seal, and mechanical and 
thermal protection. Material 4119 is 
priced at $1.70 a pound and 4125 at 
$1.94 a pound in 2,500-pound lots. 
Emerson & Cuming Inc.. Canton, Mass. 
[479] 
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New literature 

D-a converters. Cycon Inc. , 1080 E. 
Duane Ave. , Sunnyvale, Calif. 
94086. Series 9 digital-to-analog 
converters are described in a four
page catalog that provides technical 
specifications and applications in
formation. Circle 421 on reader ser
vice card. 

Printed-circuit assemblies. Ansley 
Electronics Corp., Old Easton Rd. , 
Doylestown, Pa. 18901 , has issued a 
data sheet describing Free-Flex 
flexible printed-circuit assemblies. 
[422] 

Recording systems. Bulletin 1250H 
from the Brush Division, Gould 
Inc., 3631 Perkins Ave., Cleveland, 
Ohio 44114, is an eight-page publi
cation on analog and digital record-

. ing systems for industrial, medical, 
military, and scientific applications. 
[423] 

Data systems. A 12-page technical 
brochure describes the H4200-series 
digital data system available from 
Howell Instruments Inc., 3479 W. 
Vickery Blvd., Fort Worth, Texas. 
76107 [424] 

Strip printer. Facit-Addo Inc., 501 
Winsor Dr. , Seacaucus, N.J. A data 
sheet provides design and technical 
data on the model 4552 alphanume
ric strip printer. [425] 

Indicating devices. Condensed data 
and specifications on elapsed-time 
indicators, events counters, fault in
dicators and stop clocks are con
tained in four-page bulletin MR-
102-R3 from North American Phil
ips Controls Corp., Cheshire, Conn. 
06410 [426] 

Thermal cutoffs. A family of ther
mal cutoffs for backup protection in 
electronic devices is described in a 
12-page brochure from the 3M Co., 
Box 33600, St. Paul, Minn. 55133 . 
The brochure gives capabilities and 
performance characteristics, as well 
as applications notes. [ 427] 

Epoxy compounds. Two epoxy com
pounds having low coefficients of 
thermal expansion are described in 
a data sheet from Bacon Industries 
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Inc., ·192 Pleasant St. , Watertown, 
Mass. 02172 [428] 

Data set. Tele-Dynamics Division, 
Ambac Industries, 525 Virginia Dr. , 
Fort Washington, Pa. A 1,200 bit
per-inch data set is described in a 
two-page product bulletin that pro
vides specifications and operations 
information. [429] 

Time-code formats. A handbook on 
time-code formats with detailed in
formation on the 22 most common 
time codes is available from Moxon 
Inc., SCR Division, 2222 Michelson 
Dr., Irvine, Calif. 92664. Reference 
time, typical time frames, index 
count, index markers, and other 
data pertinent to each time code is 
provided. [430] 

Switches. Oak Industries Inc. , 
Switch Division, Crystal Lake, Ill. A 
bulletin describes the operation, 
specifications, and pricing of the il-
1 um in at ed and nonilluminated 
push-button-switch lines. Engineer
ing specifications, performance 
data, line drawings, photographs, 
and a lens selection guide are in
cluded. [431] 

Control transmitter. The electrical 
outputs of a synchro or resolver
control transmitter that can be sim
ulated by the SS and RS series of 
synchro standards and resolver stan
dards are described in data bulletin 
SRT-6 available from Singer lnstru
m entation, 231 1 S. La Cienega 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90016 
[432] 

Line-printer subsystem. Custer Re
search Inc., Box 305, Fleetwood, Pa. 
A lineprinter subsystem for the HP 
2100 series processors is described in 
a product bulletin. [433] 

Power-supply line. Lambda Elec
tronics Corp., 515 Broad Hollow 
Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11746. A 196-
page catalog and handbook details 
the company's power-supply line 
and includes a section on power
supply applications. The book also 
includes information on power com
ponents, power kits, power instru
ments, and applications. [376] 

How to 
ship small 

• packages in 
a big liurry. 

1)GJJ(S 

o£L1A 

1-11>-NOLING 
Sf'£C\Al 

f>-\RLIN£5 . 

Delta guarantees delivery on 
the flight or routing you specify 
between most Delta cities. 

Packages accepted up ro 50 lbs. 
with length plus width plus height 
not to exceed 90" total, with only 
one dimension exceeding 30'.' 

Delivery to Delta's passenger 
counter or air freight terminal at 
the airport at least 30 minutes prior 
to scheduled departure time. 

Pick-up at DASH Claim Area 
next to airport baggage claim area 
30 minutes after flight arrival at 
destination. 

Charges for DASH shipments 
are nominal. Delta reservations will 
be pleased to quote actual charges 
between specific points. 

Payments accepted in cash, by 
company check, most general
purpose credit cards, special credit 
arrangements or on government 
shipments by GBL. ~DELTA 

The airline run by prolessionalS 

Rate examples (Tax included) 
Atlanta-Washington ....... $21.00 
Boston-Miami ...... .. .... $26.25 
Cincinnati-Louisville ... .. . $21.00 
Cleveland-Phoenix .. .. ... . $26.25 
Los Angeles-New Orleans .. . $31.50 
Dallas-Los Angeles . . . ..... $26.25 
San Francisco-Atlanta ... . .. $31.50 
Philadelphia-Houston ..... . $26.25 
New York-Tampa .. . . . . $26.25 
For full details, call Delta 
reservations. 

Delta is ready 
when you are! 
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WHY 
CHOOSE RENTAL 

ELECTRONICS WHEN 
YOU RENT, LEASE, OR 
RENTAL-PURCHASE? 

Because REI is the recognized l~ader when it comes to supplying you 
the most complete selection of electronic/ scientific test equipment- to 
rent, to lease, or to rental-purchase-at the most attractive costs. 

Now, more than ever, you must expand along with the pace of eco
nomic and technological development. To avoid the handicap of obso
lete equipment, to help you maintain a flexible budget, to keep abreast 
of the competition, to assure growth with increased production and 
sales- Rental Electronics offers you the instruments you need, when 
you need them, for as long as you need them. 

REI offers you precisely the right instruments- everything from 
amplifiers to oscilloscopes to synthesizers- with a plan custom-designed 
to meet your specific requirements! 

Our staff of sophisticated financial planners is ready to help you 
choose the rental, lease, or rental-purchase package that best fits your 
situation. 

And your needed equipment is ready for almost instantaneous de
livery, direct from one of nine strategically-located " Instant Inventory" 
Centers across the U.S. and Canada. 

Every Rental Electronics customer is our very special customer, 
receiving the service he needs under a rental, lease, or rental-purchase 
plan custom-tailored especially for him. The results are increased 
PROFITS for you! 

Ask for our full catalog today! Write or call: 

® 
Rental Electronics, Inc. 

A P-EPSl(Q LEASING COMPANY 

99 Hartwell Avenue, P. O. Box 223 
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173 Tel. 617/862-6905 

Gaithersburg, Maryland 301 / 948-0620 I Lexington, Massachusetts 61 7/ 861-0667 / Anaheim, California 
714/ 879-0561 I Rosemont , Illinois 312 / 671-2464 I Fort Lauderdale , Florida 305 / 771-3500 / Dallas, Texas 
214/ 638-4180 I Oakland, New Jersey 201 / 337-3757 I Onta rio, Canada 41 6/ 677-7513 / Palo Alto , California 
415/ 328-4525 
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From stock-ALL NEW 
THERMOTRON TABAI SERIES 

ovens 

l :® 

-{I? 
T 

© 

~ .:: 
© © ~ 

LOOK AT THE FEATURES THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE 
PURCHASE PRICE OF THIS ALL-NEW OVEN SERIES: 

1. OVERHEAT PROTECTOR 

2. SOLID STATE TEMPERATURE CONTROL WITH BOTH 
MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC SETTING 

3. TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 

4 . INTERIOR LIGHT (ON MOST MODELS) 

5. ADJUSTABLE AIR BAFFLES FOR BEST POSSIBLE 
GRADIENT 

6 . AVAILABLE IN STAINLESS OR 
COLD-ROLLED STEEL WITH 
HIGH TEMPERATURE FINISH 

7. EXHAUST VENTS 

8. FORCED AIR CIRCULATION 

Avoilabla in 3 ltanges: 
+ 100rto + Jno r 
+ 116" f to + sn° r 
+ 212" f to + 9l2" F 

IMMEDIATE. 
OFF THE SHELF 

DELIVERY 

(SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG) THIRMDTRDN 
West Coast : CORPORATION 
8934 Mason A'le., 
Chatsworth , Cahtorn1a 91311 
Phone 2 13 882 5030 Kollen Park Drive / Holland, Michigan 49423 / 616·392·1492 
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Value 

Presenting 
in your 
corner: 

THE 
ELECTRONICS 

BOXER! 
Why mess around when you 
can have the ELECTRONICS 
BOXER clean up your 
copies-keep them in top 
condition. 

And , it's easy and 
inexpensive to keep the 
ELECTRONICS BOXER in 
you·r corner. Just complete 
the coupon and mail. Your 
order will be processed 
immediately, postpaid. 

.--------------------, 
I ELECTRONICS BOXER I 
I Jesse Jones Box Corporation I 
I 2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137 I 
I Please send me : D boxes @ $4.25 each ; I 
I D 3 boxes @ $12.00 ; D 6 boxes @ $22.00 I 
I My check or money order is enclosed. I 
I I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
L--------------------~ 

'Packed SPECTRUM 

164 Circle 165 on reader service card 

ANALYZERS 
0.5 Hz - 6.5 GHz 

The Specs You NEED at the Price You Want 
... You choose from the largest selection of com
plete Spectrum Analyzers and plug-ins.• Get the 
specifications you need at lowest cost. Our an
alyzers cover Sub-Aud io, Audio, Ultrasonic, Video, 
Telemetry Subcarrier, RF/SSB, RF/UHF, CATV, 
and Microwave applications. And, Nelson-Ross' 
reliability has been proven by thousands of users 
for more than a decade. 

Get your Nelson-Ross Spectrum Analyzer Catalog; 
phone, write or circle the reader service number. 
•For HP 140/ 141 series , Tektron ix 530/ 540/ 550/ 580 " Letter" 

series and 560 series scopes. 

nelson • ross 
electronics 

A DIVISION OF POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP. 

5 Delaware Drive/Lake Success, N.Y. 11040 
516-328-1100 • TWX: 510-223-0414 
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